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Voorwoord
Ruim vier jaar geleden begon ik met mijn onderzoek naar de Groninger
Vensterschool. De Vensterschool was (en is) nog volop in ontwikkeling, en het
was dan ook lastig om er een duidelijk beeld van te krijgen. Bovendien kon ik
me ook van het onderzoek niet veel meer dan een globale voorstelling
maken...... Ondertussen zijn de Vensterscholen uit de steigers, en ook het
onderzoek is afgerond. Veel mensen hebben een bijdrage geleverd aan dat
onderzoek, waarvoor ik hen hartelijk bedank. Een aantal van hen verdient een
persoonlijk bedankje in dit voorwoord.

In eerste plaats bedank ik de ouders die tot drie keer toe bereid waren
zich door mij het hemd van het lijf te laten vragen, en mij daarbij ook nog
voorzagen van liters koffie en thee en dozen koekjes. Zonder hen was dit
onderzoek niet mogelijk geweest! Ook bedank ik de leerkrachten die jaarlijks
de vragenlijstjes over het gedrag van hun leerlingen invulden. De
samenwerking met de locatiemanagers en met gemeentelijk projectleider
Louise Schaapveld heb ik als bijzonder plezierig ervaren, net zoals de
samenwerking met Anja Knuver, Jacqueline Mulder en Lianne Bleker van de
Evaluatiegroep voor het Onderwijs in Groningen.

De leden van de begeleidingsgroep, Aaltje Tjoelker, Louise
Schaapveld, Auke Wiegersma en Klaas Westerhof, hielden een oogje in het
zeil bij de uitvoering van het onderzoek en dachten mee over de verschillende
mogelijkheden. Met name Auke wil ik bedanken voor de vasthoudende manier
waarop hij dit onderzoek voor mij mogelijk maakte. 

Binnen het GION gaat mijn dank uit naar promotor Bert Creemers en
dagelijks begeleider Rob de Jong. Jullie gaven me de ruimte het onderzoek
naar mijn eigen ideeën vorm te geven. Bedankt voor jullie suggesties om het
onderzoek en het manuscript van dit proefschrift te verbeteren. De collega-
AiO's bedank ik voor de gezelligheid en voor alles wat we van elkaar konden
leren. Vooral de samenwerking met Esther en de stimulerende vriendschap
van Bernadet, Miranda en Dorien zijn voor mij heel waardevol geweest. Ik zal
jullie missen, sisters! Vera Mak, bedankt voor je handige tips over ik kan het
zo gek niet bedenken wat, en voor op elk moment een luisterend oor.

Een aantal mensen heeft eerdere versies van hoofdstukken van dit
proefschrift gelezen en voorzien van commentaar. Wim Meijer, Henk
Guldemond, Miranda Lubbers en Albert Jan Kruiter, bedankt daarvoor!



Het werken aan dit proefschrift was voor mij belangrijk, maar nooit het
belangrijkst. De laatste bedankjes gaan dan ook naar die mensen die mijn
leven kleur geven en me altijd weer aan het lachen weten te krijgen. Esther,
Janneke, Renate, Willem en Maureen waren altijd bereid (zonder zuchten,
steunen of klagen) mijn AiO-perikelen aan te horen en bleven desondanks (of
misschien juist daardoor) altijd belangstellend vragen naar de voortgang van
het "werkstukje". Michiel, bedankt voor het lichter maken van de laatste
loodjes!

Pa, Mampie, Albert Jan, Harry en Anne, of ik nou overenthousiast, zo
moe als een hond, of briesend als een stier thuis kom, jullie nemen het zoals
het is. De gebruikelijke kruidenbitter en bitterballen plaatsen alles weer in het
juiste perspectief. Als ik tijdens dit onderzoek iets geleerd heb is het wel hoe
belangrijk het gezin kan zijn waar je uit komt. Geloof me, jullie hadden het niet
beter kunnen doen!
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background of this study
In 1995, the city of Groningen started a, for the Netherlands innovative,
community-based educational project: the Groningen community school.
Some local politicians and administration employees became inspired by
American and Scandinavian initiatives, and they developed and implemented
the initial ideas of Groningen community schools.

Groningen community schools are supposed to positively influence
several kinds of educational and societal issues, at school, in the
neighbourhood and in children's home situations. According to the Groningen
city council "several causes exist for educational disadvantages of children.
These causes can complement and strengthen each other. Causes can be
related to educational disadvantages at school as well as to the situation at
home, for language, emotional, social as well as health problems. Treatment
of one or more of the causes only partly leads to a solution, as long as the
other causes still exist. Schools cannot be expected to solve these problems
on their owns. Schools and other services concerning youth welfare, health
and education therefore have to co-operate more closely" (Gemeente
Groningen, 1995, p.4). Institutions that concentrate on children and youth thus
have to co-operate within Groningen community schools. They aim for
community school objectives concerning education, behaviour and
neighbourhood. To reach those objectives, Groningen community schools
offer activities for children as well as for parents.

More specifically, Groningen community schools aim for a decrease of
child behaviour problems and an improvement of education at home, among
other things. Accordingly, several of the institutions that co-operate within
Groningen community schools focus on child behaviour problems and
education at home (e.g. the local healthcare service, welfare services and
youth welfare work). Some of those institutions wanted to know whether their
co-operation within community schools indeed leads to an improvement of
behaviour and education, and more specifically whether it leads to a decrease
of child behaviour problems and an improvement of education at home. We
therefore studied community schools' influence on child behaviour and
education at home. This thesis describes the study that was conducted. This
first chapter will go into the background of community schools in general, and
more specifically into the background of Groningen community schools
(section 1.2). It secondly presents the purpose and outline of this thesis
(section 1.3).
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1.2 Background of the community school policy
Lately, schools encounter more and more problems that result from
developments in society, such as parental long-term unemployment or
incapacity for work, an increase of single parent families and of families with
two full-time working parents, and social exclusion of families. Supposedly,
these developments lead to behavioural and socio-emotional problems of
pupils, which schools have to deal with. Dryfoos (1993), in this respect,
notices that many school systems are driven by the desire to raise test scores
and lower dropout rates. Teachers, however, often become frustrated
because they think that pupils' behavioural problems and social environments
stand in the way of achievement. Literature furthermore shows that a growing
number of children, youths and families develop problems related to learning,
development, health and well being, which increasingly affects the various
welfare and healthcare institutions that serve children and families (Briar-
Lawson & Lawson, 1997). Those institutions have to find more effective ways
to deal with the expanding problems of families and society.

During the former century, many schools and child-serving agencies
became disconnected from each other, and from families. Moreover, each
institution had its own concepts of family needs and problems and each
institution used different intervention strategies. Families that needed help had
to choose between all kinds of organisations, including schools, social
services agencies, health agencies, and recreational agencies (Briar-Lawson
& Lawson, 1997). The relatively big number of institutions families could turn
to made it difficult for parents to decide which institution could help most
effectively. To more effectively meet the needs of parents and children and to
be better able to handle families' problems, many countries have recently
started initiatives to connect schools, families and the community, and
community-based programmes become more and more involved in improving
educational outcomes (Sanders & Epstein, 1998). These community-based
approaches are often known as "community schools" or "full-service schools".
Co-operation of institutions within community schools makes it possible to
handle problems of children and families holistically. This is important
because children's problems often are difficult to solve if their families and
communities are not involved in the solution of those problems (Evans, 1995;
1998). Another task of community schools is to provide opportunities for all
children. Especially children from disadvantaged families should receive
opportunities they would not have had otherwise.

The Dutch Ministry of education also adheres to the community school
approach. As a consequence, several cities in the Netherlands have
integrated different welfare, healthcare and educational institutions into
community schools, since 1998. This was necessary, according to the Dutch
national government, because schools should not be the only ones
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responsible for solving all kinds of (non-educational) problems of children. If
institutions start co-operating, teachers will have more time to focus on
teaching instead of on solving non-educational problems their pupils might
have (Ministerie van onderwijs, cultuur en wetenschappen, 1997a; 1997b).
The national government decentralised the responsibility for the development
of community schools to local governments, because local governments know
best what neighbourhoods need, and which institutions could fulfil those
needs. The responsibility for local governments to develop connections
between schools and other institutions has been established in the 1998 local
educational priority policy act.

The city of Groningen already started the development of community
schools in 1995. One of the motives for this development was that the City
Council was not satisfied with the results of the educational priority policy that
was executed until then, and that they wanted a new approach to combat
educational disadvantages. With concern to this educational priority policy,
Tops & Weterings (1998) state that 40% of the children in the Groningen
elementary schools were behind the national average achievement level,
while at the same time the Groningen City Council spent a lot of money on the
educational priority policy. According to the Groningen city council (Gemeente
Groningen, 1995) and Pijlman (2000), Groningen furthermore has some
specific societal problems, not always caused by education but related to it,
such as a low average income level and unemployment rates around 25%. It
is expected that those problems might be related to problems in the behaviour
and education of children. Groningen community schools should diminish
those consequences (e.g. educational and behavioural disadvantages) of
societal problems.

More specifically, Groningen community schools aim for the following
objectives: to improve behaviour and socio-emotional functioning of children,
to improve the educational environment at home and the pedagogical
behaviour of parents, to decrease risky behaviour, to decrease educational
and physical disadvantages and to create opportunities for all the children in a
neighbourhood (Gemeente Groningen, 1995). So Groningen community
school focus on improving behaviour and education at home, as well as on
decreasing educational and behavioural disadvantages. To meet the
community school objectives, the participating institutions organise joint
activities, for example courses for parents, sports and music courses.
Furthermore, a joint care-taking system in which cognitive and socio-
emotional problems are treated exists. Each activity has its own specific
objectives, but most activities are expected to influence behaviour of children
and educational behaviour of parents, one way or the other. Extra-curricular
sports and music activities, for example, give children the opportunity to
actively use their leisure time, instead of watching television or just hang
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around. These extra-curricular activities are easily accessible for all children in
a community school neighbourhood: Groningen community schools actively
inform parents and children about the extra-curricular programme, activities
take place in or around the community school building (instead of some place
far away from the neighbourhood) and the charges are adjusted to parents'
incomes. Besides, new, multifunctional buildings were constructed for some of
the Groningen community schools. Most of the co-operating institutions own
an office in these buildings, which makes co-operation in the organisation of
community school activities easier and more efficient.

Furthermore, Groningen community schools should help children with
behavioural problems and parents with educational problems faster and more
adequately, because of the co-operation of (youth)welfare and healthcare
institutions. Professionals can easily consult each other and adjust their
programmes to make sure that the whole area in which parents and children
need support is covered. This should ultimately lead to one joint intake office
for parents and children with educational, behavioural, social or (mental)
health problems.

1.3 This thesis
The section above mentioned that several cities and countries develop
community-based initiatives, often within community schools. This thesis
focuses on community schools in the city of Groningen, the Netherlands.
These community schools are expected to improve behaviour and education,
and to solve or at least diminish several behavioural and educational
disadvantages. The fast development of community schools in Groningen, as
well as in other cities in the Netherlands, raises the question which problems
concerning child behaviour and education at home exactly exist in community
school neighbourhoods. Moreover, it is interesting to know to what extent
community schools can diminish or solve these problems.

This study concentrates on child behaviour problems and education at
home. The purpose of the study is to get insight into the extent of child
behaviour problems in Groningen community school neighbourhoods, and into
the extent of educational stimulation at home. We want to find out whether
Groningen community schools can affect these aspects. The research
question of this study therefore is as follows: "Do community schools influence
child behaviour and education at home?". To answer this question, we
annually interviewed 74 community school families. These interviews, based
on several questionnaires, were held three times between 1998 and 2000.
Furthermore, kindergarten and first grade teachers annually assessed the
socio-emotional behaviour of all pupils in their group. Of those pupils 180
were assessed three times between 1998 and 2000.
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Before going further into the study that was conducted and its results,
chapters 2 and 3 will give a theoretical framework. Chapter 2 goes into the
general background of the community school development, it describes what
community schools look like in general, it goes into community school
objectives, activities and participating institutions, and it discusses what could
be expected from community schools. Chapter 3 describes aspects of child
behaviour problems and education at home. Four types of child behaviour
problems will be discussed: psycho-social behavioural problems, normal
behavioural problems, externalising versus internalising behaviour and risky
behaviour. It furthermore goes into the assessment of child behaviour.
Concerning education at home, we discuss parental attitude towards their
child, as well as the attitude of parents towards institutions that have to do
with their child. This third chapter especially focuses on those aspects of child
behaviour and education at home that could possibly be influenced by
community schools. It concludes with the research questions of this study.

Next, chapter 4 describes the study that was conducted. It presents
information about the research instruments, the research population, the
manner in which data were collected and the data analyses. Chapter 5
focuses on Groningen community schools. It gives a general description of
Groningen community schools, and it describes the co-operating institutions,
the objectives and the activities of the four Groningen community schools that
participated in this study. The Groningen community schools will be compared
to the general community school model presented in chapter 2. The results
described in this chapter are not the main results of this thesis; the main
results concern the data about child behaviour and education at home
presented in chapters 6 and 7. The results presented in chapter 5 are mainly
used as a framework of Groningen community schools, based on which the
other results of this study can be interpreted. The structure of chapter 5
therefore differs from the structures of chapters 6 and 7.

Chapter 6 presents a part of the results of this study. It presents
families' involvement in community school activities and the situation with
concern to child behaviour and education at home. Chapter 7 goes into
differential effects for families with a different socio-economic or ethnic status
and for families from different neighbourhoods. It furthermore focuses on the
relation between families' participation in community school activities on the
one hand and child behaviour and education at home on the other. Chapter 8,
finally, gives a summary of the research results and it discusses those results.
It furthermore goes into the limitations of this study. This chapter concludes
with the implications of this study for future research and the implications for
Groningen community schools.
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2. Theory: the community school

2.1 Introduction
As has been stated in the introduction of this thesis, community schools were
developed to solve or diminish child behaviour problems and to help parents
with education at home. The research question of this study concerns the
extent to which community schools can indeed influence child behaviour and
education at home. To be able to answer this research question, it is
important to know what exactly is meant by the concept community school.
This chapter describes the theoretical background of community schools. It
first goes into the motives for the community school development (section
2.2). Section 2.3 concentrates on community school's institutions, objectives
and activities. Section 2.4 focuses on what to expect from community schools
according to other research. A description of Groningen community schools,
which are the community schools included in this thesis' study, will be given in
chapter 5.

2.2 Motives for the development of community schools
Children differ with concern to their educational and behavioural development.
These differences are partly caused by innate characteristics, but another
mechanism also lies on the basis of differences between children: the fact that
not all children have equal opportunities in life. Especially children from lower
socio-economic families are supposed to receive fewer opportunities to
develop their intellectual, cultural and physical abilities than children from
middle- and higher socio-economic classes. One obvious reason for this is
that families with a lower socio-economic status have less money to spend,
and are therefore less able to pay for music lessons, sports clubs or
homework assistance. Another reason could be that parents with a low socio-
economic status stimulate their children less intensively and have lower
expectations of their children than parents with a higher socio-economic
status (Mulder & Kloprogge, 2001). Furthermore, parents with a lower socio-
economic background and minority parents often find it difficult to obtain
services and support they need. They do not realise that services they need
are available or they become confused by the fragmented service delivery
system (Chang, 1993; Dupper & Poertner, 1997).

Education is not the only field in which children with a low socio-
economic background are disadvantaged. Some of their disadvantages are
already obvious at birth: they tend to have a lower birth weight than other
children. Other physical differences between high and low socio-economic
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groups are adult length, health problems, physical injuries, and the age of
dying (Mackenbach, 1991). Children with a lower socio-economic background
more often develop behavioural problems, such as aggression, hyperactivity
and depression (Verhulst, van der Ende & Koot, 1996).
Furthermore, they do not attend as much cultural and sports activities as
children with a higher socio-economic status (Van de Burgwal et al, 1998).

According to Valencia (1997), parents seem to be implicitly held
responsible for the differences between the socio-economic groups. Parents,
and especially those with a low socio-economic status, should stimulate their
children's cognitive and social development more intensively, they should
address welfare and healthcare services sooner and more often, and they
should be more interested in their children's school carrier. Parents, however,
are not the only ones who get blamed for the lack of opportunities they
provide their children with. The neighbourhoods in which low-income children
live also get part of the blame. Mostly because of the bad, sometimes even
dangerous, environment and housing conditions and because of the negative
influence of peers in those neighbourhoods (McLaughlin, 2000; van Oenen,
2001).

Parents and neighbourhoods are sometimes blamed for the (negative)
influence they might have on children. Schools might expect too much from
parents, however. Perhaps schools and other community institutions should
use their own influence more extensively. Those institutions might not be able
to change differences between children, but they can try to equalise the
number and quality of opportunities different children are provided with.
Because teachers are not the only ones that should be held responsible for
decreasing problems in education and creating equal opportunities for all
children (Wang & Boyd, 2000), all institutions that work within a
neighbourhood should co-operate to provide all children within that
neighbourhood with equal opportunities (Dryfoos, 1993). Those opportunities
could concern intellectual, cultural, social as well as physical aspects. Schools
and institutions should not necessarily provide the same opportunities to all
children, however. They might choose to especially focus on those children
that are not provided with certain opportunities at home.

Since the 1990s, the emphasis on creating opportunities for all children
increased, which also led to an increasing interest in the connection between
family, school and community. This interest in the link between home, school
and community is not new, however. Already at the end of the 19th century,
schools co-operated with doctors, dentists and nurses. They came into
schools to screen children for example for contagious diseases and tooth
problems (Dryfoos, 1993; Wiegersma, 1999). The co-operation between
schools and other institutions mainly concerned medical care in those days. In
the 1960s and 1970s, co-operation between schools and other institutions
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rather focused on social issues. Social scientists stressed the importance of
the link between parents and schools. They especially emphasised the
importance of offering parents information and support, however, instead of
establishing genuine partnerships between home, school and community
(Cairney, 2000).

As has been mentioned before, the 1990s showed a revival of ideas
about co-operation between home, schools and other community institutions.
Schools notice more and more that they cannot continue to deal on their owns
with several health, social, and psychological problems of children and with
issues like safety, values and morality, and useful leisure activities (Ministerie
van onderwijs, cultuur en wetenschappen, 2000b). Therefore, school
administrators and teachers are much more open to allowing local health and
social agencies into their schools than they were in the past (Dryfoos, 1993).
Furthermore, many institutions within a community serve the same families,
and the professional responsibility for certain services is often uncoordinated
and dysfunctional (Corrigan & Bishop, 1997). To prevent different institutions
from trying to solve the same problems, to avoid duplication of services and to
provide a continuum of services, community institutions should co-operate
with each other (Gaffney, 2001). Another reason for the renewed interest in
home-school-community partnerships is the belief that children need multiple
sources of support to succeed in school, and, therefore, schools need the
input from families and communities (Sanders & Epstein, 1998). To satisfy the
needs of children, schools and families, the now often disconnected services
that are available in a community have to be linked into a coherent whole
(Crowson & Boyd, 1998).

The school plays a significant part in linking parents, children,
institutions and the school itself because the school can reach most parents
and institutions. Moreover, the school is often the place where parents turn to
if they experience difficulties in raising their children. Especially children with a
low socio-economic background and other children at risk are expected to
benefit from the co-operation between different institutions in a community. On
the other hand, the school does not reach all families and not all families turn
to the school with certain problems. Especially families with a low socio-
economic background are hard to reach. Therefore, it is important to include
strategies to reach families in the co-operation concept.

Several countries, such as the United States, Denmark, Sweden,
France, the Netherlands, United Kingdom and Australia, have started
initiatives to connect schools, families and the community, and community-
based institutions and programmes become more and more involved in
improving educational outcomes (OECD/CERI, 1996; Sanders & Epstein,
1998). These community-based initiatives are often known as full-service
schools or community schools. These community schools focus, for example,
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on the following aspects: to improve school programmes and the school
climate, to provide services and support for families, to increase parents' skills
and leadership, to connect families with others in the school and the
community, and to help teachers to do their work (Epstein, 1995). According
to Epstein (1995), the main reason to create partnerships within community
schools is to help all children to succeed in school and later in life. She also
warns, however, that community schools should be aware of the fact that they
may not be able to help all families. The next sections will describe what
community schools look like, and how they can en cannot help children and
their families.

2.3 The community school
Almost all children in a neighbourhood can be reached through the school.
This makes the school a suitable place for the organisation of activities that
can improve children's development, education and socialisation. Co-
operation between schools and other community services therefore often
takes place within the school. As has been mentioned before, this co-
operation within schools is often specified by the terms "full-service school" or
"community school". In this thesis the latter will be used, because it stresses
the co-operation of several community institutions, as well as the organisation
of activities for several community members. For not only the school's pupils
can profit from community school activities, parents and other community
members also belong to the community school's target group. Community
schools want to provide "safe, structured and enjoyable opportunities" (Kahne
et al, 2000, p122) and activities for community members during school hours
as well as in the evening and during weekends. Melaville and Blank (2000)
define community schools as "intentional efforts to create and sustain
relationships between a school or school district and a variety of both formal
and informal organisations and institutions in the community" (p6). As
Crowson and Boyd (1998) put it: "a "full service school", linking education and
an array of other supports, can contribute to the development of much of the
"social capital" needed to improve children's learning" (p.888). Community
schools can furthermore provide access to care certain children would not
otherwise be able to obtain, and the access of care services to high-risk
populations that often do not appropriately use healthcare institutions
(Dryfoos, 1993).

Community schools are in fact networks of co-operating community
institutions. Several community institutions are brought into schools to
increase the services that educational systems can provide, to stimulate
children's and parents' further education, and to deal together with all kinds of
problems that arise in the school's social environment (Dryfoos, 1993). Which
institutions exactly co-operate within a community school depends on the
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needs and possibilities of a neighbourhood. Most community school networks
consist of (some of) the following institutions: schools, kindergartens,
playgrounds, youth welfare organisations, child-care, healthcare and mental
healthcare, social services, sports clubs and art and music schools,
community centres, local government, libraries, school counselling, and last
but not least, parents (Braakman et al, 1999; Dryfoos, 1993; Van der Grinten
et al, 2000; Ministerie van onderwijs, cultuur en wetenschappen, 2000a;
2000b). These co-operating institutions are jointly responsible for the
realisation of the community school's diverse objectives. These objectives can
be divided into five categories: (1) social objectives, (2) developmental
objectives, (3) health objectives, (4) cognitive or intellectual objectives and (5)
organisational objectives. Not all community schools aim for the same
objectives. Most of them, however, aim for (some of) the objectives described
below.

Community schools' social objectives include objectives related to the
social development of children as well as objectives related to the social
environment of the school. Examples are: to improve social competence; to
decrease behavioural problems; to mediate risky behaviour; a fast diagnosis
and treatment of behavioural problems; to improve parents' pedagogical skills;
to improve families' and parents' well-being; to enhance children's and
parents' participation in society; to reduce racial isolation; to increase safety at
school and in the neighbourhood; to enhance social cohesion in the
neighbourhood and in the broader society (Gaffney, 2001; Jones, Burke &
Picus, 2001; Kriens, 1997; Ministerie van onderwijs, cultuur en
wetenschappen, 2000a).

The second category of objectives concerns developmental objectives.
Most of those objectives remain rather vague: to influence children's
development; to enhance children's chances on an optimal development; to
stimulate the development of children at home, at school and in leisure time;
to increase recognition of the developmental needs of young people; to
enhance the development of parents so they can enhance their children's
development; to increase parents' skills (Epstein, 1995; Gaffney, 2001;
Melaville & Blanks, 2000; Ministerie van onderwijs, cultuur en wetenschappen,
2000a; 2000b).

Objectives concerning the health of community members are described
less extensively: to enhance health; to diminish health disadvantages and a
fast diagnosis and referral of health-related problems are among them
(Dryfoos, 1993; Jones, Burke & Picus, 2001; Ministerie van onderwijs, cultuur
en wetenschappen, 2000a).

Some community schools aim for an improvement of cognitive or
intellectual achievement. Specific objectives in this area are: to improve pupil
achievement, particularly from children at risk; to prevent and decrease
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educational problems; to prevent drop-out; to enhance the participation of
young children at risk in qualitatively good programmes (Manning &
Rodriguez, 2000; Melaville & Blank, 2000; Ministerie van onderwijs, cultuur en
wetenschappen, 2000a; 2000b; Sanders, 2001). Warren and Francsali (2000),
in this respect, warn that it is important to have realistic expectations of
community school's effects. One of the things that community-school
collaboration cannot be expected to do, according to them, is to improve
schools, unless there is a strong educational component in the community-
school partnership. This strong educational component should focus on the
improvement of the organisation and of curricular elements, as well as on
helping every pupil to reach his highest level of achievement.

The final category of community schools' objectives concerns
organisational objectives. These objectives could be considered intermediate
goals; they are not really a goal in itself, but they are supposed to lead to
something else. Among the organisational objectives are: to increase
partnerships between institutions; to increase levels of parent and community
involvement; to provide services, support and opportunities for families; to
provide day care facilities and pre-school education; to provide teachers with
opportunities to teach (instead of solving non-educational problems);
longitudinal and intersectoral coherence of activities; more efficient and
effective health and social service delivery; to make school more attractive or
to give the school a central function in neighbourhood; to improve the school
programme; positive attitudes by pupils and school staff towards the school
and towards learning; to aim for a mutual pedagogical mission of the
institutions that co-operate within a community school (Epstein, 1995; Jones,
Burke & Picus, 2001; Manning & Rodriguez, 2000; Melaville & Blanks, 2000;
Ministerie van onderwijs, cultuur en wetenschappen, 2000a; 2000b; Sanders,
2001).

The list of community school objectives above does not include the
categories "child behaviour objectives" and "objectives concerning education
at home". Instead, objectives related to child behaviour and education at
home were formulated in the category of social objectives as well as in the
category of developmental objectives. The following objectives related to child
behaviour were mentioned in one of those categories: to decrease
behavioural problems; to mediate risky behaviour; a fast diagnosis and
treatment of behavioural problems. The categories social objectives and
developmental objectives listed the following objectives related to education at
home: to improve parents' pedagogical skills; to stimulate the development of
children at home; to increase parents' skills.

The organisational goals mentioned above could also be called
intermediate goals. These intermediate goals are closely related to the means
that are used by community-school networks. One of those means is the
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school building. The school building is an appropriate place to create one-stop
service centres in a convenient place, known by children as well as their
parents. In this way, the school becomes a site for access to social, cultural,
health, recreation and other services for children, their families and other
community members (Dryfoos, 1993). According to Kriens (1997) quite some
organisations consider the school to be a good environment for co-operation
to take place. Multifunctional buildings may make co-operation between
institutions easier, although it is not a condition for reaching community
schools' objectives. The key factor should remain the co-operation between
community institutions (Ministerie van onderwijs, cultuur en wetenschappen,
2000b). Whether or not community schools' objectives are achieved
furthermore largely depends on the activities that are organised.

Community school activities differ per community school, because
community schools focus on the needs of the inhabitants of the
neighbourhood. The questions and needs of those inhabitants determine the
direction of the community school's development (Ministerie van onderwijs,
cultuur en wetenschappen, 2000b). Most community schools offer one or
more of the activities mentioned below. Some of those activities aim for
several objectives. For example, some early educational intervention
programmes have cognitive, health, and social as well as developmental
goals. The categorisation of activities below is therefore not very strict.
 Social or developmental activities include activities for children as well
as activities for parents, and recreational activities as well as certain
intervention programmes. Activities for children include, for example, extra-
curricular sports and music courses; social skills or socio-emotional training;
behaviour modification; early intervention programmes; school-age child care;
and one-to-one individual attention. Examples of social activities for parents or
families are programmes that stimulate education at home; meetings in which
families can share information with schools about for example culture,
background, children's talents and needs; job fairs, employment and job
preparation training and professional skill development; training in effective
meeting skills; citizenship and civics education; school violence and safety; a
parent resource centre; comprehensive programmes that involve families and
communities in children's education and development. On a more general
level are for example programmes to enhance the safety at school and in the
neighbourhood (Dryfoos, 1993; Epstein, 1995; Gaffney, 2001; Jones, Burke &
Picus, 2001; Melaville & Blank, 2000; Ministerie van onderwijs, cultuur en
wetenschappen, 2000a; Sanders, 1999)

With concern to health issues, the community school package often
includes health screening (for example vision, hearing and dental screening),
physical examinations, treatment of minor injuries and illnesses, and
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counselling and referral. Furthermore, physical health is promoted through
information campaigns. (Dryfoos, 1993; Jones, Burke & Picus, 2001)

Like social and developmental activities, cognitive activities include
activities for children and activities for parents. Activities for parents mainly
consist of adult education programmes like computer literacy, second
language learning and distance education, but also strategies to support
pupils' learning are included. Cognitive activities for children include pre-
education or pre-school; an improvement of the primary or secondary school
education and curriculum; programmes to decrease drop-out rates; tutoring;
literacy services and the provision of books and stimulation of reading.
Furthermore, community schools can provide clear and usable information to
all families who want it or who need it, which should be linked to children's
success in school. Also important is a regular schedule of homework that
helps parents stay aware of the content of their children's work. (Epstein,
1995; Jones, Burke & Picus, 2001; Melaville & Blank, 2000; Ministerie van
onderwijs, cultuur en wetenschappen, 2000b; Sanders, 2001)

Sanders (1999) gives an example of activities that concern the
community school organisation. She shows that in the American National
Network of Partnership Schools so-called "Action Teams" are an important
factor in the successful implementation of a community school's partnership
programme. These Action Teams include school administrators or principals,
teachers, parents and others in the school and community to make sure that
the partnership programme benefits from various perspectives, insights and
talents. Another example of an activity that concerns the organisation are
courses concerning leadership development (Melaville & Blank, 2000).

Table 2.1 summarises the information about community school
objectives and activities presented above. In this thesis, we specifically focus
on some of the social objectives (such as improving social competence;
decreasing behavioural problems; improving parents' pedagogical skills;
mediating risky behaviour; fast diagnosis and treatment of behavioural
problems), some of the developmental objectives (such as stimulating
development of children at home and increasing parents' skills) and on
diminishing health disadvantages.
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Table 2.1: Community school objectives and activities

Objectives Activities
Social objectives
improve social competence; decrease
behavioural problems; mediate risky
behaviour; fast diagnosis and treatment of
behavioural problems; improve parents'
pedagogical skills; improve families' and
parents' well-being; enhance children's and
parents' participation in society; reduce racial
isolation; increase safety at school and in the
neighbourhood; enhance social cohesion in
the neighbourhood and in the broader
society.

Developmental objectives
influence children's development; enhance
children's chances on an optimal
development; stimulate the development of
children at home, at school and in leisure
time; increase recognition of the
developmental needs of young people;
enhance the development of parents
development; increase parents' skills.

Social and developmental activities
extra-curricular (sports and music) courses;
social skills or socio-emotional training;
behaviour modification; early intervention
programmes; school-age child care; one-to-
one individual attention; programmes that
stimulate education at home; meetings in
which families can share information with
schools; job fairs, employment and job
preparation training and professional skill
development; training in effective meeting
skills; citizenship and civics education; school
violence and safety; parent resource centre;
comprehensive programmes that involve
families and communities in pupils' education
and development.

Health objectives
enhance health; diminish health
disadvantages; fast diagnosis and referral of
health-related problems.

Health activities
health screening; physical examinations;
treatment of minor injuries and illnesses;
counselling and referral; information
campaigns.

Cognitive/intellectual objectives
improve pupil achievement; prevent and
decrease educational problems; prevent
drop-out; enhance participation of young
children at risk in qualitatively good
programmes.

Cognitive activities
pre-education or pre-school; improvement of
the primary or secondary school education
and curriculum; programmes to decrease
drop-out rates; tutoring; literacy services; the
provision of books and stimulation of reading;
homework schedule; computer literacy;
second language learning; distance
education; strategies to support pupils'
learning.

Organisational objectives
increase partnerships between institutions;
parent and community involvement; provide
services, support and opportunities; day care
facilities and pre-school education; provide
teachers with opportunities to teach;
longitudinal and intersectoral coherence of
activities; efficient and effective health and
social service delivery; make school more
attractive; improve the school programme;
mutual pedagogical mission.

Organisational activities
action teams; courses concerning leadership
development.
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2.4 Research on community-based initiatives
Section 2.3 described which institutions usually participate in community
schools, what their objectives are, and which activities they organise. Besides
information about community schools' participants, objectives and activities, it
is important to know whether or not the objectives are achieved. Research
concerning community school effects is still in its beginning stages. Most
community school initiatives do identify desired results, but only a few have
formulated indicators of progress or use methods for data-collection to see
whether they actually achieved their objectives (Melaville & Blank, 2000).
Besides, the various community school approaches are still evolving and often
differ substantially from each other, which makes causal attribution of effects
difficult (Merseth, Schorr & Elmore, 2000). It is therefore difficult to say to what
extent community schools can indeed reach their objectives. Section 2.4.1 is
thus mainly based on literature on the development of community-based
initiatives and on studies about other school reform projects, rather than on
literature on the effects of community school initiatives.

2.4.1 How to make community schools work
How realistic is it to expect that community schools can indeed provide equal
opportunities to all children, and that they can help in preventing or
diminishing behavioural, educational and health problems? The activities that
are organised by community schools are an important factor in reaching the
objectives. Community schools need time to experiment and mature,
however, before they are able to effectively expand and adapt their purposes
and strategies (Melaville & Blank, 2000). Next to the organisation of
appropriate activities, other issues could also contribute to successful
community schools.

To make community schools as effective as possible, it is important to
establish partnerships between schools, families, and community institutions.
Important in this respect are equal sharing of agendas, an open dialogue
between parents and teachers and joint efforts to establish genuine
collaboration and partnership. Relatively few schools exist where genuine
reciprocal partnerships have been developed between families, school and
communities (Cairney 2000). Research showed why it is difficult to establish
such partnerships. First of all, teachers seem to be hesitant towards
increasing family involvement (Sanders & Epstein, 1998), and even
involvement from other, non-educational, institutions (OECD/CERI, 1996).
Educators fear that involving families and others will decrease their
professional status. This can be shown in the fact that teachers resist more to
parental involvement in decision-making activities than to less threatening
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activities like fundraising and helping with extra-curricular activities (Epstein,
1995). Not only teachers, but, from the point of view of institutions in the
community, also school boards are often inflexible with respect to co-
operation (Dryfoos, 1993). Teachers' resistance to co-operation could be
caused by the fact that most educators are not prepared by their education to
deal with complex community partnerships. Hence, a good starting point for
the development of partnerships between schools and other institutions would
be the education system that prepares teachers to work in schools (Joyner,
1998).

Another difficulty developing school-community partnerships lies in the
twentieth-century traditions of bureaucratisation, professional distancing,
fragmented programming and a very tentative partnership between schools
and families or communities (Crowson & Boyd, 1998). For example, many
initiatives have been delayed because of decisions about the use of school
facilities. Often the school is already overcrowded and finds it difficult to
provide rooms for the other institutions in the community school partnership.
The processes involved in connecting community institutions with schools are
very complex (Dryfoos, 1993). Each party has its own board of directors,
policies, funding, accounting procedures, personnel practices and insurance.
It therefore takes extensive planning and negotiation to work out the details for
co-operation.

Furthermore, American research by Sanders (1999) shows that quite
some troubles show up when institutions within a community try to co-operate
and to form partnerships. Approximately 50% of the participating institutions in
community schools complain about the lack of time to plan and carry out
community school activities. Problems in the development of community
schools like lack of funding, inadequate training and guidance, lack of support
from teachers, and lack of support from families and parents are also
mentioned in Sanders' study.

Miller and Replogle (1995) state that, with concern to co-operation
between institutions, it is important for institutions to first grasp the following
principles before jointly organising concrete activities: (1) stimulation of child
and adult development by enhancing both the family's child rearing capacities
and the community context in which the child rearing takes place; (2) a
preventive rather than a remedial orientation; (3) focus on families' strengths
rather than on their weaknesses; (4) sensitivity to local needs and resources;
(5) the recognition that all families need information and social support; and,
(6) commitment to empowering individuals and families so that they can meet
their own needs and become increasingly self-sufficient.

Research has shown that the most effective community school
networks are well implemented and responsive to the needs of families,
children and schools (Sanders and Epstein, 1998). Important factors for a
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successful implementation are an active and supportive "action team",
appropriate funding, time, guidance and strong (educational) leadership
(Sanders, 1999). With regard to the latter, Sanders (2001) stated that the
school principal has to make sure that school wide support for the
development of a community school exists. To establish such support, it is
important to come to clear arrangements, for example about the governance
of the community school. Melaville & Blank (2000) found that most community
school governance designs combine three key functions: general oversight,
which is largely community based, day-to-day management, mostly by school
staff, and site-level decision making involving a variety of participants like
parents and community members.

Furthermore, a bottom-up strategy would fit best in the development of
community schools, because it is most responsive to the needs of families
and children. In this strategy, plans are made at the neighbourhood level by
institutions that work and people that live in that neighbourhood. In reality,
however, most community schools will make use of mixed strategies (Reezigt,
2001), in which community school programmes are initially developed by
external agents (such as city councils) and subsequently voluntarily
implemented in community schools. In both strategies it remains a problem
that not every child and every family has the same needs. They even can
have opposite needs. Besides, people do not always know what they need,
according to some institutions. A discrepancy might exist between what
institutions think certain people need and what people themselves think they
need. Kriens (1997) in this respect, points to what she calls "the parent
paradox". On the one hand parents (and other community members) are
supposed to be actively involved in the development of community schools
and in their children's education, on the other hand they are often blamed by
institutions for the problems their children might have. Those possible frictions
between parents and community institutions make it even more important to
establish broad commitment and support for community-based initiatives on
national, state and local level. According to Sanders and Epstein (1998) these
are vital to the success of programmes of school-family-community
partnerships.

Parents' needs are not the only ones that should be taken into account
in community schools; teachers and other community personnel should be
able to do their jobs effectively. For teachers and administrators to function
well within a community school, they need to be placed in structures that will
give them the time to plan together and to interact with pupils and their
families in a way that supports pupils' learning and personal development
(Joyner, 1998). It is important to give teachers some time to get used to the
idea of co-operating with other professionals and to actually establish
networks with other institutions. Community schools have to make sure that all
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institutions are proportionally responsible for the realisation of objectives and
to make sure that the work that has to be done is equally divided among the
co-operating institutions (Ministerie van onderwijs, cultuur en wetenschappen,
2000a).

Summarising, community schools are networks of co-operating
institutions that want to offer opportunities and activities for parents and
children. Community schools aim for several objectives. Some of these
objectives are specifically related to child behaviour and education at home,
such as: to decrease behavioural problems; to mediate risky behaviour; a fast
diagnosis and treatment of behavioural problems; to improve parents'
pedagogical skills; to stimulate the development of children at home; to
increase parents' skills. Community schools expect that participation of
parents and children in community school activities related to those objectives
will lead to a decrease of child behaviour problems and an improvement of
education at home. Before describing the activities organised in Groningen
community schools (chapter 5), we will first concentrate on the concepts child
behaviour problems and education at home in chapter 3. This chapter will
especially focus on those aspects of child behaviour problems and education
at home that could possibly be influenced by community schools.
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3. Theory: child behaviour problems and education 
at home

3.1 Introduction
The former chapter gave a description of community schools; the co-operation
of several local institutions that focus on children and youth. These community
schools aim for several objectives, from providing equal opportunities to
children to enhancing the social cohesion in a neighbourhood. This thesis
focuses on two of the community school objectives, namely the objectives
concerning child behaviour and education at home. We study to what extent
community schools lead to a decrease of child behaviour problems and to an
improvement of education at home. To be able to draw conclusions with
regard to community schools' influence on these aspects, it is important to
know what exactly is meant by child behaviour problems and education at
home. This chapter will elaborate on those concepts. Section 3.2 goes into
child behaviour problems. It firstly describes several types of problematic
behaviour. Secondly, it focuses on the development of child behaviour
problems. Thirdly, it discusses who decides when behaviour becomes
problematic, and it concludes with a description of what we mean by child
behaviour problems in this thesis. Section 3.3 discusses education at home. It
focuses on parental educational behaviour at home, as well as parents'
attitude towards school and other institutions. This section concludes with a
description of what we mean by education at home in this thesis. Finally,
section 3.4 goes into the influence of community schools on child behaviour
and education at home, and it formulates the research questions of this study.

3.2 Child behaviour problems
Most people manifest some degree of behavioural problems throughout their
lives (Achenbach, 1997). Fortunately, not all people suffer from severe
behavioural problems. Some people suffer from severe, sometimes even
innate, behavioural problems, others show problems that are more or less
related to the environment or to life events. In this thesis we focus on children
in the latter category, because those problems could possibly be solved in the
child's direct environment, for instance at the community school. The following
sections will therefore focus on behavioural problems that could, in fact,
happen to each child and each family: so-called normal behavioural problems
(section 3.2.1). Section 3.2.2 goes into the development of child behaviour
problems and section 3.2.3 focuses on the assessment of child behaviour
problems by adults.
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3.2.1 Description of child behaviour problems
As has been mentioned in chapter 2, community schools want to prevent or
decrease child behaviour problems. To be able to prevent behavioural
problems, or to intervene in an early stage, however, it is important to first
come to an agreement of what is meant by the concept child behaviour
problems. According to Van der Ploeg (1994) it is not clear without comment
what a behavioural problem is. Child behaviour problems have been
described, for example, as unadjusted, neglected, anti-social, socially
handicapped, and developmentally retarded, but also words like hard-to-raise
and children in problematical educational situations are used. Van der Ploeg
prefers "psycho-social behavioural problems" because it stresses the
problematic behaviour, as well as the psychological processes that lie on the
basis of that behaviour. Van Yperen (1994), on the other hand, stresses that
children can show behavioural problems that are in fact very normal. These
"normal behavioural problems" are considered to be normal because they are
shown by a lot of children (empirical criterion) or because they reach within
common values (normative criterion).  Normal behavioural problems include
minor and moderate problems, in contrast to so-called behavioural disorders,
which includes severe behavioural problems. To illustrate the difference
between normal behavioural problems and behavioural disorders, table 3.1
(van Yperen, 1994) gives examples of both kinds of problems.

Another commonly used description of child behaviour problems is the
one that makes a distinction between externalising and internalising behaviour
(Achenbach, 1997; Achenbach & Edelbrock 1983; van As, 1999).
Externalising behaviour is behaviour that can be characterised by insufficient
control of emotions and impulses, which often results in aggressive and
disruptive behaviour. Other persons in the child's environment often suffer
more from this behaviour than the child itself. Internalising behaviour can be
characterised by overcontrol of emotions and impulses, which could result in
social withdrawal, shyness, timidity, fearfulness, inhibition, isolation,
avoidance and oversensitivity. Children with internalising problems often
suffer more from their behaviour than their environment does.

Another aspect of behavioural problems concerns so-called "risky
behaviour". This concept refers to behaviour that can cause health problems,
directly (for example through accidents) as well as indirectly (for example
through addiction). Risky behaviour is considered to be caused by low self-
control (Gottfredson & Hirschi, 1990). Examples of risky behaviour are
smoking, use of alcohol and drugs, gambling, bad nutrition, vandalism, sexual
behaviour, and a lack of exercising. Risky behaviour by younger children
contains, for example, bad nutrition and hygiene, and a lack of exercise. So,
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characteristics of risky behaviour vary with age and development (Saarni,
1997).

 Table 3.1: Overview of normal behavioural problems and behavioural disorders
     (Van Yperen, 1994)

Age Normal behavioural problems Behavioural disorders
0-2 Nutritional problems, sleeping

problems, anxiety about strangers,
darkness and noises, separation
anxiety

Eating and sleeping disorders,
attachment disorders, mental
retardation, autism

2-4 Anxiety about strangers, darkness
and being alone, stubbornness,
tantrums, aggression, disobedience,
hyperactivity, anxiety about identity
and sex, not toilet-trained

Atypical problems, phobic/social
anxiety disorders, language, speech
and motor disorders, mutism,
encopresis, hyperkinetical syndrome,
behavioural disorders within the
family, behavioural disorders not
within the peer group, separation
anxiety

5-12 Fights, concentration problems, low
achievement, refusal to go to school,
occasionally stealing or vandalism,
ritualistic behaviour

Enuresis, learning disorders, social
withdrawal, persistent refusal to go
to school, identity disorders,
behavioural disorders within the peer
group, delinquency, neurosis

12-16 Using drugs or alcohol, doubts about
identity, problems with authorities,
occasional truancy

Problems caused by alcohol and
drugs, personality disorders, identity
disorders, anorexia and bulimia,
problems in the sexual maturation or
orientation, suicide, school drop-out

This section described four categorisations of child behaviour problems (i.e.
psycho-social behaviour, normal behavioural problems, externalising versus
internalising problems and risky behaviour), which could in extreme cases
lead to behavioural disorders, but can often be considered as quite normal.
After all, almost all children behave in ways that are annoying for their
environment every now and then. However, even though this section dealt
with normal behavioural problems that could happen in every family, certain
groups in society more often have to deal with them than others. Research,
for example, shows that families with a lower socio-economic status report
higher levels of externalising problems of children than families with a higher
socio-economic status do (Hope & Bierman, 1998). Verhulst, van der Ende
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and Koot (1996) found that children with a low socio-economic status more
often develop behavioural problems like aggression, hyperactivity and
depression than other children. Besides, boys show more externalising
problems than girls, whereas girls show more internalising problems than
boys. With respect to behavioural problems at school, research by Hope and
Bierman (1998) makes clear that in urban schools externalising problems
occur most frequently. In rural schools, in contrast, the prevalence of
externalising and internalising behavioural problems is equally divided.

3.2.2 Development of child behaviour problems
The former section described several types of child behaviour problems. The
description of "normal behavioural problems" and the one of risky behaviour
already pointed to the fact that behavioural problems of four-year-olds are not
the same as adolescent behavioural problems. However, (normal) behavioural
problems at an early age can lead to more problematic behaviour in later
phases of life. This section therefore goes into the development of child
behaviour problems.

 Hope and Bierman (1998) discern three phases that characterise the
development of behavioural problems. Most of the time, behavioural problems
firstly emerge in family contexts. Then children generalise the behaviour they
learned at home to the school context, in which they engage in disruptive
behaviour in the classroom and aggressive behaviour with peers. If those
children interact with other aggressive children at school, they may move on
to the third phase: delinquent activities in early adolescence. Furthermore,
Mesman (2000) makes clear that behavioural problems at an early age are a
good predictor for more severe problems later in life: preadolescent
internalising and externalising behaviour can be predicted from early pre-
school behaviour. Aggressive behaviour, for example, is often preceded by
disobedience at pre-school age (Forehand & Long, 1991), and may in a later
phase of life lead to adjustment difficulties (Crick & Grotpeter, 1995).
Mesman's (2000) research revealed homotypic (early internalising and
externalising problems predict later similar problems) developmental
pathways as well as heterotypic paths (early externalising and internalising
problems predict the opposite problem in a later phase of life) from early pre-
school into preadolescence. Child behaviour problems at an early age can
thus lead to the same as well as to different kinds of problems in adolescence
or adulthood.

3.2.3 Assessment of child behaviour problems
Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 described child behaviour problems and its
development, respectively. Different types of behavioural problems can be
discerned, and behaviour at an early age can lead to certain behaviour at an
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older age. It is questionable, however, when child behaviour exactly becomes
problematic child behaviour. This question is not easy to answer, since a
behavioural problem is not a fixed condition (Coster, 2001). For example,
some children only have behavioural problems at school, others only show
them at home (Hope & Bierman, 1998). The judgement of child behaviour
thus at least partly depends on the environment of the child (e.g. home or
school) and the informant.

Different informants use different personal standards to judge the
behaviour of a child. Furthermore, different informants might know the child in
different situations. Achenbach (1997) found that the mean correlation of the
assessment of child behaviour between informants who have to do with the
child in different situations, like parents and teachers, is .28. We should also
keep in mind, however, that children might in fact differ in different situations
or around different people.

The assessment of the behaviour of a child thus highly depends on the
informant. On the other hand, young children do not seem to be able to
accurately judge their own behaviour; they seldom identify themselves as a
person with behavioural problems that needs special help (Achenbach, 1997).
We therefore have to rely on other informants than the child itself. The
definition of behavioural problems used by van Yperen (1994) (see 3.2.1) also
implies that the assessment of child behaviour problems at least partly
depends on the informant. He states that normal behavioural problems could
be identified because they reach within common values (normative criterion).
These common values are made up by a certain community, and most likely
do not include objective scientific criteria of what a behavioural problem is.
Kousemaker (1996) also gives a definition of behavioural problems that refers
to the fact that others than the child itself experience problems: behavioural
problems concern children who experience problems in contacts with other
children and sometimes also in the participation at school, or it concerns
children who cause problems for their parents or teachers because of their
deviant behaviour or development.

These ideas about child behaviour problems make clear that adults are
the ones who decide whether or not child behaviour is problematic. In this
process, adults use individual, social, as well as cultural norms to judge the
behaviour of children (de Winter, Balledux & de Mare, 1992). Apart from these
aspects, adults' personal situation or state of mind might also influence the
judgement of child behaviour. Parents or teachers who experience
pedagogical or educational difficulties might describe the child's behaviour as
difficult, regardless of how difficult the child's behaviour really is (van As,
1999). The behaviour and feelings of people in the daily environment of the
child, like parents and teachers, could, at their turn, influence the child's
behaviour (van Liere, 1990).
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3.2.4 Child behaviour problems in this thesis
The former sections described different kinds of child behaviour problems;
psycho-social behavioural problems, normal behavioural problems,
externalising versus internalising behaviour and risky behaviour. Most
behavioural problems can be considered as rather normal. Every child shows
behavioural problems from time to time. Table 3.1 showed normal behavioural
problems as well as behavioural disorders. Considering the community school
objectives and activities, community schools can not be expected to solve or
prevent behavioural disorders. They might, however, be able to influence
normal behavioural problems, risky behaviour, some aspects of externalising
and internalising behaviour and some psycho-social behavioural problems.
Especially those problems that are (partly) caused by the environment or by
events that happened in the child's life might be solved or diminished by
interventions within the community school. Based on the child behaviour
literature in this chapter and the description of the community school
objectives in chapter 2, we will use the following definition of child behaviour
problems in this thesis: "More or less normal problems in the behaviour of
children like eating and sleeping problems, anxiety about strangers,
aggression, concentration problems, risky behaviour and shortcomings in
healthy behaviour".

3.3 Education at home
The former section dealt with the behaviour of children; behaviour that is, at
least partly, related to the environment of the child, such as home and
(community) school. Several studies suggest that family environment factors
are powerful predictors of the behaviour of children (Bradley, 1993; van As &
Janssens, 1995; Junger-Tas, 1996; Vos, 1997). Furthermore, adequate
stimulation and education of the child can prevent or diminish behavioural
problems and encourage the child's development. Hannon (1995), for
example, suggests that "the family's literacy values and practices will shape
the course of the child's literacy development in terms of the opportunities,
recognition, interaction and models available to them"(p104). Obviously,
literacy is not the only kind of development that can be influenced by the
family. Families, for example, also influence a child's social and behavioural
development (Kagan, 1999; Bradley & Rock, 1985; Eccles & Harold, 1996), a
child's attitude towards school and learning (Chall, 2000; Wang & Walberg,
1991) and a child's academic achievement (Bradley & Caldwell, 1984a;
Bradley & Rock, 1985; Eccles & Harold, 1996). One way for parents to
influence their children's development is to be actively involved in their
children's education, for example through parent involvement in schools
(Wang & Walberg, 1991). Another way for parents to positively influence their
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children's behaviour is through so-called parent or intervention programmes.
Those programmes improve parenting, which could lead to improved child
outcomes (Wolfe, 1999). Because of the influence of parents on their child's
behaviour and education, this issue will be further explored in the next
sections. Firstly, section 3.3.1 gives a description of aspects of parental
educational behaviour. Secondly, section 3.3.2 describes what is meant by
education at home in this thesis.

3.3.1 Description of education at home

3.3.1.1 Parental attitude towards their children
From the first day a child is born, parents and children interact with each
other. Firstly, this interaction is mainly physical. Keller (2000), in this respect,
states that parenting usually consists of a mixture of four different systems of
parenting: primary care (providing an infant with food and shelter), body
stimulation (parents stimulate the infant by providing motorically challenging
experiences through touch and movement), body contact, and face-to-face
interaction (mutual eye-contact and frequent use of language) which prompt
different socialisation experiences with different psychological consequences.
Although the parents as well as the child are involved in establishing a
relationship, the quality of behavioural exchanges depends largely on parental
qualities. Parker and Boak (1999) add to this that an effective parent-child
relationship is one that includes high levels of emotional warmth and
encouragement of independence, and low levels of strictness and
aggravation. When the child becomes older, other forms of interaction, such
as verbal communication, between parents and children become more
important. Kagan (1999) discusses ways in which parents can influence their
children: direct interaction, emotional identification. Direct interaction involves
rewarding of desirable actions, punishment of undesirable actions and the
transfer of knowledge from parent to child. It influences intellectual
development and character traits, especially the control of aggression and
motivation for achievement. Emotional identification concerns the identification
of the child with other family members. This identification with family members
develops through shared events and for example family stories. Emotional
identification influences the child's confidence in his talent and, therefore, the
child's expectation of future success or failure.

Next to the interaction between parents and children, parenting
includes some responsibilities for the parents. According to Alvy (1994), these
are (1) providing resources to maintain a family and a home, (2) caring for the
home, (3) protecting children, (4) the physical and psychological caregiving of
the children, and (5) advocating for children and connecting them to the
community and the wider society. If parents indeed manage to achieve those
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responsibilities, it might facilitate the interaction with their children, and it might
positively influence the child's behaviour. The first two responsibilities concern
the fact that parents have to provide a safe home to their children (see also
Bradley & Caldwell, 1984a), and make sure they receive healthy nutrition and
appropriate clothing. Alvy (1994) also considers appropriate use of available
services (for example healthcare) to be the provision of resources. The third
responsibility means that parents have to teach their children how they can
lead a safe life and stay out of trouble. Important aspects in this area are
preventing children from risky behaviour and establishing proper self-control
(see Gottfredson & Hirschi, 1990; NICHD, 1998). Furthermore, parents
should, for safety reasons, guide their children in their choice of friends to
prevent negative influence from peer groups (Alvy, 1994; Kim, Murry & Brody,
2001). Physical and psychological caregiving (responsibility four) contains,
among others, education and guidance of the social and emotional
development of the child. Parents can encourage the development of their
children in those areas, and by doing so, they can manage or even prevent
possible behavioural problems.

One way to stimulate children's development is to provide sufficient
challenges concerning activities and toys, and to introduce new learning
materials to their children. It is, for example, important for the child to own
some educationally relevant play materials such as books, games and arts
and crafts supplies (Caldwell, 1968; Vedder & Eldering, 1996; Parker & Boak,
1999). Furthermore, parents could stimulate the cognitive development of
children by doing exercises concerning colours, numbers and letters. Social
behaviour could be stimulated by giving the right example (not swearing,
being polite to other people) and asking the child to do the same (Caldwell,
1968; Bradley & Rock, 1985; Vedder & Eldering, 1996).

The fifth parental responsibility mentioned by Alvy concerns advocating
and connecting. This means that parents have to connect their children to
institutions like libraries and healthcare, and that they have to advocate their
children's best interest towards those institutions.

3.3.1.2 Parent involvement in the community school
As has been mentioned in the former section, Alvy (1994) considers
advocating for children and connecting them to the community as one of the
responsibilities of parents. This includes for example connections between
families and healthcare organisations, youth welfare and libraries, as well as
parent involvement in schools. Parent involvement in community schools is an
important condition for community schools to reach their objectives. Since if
parents do not feel involved in the community school in their neighbourhood,
they most probably will not make use of the community schools' possibilities.
This section will therefore focus on parent involvement in community schools,
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even though parent involvement was not explicitly studied in this thesis. Most
of the literature mentioned below is based on research in elementary schools,
because not much research about parent involvement has been carried out in
community schools yet.

Eccles and Harold (1996) state that parents want to be involved in their
children's education and would like information and help from schools in order
to meet this goal. However, they do not always know themselves how to
become involved (Epstein, 1995), or they feel like they do not have the skills
or opportunities necessary for involvement (Hoover-Dempsey & Sandler,
1995). Besides, it is not always clear what exactly is meant by parent
involvement, for schools nor for parents. It seems to run from cleaning toys
and toilets to memberships of parental boards and class assistance. Epstein
(1995), in this respect, discerns six types of parent involvement: (1) parenting,
which includes family support programmes, home visits and parent education,
(2) communication between school and parents like parent-teacher
conferences, (3) Volunteering, which means parent help and support in
several areas within the school, (4) learning at home (e.g. homework), (5)
decision making: including parents in school decisions through several parent
organisation, and (6) collaborating with the community. This means that
parents should be connected with other services within the community
through the school, which implies a certain extent of service integration. So in
Epstein's perspective, parent involvement runs from parent-child interaction at
home to connections between families, schools and community services.

Parent involvement, however, could also lead to an increase of
differences between parents: some parents will mainly take part in decision-
making, others will mainly help in practical activities. Furthermore, some
parents are never asked by the school to help out, while others are asked
regularly (Dauber & Epstein, 1993). So even if parents want to be involved,
schools are not always willing to let them. This could lead to an increase of
differences between families, because different kinds of parent involvement
are not equally effective with regard to advocating the child's interest, or
stimulating its (cognitive) development.

The former paragraphs stated that parent involvement in children's
education could contribute to the child's development, although not all kinds of
parent involvement are equally effective. Other studies (Parker & Boak, 1999;
de Carvalho, 2001) point to negative effects of parent involvement in
children's education. Chall (2000), for example, gives a warning with respect
to parent involvement in schools. She states that it is unrealistic to expect
parents who work full time, who are single parents, or who have a limited
education themselves to help their children with their studies. Of course these
parents can encourage and support their children, but it seems that the
involvement that some schools expect of parents is more than most parents
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are willing or able to manage. So, for parent involvement to be effective with
concern to children's development, parents, schools and children should
come to arrangements that they all agree upon.

3.3.1.3 Parents' part in problematic educational situations
In discussions and literature about parental educational behaviour and child
behaviour, parents often get explicitly as well as implicitly blamed for problems
their children have. We should keep in mind, however, that "just about all
families care about their children, want them to succeed, and are eager to
obtain better information from schools and communities so as to remain good
partners in their children's education" (Epstein, 1995, p704). They just do not
always succeed in doing so. All parents experience some problems while
raising their children every now and then, or parents might cause problems
without realising that themselves. Luckily, most of the time they are able to
find a more or less adequate solution for these problems Because
community schools can play a part in solving or diminishing pedagogical
problems of parents, we will shortly go into those problems. Loots and Nakken
(1984) state that pedagogical problems exist if the parents, or other
educators, do not exactly know how to deal with their children's education. In
this definition, pedagogical problems seem to have more to do with what
parents experience as a problem than with objective norms about what could
be called a problem. Kousemaker (1996) also stresses the experience of
parents in his description of pedagogical problems: pedagogical problems
arise when parents worry about a discrepancy between how they want their
children's education to be, and the reality of that education, and when parents
do not know how to make that discrepancy disappear within an acceptable
time limit. Gerris, Vermulst and Franken (1988) give examples of events that
parents experience to be problematic. They mention the following categories:
violation of rules and norms, undesirable behaviour, interaction problems
between the child and others, school problems, wasting behaviour,
undesirable characteristics, health problems and undesirable contacts.

3.3.2 Education at home in this thesis
The former sections discussed aspects of the parts parents play in their
children's development. Educating children concerns the provision of
resources as well as protecting and giving care to children. Furthermore, it is
important for parents to be involved in children's education inside as well as
outside the home. Several ways of parent involvement have been mentioned.
Educating children might become problematic in some families, for example
because the reality of education at home does not match with how parents
want this education to be. Community schools want to support families with
regard to education at home. A condition for the achievement of community
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school objectives about education at home is that parents are involved in the
community school in their neighbourhood.

Instead of giving descriptions of the different types of parenting, we will
use the term "education at home" in this thesis. With education at home we
mean the interaction between parents and children and the way parents
stimulate their children's development and learning at home. We furthermore
consider the way in which families make use of available services, such as
healthcare and welfare institutions, to be an aspect of education at home.

3.4 Community schools' influence on child behaviour problems and 
education at home: research questions

This chapter focused on child behaviour problems and education at home.
Several types of child behaviour problems have been discussed, as well as
the development and the assessment of child behaviour. Besides, literature
showed that children with a low socio-economic status more often show
behavioural problems than other children. Based on the literature, we
formulated the following definition of child behaviour problems: " More or less
normal problems in the behaviour of children like eating and sleeping
problems, anxiety about strangers, aggression, concentration problems, risky
behaviour and shortcomings in healthy behaviour".
 This chapter furthermore focused on parents' parts in their children's
development. We described interactions between parents and children as well
as parental responsibilities, and the problems parents might experience in
educating their children. In this thesis we will use the term "education at
home". Education at home means the interaction between parents and
children and the way parents stimulate their children's development and
learning at home. Furthermore, the way in which families make use of
available services, such as healthcare and welfare institutions, is considered
to be an aspect of education at home.

The former sections made clear that child behaviour problems at pre-
school age can lead to behavioural disorders later in life. Furthermore, parents
can also play a part in the development of children's behaviour. It is therefore
important to prevent or intervene in behavioural problems as early as
possible, in a way that includes the child as well as the adults that are
involved with the child. The interaction between parents and children is not
always trouble-free, however. In this case, parents could for example find
support in intervention programmes. Parent involvement in those intervention
programmes may enhance the parent-child relationship by providing the
parent with increased feelings of parent competence, new understandings of
child development, and improved methods of parenting and interacting with
children. This improved parenting might lead to an improvement of the child's
development (Parker & Boak, 1999; Wolfe, 1999).
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The interventions mentioned above could, for example, be offered by
community schools, since community schools want to improve child behaviour
and education at home, and since they focus on children as well as adults. To
what extent community schools are indeed capable of decreasing child
behaviour problems and improving education at home largely depends on
what specific community schools look like. Which specific objectives do those
community schools aim for, and which activities do they organise. Some of the
activities are onetime or annual events, like parent-teacher conferences, or
onetime meetings that provide information about a specific health-related or
educational subject. Presumably, those events will not enormously affect
children's and parents' behaviour. They are not meant to do so; their function
is to inform parents and children about the things that go on at the community
school. Intervention programmes that specifically focus on child behaviour
and/or parental educational behaviour, social skills or socio-emotional training
and behaviour modification might have more effects on children and their
parents.

Another possible way for community schools to influence children's
behaviour is through after-school recreational programmes, such as sport and
music courses. Those programmes prevent children from hanging around on
the street or watching television all afternoon, which is supposed to have
negative influences. Besides, it makes it easier for parents to know where
their children are and what they do. Furthermore, after-school programmes
are supposed to positively influence children's development (Kahne et al,
2000).

Figure 3.1 summarises the contents of this chapter. Although
behavioural problems can be divided into normal behavioural problems and
behavioural disorders, we only focus on the former in this thesis. Families as
well as community schools can have influence on these normal behavioural
problems. Another aspect of this thesis is community schools' influence on
education at home. Families could also have influence on the community
school, through for example parent involvement, but the study described in
this thesis only minimally deals with parent involvement in community schools.
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Figure 3.1: Community schools, child behaviour and education at home

As has been mentioned before, community schools aim for a decrease of
child behaviour problems and an improvement of education at home. Whether
or not community schools indeed influence child behaviour and education at
home depends on the specific characteristics of a community school. The
community schools that participated in this study are described in chapter 5.
Chapter 2 described community schools in general, chapter 3 focused on
child behaviour problems and education at home. Based on the literature
mentioned in chapter 2 and chapter 3, we come to the following question: do
community schools influence child behaviour and education at home? To
answer this question we formulated four research questions. The first two
research questions, about community school activities and participation in
those activities, concern conditions that should be met to reach the community
school objectives. Community schools can only influence child behaviour
problems and education at home if appropriate activities are organised and if
parents and children participate in those activities. The main research
questions are the questions 3 and 4. Those questions focus on community
schools' influence on child behaviour and education at home, respectively.

Normal
behavioural problems

Family Community
School

Education at
home Activities
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1. Which activities concerning child behaviour and education at home are
offered by community schools?
1.1 Which institutions are involved in the organisation of activities

concerning child behaviour and education at home?
1.2 Do community schools offer a coherent continuing whole of activities?
1.3 Do differences between the four community school neighbourhoods

occur?

2 Are parents and children involved in community schools?
2.1 Which opinions do parents have with concern to the community

school?
2.2 Do parents and children participate in community school activities?

3 Do community schools influence the behaviour of community school
children?
3.1 What is the actual situation with regard to child behaviour of community

school children? Are there any differences between children with a
different socio-economic status?

3.2 Do changes in child behaviour occur between measurements? Are
there any differences between children that participate in community
school activities and children that do not?

3.3 What is the relation between participation in community school
activities and behaviour of children

4 Do community schools influence the educational situation at home of
community school children?
4.1 What is the actual situation with regard to education at home of

community school children? Are there any differences between families
with a different socio-economic status?

4.2 Do changes in education at home occur between measurements? Are
there any differences between families that participate in community
school activities and families that do not?

4.3 What is the relation between participation in community school
activities and the educational situation at home?
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4. Methodology

4.1 Introduction
In this study we examined to what extent community schools reach their
objectives concerning child behaviour and education at home. The former
chapters described child behaviour, education at home and the part
community schools can play in it. The question is whether behaviour of
children and the educational behaviour of parents improve, and if so, if this
improvement is related to participation in community school activities. In
chapter 3 we formulated the following research questions to study the relation
between community school activities on the one hand and child behaviour and
education at home on the other: (1) which activities concerning child
behaviour and education at home are offered by community schools?; (2) are
parents and children involved in community schools?; (3) do community
schools influence the behaviour of community school children?; and (4) do
community schools influence the educational situation at home of community
school children? This chapter describes the study that was conducted to
answer these questions. Section 4.2 describes the instruments used in this
study. Section 4.3 deals with the families and pupils that participated in this
study. Section 4.4 describes the data collection, and section 4.5 goes into the
data analysis.

4.2 Research instruments
In chapters 2 and 3 we described community schools, child behaviour and
education at home. A condition for community schools' influence is that
families are involved in the community school in their neighbourhood. In this
study we measured to what extent families participated in community school
activities, and to what extent child behaviour and education at home changed
over the years. This section will describe which instruments were used to
measure participation in activities, child behaviour and education at home.

Community school activities: organisation and participation
The first research question formulated in chapter 3 concerns the activities
offered by community schools. To answer this question, we analysed the
contents of the annual planning documents and the annual reports of the
community schools involved in this study (Gemeente Groningen;
1997;1998;1999). These documents and reports were produced by the local
project board and the community school staff members.
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With regard to families' involvement in community schools, parents
were asked about their opinion about the community school in their
neighbourhood. Four questions were used on which parents could answer
"yes" or "no". Parents were furthermore asked whether they thought their
families' participation in community school activities or other activities
increased since the start of the community school in their neighbourhood. In
connection with this question, parents were asked in which activities they or
their child participated. This question concerned community school activities
and other school-related activities, as well as the use of healthcare and
(youth) welfare institutions (See appendix A).

Child behaviour
To assess the behaviour of community school children, we used assessments
of parents as well as teachers. With concern to parents' assessment of their
child's behaviour we made use of subscales from two questionnaires: the
Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL) (Achenbach & Edelbrock 1983; Verhulst, van
der Ende & Koot, 1996), and the Health Influencing Behaviour questionnaire
(HIB).

The Child Behaviour Checklist, originally developed for American
children, has been standardised for the Dutch population by Verhulst, van der
Ende & Koot (1996). This questionnaire measures behavioural problems of
children aged four to sixteen. It consists of twenty competence items and 113
problem items. In this study we only make use of the problem items. Parents
have to say whether these items are "very true", "somewhat or sometimes
true" or "not true" for their child within the preceding six months. Examples of
questions are "child argues a lot", "child demands a lot of attention" and "child
feels he has to be perfect". The 113 problem items can be divided into eight
narrow-band syndrome scales, which, at their turn, can be divided into two
broad-band scales. The narrow-band syndrome scales are aggressive
behaviour, delinquent behaviour, anxious/depressed, social problems, social
withdrawal, somatic complaints, thought problems, attention problems. The
broad-band scale externalising consists of aggressive behaviour and
delinquent behaviour, the broad-band scale internalising consists of social
withdrawal, somatic complaints and anxious/depressed. De Groot, Koot and
Verhulst (1994) confirmed the structure of the syndrome scales for the Dutch
situation, and the Dutch version of the CBCL has been qualified as sufficiently
reliable and valid (Evers, Van Vliet-Mulder & de Groot, 2000; Verhulst &
Akkerhuis, 1986; Verhulst, Akkerhuis & Althaus, 1985). To interpret the CBCL
results, the constructors of this instrument computed so-called clinical and
borderline scores (Achenbach, 1991; Verhulst, van der Ende & Koot, 1996).
The clinical scores represent scores above the 98th percentile of the scores in
Verhulst's study, the borderline scores represent scores between the 95th and
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the 98th percentiles. The clinical scores refer to the scale scores of children
that were referred to a specialist because of severe behavioural problems.
Children who score in the borderline area are at risk for severe behavioural
problems. Children with a score below the borderline score are considered to
have no, or normal behavioural problems. This instrument can thus be used
for the assessment of normal child behaviour problems as well as more
severe child behaviour problems (i.e. clinical and borderline problems).

As has been mentioned above, the CBCL focuses on so-called
behavioural syndrome scales. It is not expected that a lot of children suffer
from these behavioural syndromes. Most children do exhibit so-called "normal
behavioural problems" to some extent, however (see chapter 3). We used the
Health Influencing Behaviour Questionnaire (HIB; see appendix B) to assess
these normal behavioural problems. This questionnaire is developed by the
LVGGD (National Board of Local Health Services in the Netherlands). It
consists of 36 items, of which parents have to say whether they are "true",
"somewhat or sometimes true" or "not true" for their child. The items in this
questionnaire are less oriented towards problematic behaviour than the items
in the CBCL, and more towards a normal behavioural development of
children. Since no information about the reliability of this instrument was
available, we used the 1997/1998 data (N=110) to test the reliability of this
instrument. The total HIB scale has a reliability of .71. We furthermore use two
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Besides parents, teachers were included in this study. They rated the
behaviour of all of their pupils on a five point Likert scale, the so-called pupil's
profile (Jungbluth, Peetsma & Roeleveld, 1996). This instrument consists of
the following subscales: self-confidence, attitude towards schoolwork, social
behaviour, healthy behaviour, school pleasure, special educational
measurements, and the teacher's judgement of the home environment. The
subscale teacher's judgement of the home environment measures to what
extent children's home environment supports learning at school, rather than
pupils' behaviour. Questions of the pupil's profile are, among others, "pupil
does not feel happy at school", "pupil is impertinent" and "school has good
contacts with pupil's parents". Driessen et al (1998) tested the reliability of the
subscales of this instrument. These reliabilities run from .75 to .86, which
makes this instrument sufficiently reliable. Driessen et al (1998), however, did
not test the reliability of the subscales healthy behaviour and special
educational measurements. We therefore computed the reliability of those
scales on the 1997/1998 data of this study (N=762). We found alphas of .73
and .94 for healthy behaviour and special educational measurements
respectively.
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Education at home
To measure the education at home we used the Home Observation and
Measurement of the Environment (HOME-inventory) (Bradley & Caldwell,
1988). This instrument can be used to distinguish between families who do
provide their children with sufficient stimulation and support, and families who
do not (Vedder & Eldering, 1996; Vedder, Eldering & Bradley, 1995). We used
the HOME-inventory for three to six years olds, which is also called the early
childhood version. This inventory is composed of a questionnaire and an
observation scale. We only used the questionnaire part in this study. This
questionnaire assesses the quality of stimulation at home, and it consists of
the following subscales (confirmed by Mundfrom & Bradley, 1993): (1)
learning materials, (2) language stimulation, (3) physical environment, (4)
learning stimulation, (5) modelling of social maturity, and (6) variety in
experience. Examples of items are "child owns at least ten books", and
"parent stimulates the child to learn letters and numbers". The HOME-
inventory items are scored in a binary-choice (yes/no) format. According to
Bradley & Caldwell (1984b), all scales are sufficiently reliable, and Vedder &
Eldering (1996) found that the HOME-inventory is also reliable in the Dutch
���	����������� !��

Background characteristics
We expect some background characteristics to influence behaviour of children
and education at home. Therefore, some of the children's background
characteristics were included in the data collection. Information was collected
with regard to age, gender, nationality and grade of the child, family
composition and profession and education of father and mother of the child.
With concern to the pupils assessed by their teachers, data was collected
concerning gender, grade and an indication for socio-economic status. This
indication for socio-economic status comes from the financial system of Dutch
education, which roughly discerns three categories of pupils: pupils with a
middle or high socio-economic background, native pupils with a low socio-
economic background and pupils from ethnic minority groups. These
categories all receive a weight factor. Subsequently the government appoints
a subsidy for schools per child, which is multiplied by the weight factor of the
child. Pupils with a high- or middle socio-economic status have a weight of
1.00, pupils with a low socio-economic status receive a weight of 1.25, and
non-native children receive a weight of 1.90. Furthermore, the system
discerns pupils who live in a trailer park; they receive a weight factor of 1.70.
Because this study only included few pupils with a weight factor of 1.70, they
are included in the 1.25 category in the analyses of the data. The system of
"weighing" pupils is known as the pupil's weight system. In this study, we use
this system as an indication for socio-economic status for the children
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assessed by their parents, as well as for the pupils assessed by their
teachers, and we will refer to it as "socio-economic or ethnic status".

To conclude with, scheme 4.1 summarises the instruments we used in
this study.

Scheme 4.1: Instruments used in this study

Activities Child
behaviour

Education at
home

Parents Questionnaire about
involvement and participation

CBCL
HIB

HOME-inventory

Teachers Pupil's profile

4.3 Research population
In 1998, all parents of children in the first grade of kindergarten (N=334) in
four Groningen neighbourhoods were approached by the researcher. The four
neighbourhoods are Hoogkerk, Vinkhuizen, Selwerd/Paddepoel/Tuinwijk
(SPT) and Oosterpark. Table 4.1 shows the distribution of the 334 families
that were approached for this study over the four neighbourhoods and socio-
economic or ethnic status. This table makes clear that Hoogkerk en
Vinkhuizen mainly count families with a middle or high socio-economic status,
whereas SPT and Oosterpark mainly count families with a low socio-economic
status. Hoogkerk is the only neighbourhood which has some families with first
grade kindergarten children in trailer parks, and which has no non-native first
grade kindergarten children. In total, 51% of the 334 approached families has
a middle or high socio-economic status, 34% has a low socio-economic
status, 11% are non-natives and 3% of the families lives in a trailer park.

Table 4.1: Families approached for this study per pupil's weight factor and per 
     neighbourhood (percentage of total families with the same weight in this 
     neighbourhood) (N=334)

Pupil's weight factor
Neighbourhood 1.00 1.25 1.70 1.90 Total
Hoogkerk 83 (64%) 38 (29%) 9 (7%) 130
Vinkhuizen 65 (56%) 29 (25%) 22 (19%) 116
SPT 15 (36%) 19 (45%) 8 (19%) 42
Oosterpark 8 (17%) 29 (63%) 8 (17%) 46
Total 171 (51%) 115 (34%) 9 (3%) 38 (11%) 334
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In addition, the 1997 data of the Inspection of Education were used to
compare the primary schools in this study (i.e. the ones in the four
neighbourhoods mentioned above) to all Dutch primary schools (Appendix C).
This comparison showed that the schools included in this study count fewer
pupils with a middle or high socio-economic status and more pupils with a low
socio- economic status and pupils from ethnic minority groups than the Dutch
average. These data furthermore showed that considerable differences exist
between the primary schools included in this study with concern to the
schools' population.

Families
As has been mentioned above, all 334 families with children in the first grade
of kindergarten of one of the community schools were asked to participate in
this research project. Of these 334 families, 110 (33%) were prepared to do
so. Of those 110 participants, 36 families were not able to continue
participating in this research project, which leaves 74 families in the final
measurement. Table 4.2 lists the reasons why people could no longer
participate in this study. The reason mentioned most often is a move to
another city or to an unknown address. Other reasons were participation in
the study taking too much time, circumstances within the family, uselessness
of the study and change of school.

Table 4.2: Reasons for drop-out of families

Reason for drop-out of the study Times
mentioned

1998/1999
• Moved to another city/new address unknown;

• It takes too much time to participate;

• Circumstances within the family (illness or death of a family-
member);

• The study is useless;

• Child does not go to community school anymore.

10
5
5

5
5

1999/2000
• Moved to another city/new address unknown;

• It takes too much time to participate;

• Circumstances within the family (illness or death of a family-
member).

4
1
1
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Of the 110 families who participated in the first measurement, 74 still
participated in the final measurement. These 74 families are included in the
analyses. Table 4.3 shows how these 74 families are divided over the four
neighbourhoods and the pupil's weight categories. The percentages
presented in this table concern the percentage participants in this study of the
total number of families approached in the same neighbourhood with the
same pupil's weight.

Table 4.3 makes clear that the 74 families that participated in all
measurements of the study represent 22% from the total number of families
that were approached for this research. 65% of those 74 families has a middle
or high socio-economic status, 25% has a low socio-economic status, 8% are
non-natives and 2% lives in a trailer park. In the analyses, the children with a
weight of 1.70 are included in the group of children with a low socio-economic
status. With concern to neighbourhood, approximately one quarter of the
families approached in Hoogkerk and Vinkhuizen participated in this study and
ample 10% of the families approached in SPT and Oosterpark participated.
On the whole, families with a middle or high socio-economic status are over-
represented in this study, as well as families who live in Hoogkerk and
Vinkhuizen, and non-native families and families who live in a trailer-park are
under-represented, as well as families from SPT and Oosterpark.

Table 4.3: Participants in all three measurements of this study (percentage of the 
     total number of families approached in the same neighbourhood with the 
     same pupil's weight factor) (N=74)

Pupil's weight factor
Neighbourhood 1.00 1.25 1.70 1.90 Total

Hoogkerk 21 (25%) 11 (29%) 2 (22%) 34 (26%)
Vinkhuizen 21 (32%) 4 (14%) 4 (18%) 29 (25%)
SPT 3 (20%) 1 (5%) 1 (13%) 5 (12%)
Oosterpark 3 (38%) 2 (7%) 1 (13%) 6 (13%)
Total 48 (29%) 18 (16%) 2 (22%) 6 (16%) 74 (22%)

Table 4.3 gives information about the socio-economic or ethnic status of the
families that participated in this study. We also collected information about
other background characteristics like the composition of the family, gender
and age of the child whose behaviour was assessed. Table 4.4 presents
background characteristics of the 74 children that were assessed in all three
measurements.
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Table 4.4: Background characteristics of the children assessed in this study (N=74)

Percentage of families
Family composition
Mother 100%
Father 89%
Brothers or sisters 86%
Only child 14%

Gender
Boy 57%
Girl 43%

Age in first measurement
3 3%
4 45%
5 37%
6 3%

Table 4.4 makes clear that 89% of the families in this study have both a father
and a mother, the remainder consists of single-parent families with only a
mother. Almost all children in this study have at least one brother or sister.
14% of the children in this study are an only child. Additional information
showed that 38% of the children with siblings are the eldest child in the family.
With concern to gender, more boys (57%) than girls (43%) were included in
this study. Furthermore, two (3%) of the children were three years old by the
time the research started, 33 (45%) were four years-old, 37 (50%) were five
years old and two (3%) were six years old.

Pupils
Beside the families that participate in this study, approximately 700
kindergarten and first grade pupils of the four community schools in the city of
Groningen were annually assessed by their teachers. Of those 700 pupils,
approximately 30% have a low socio-economic status, and approximately
20% come from the ethnic minority groups. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show
information of these pupils concerning neighbourhood and pupil's weight
factor respectively.
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Table 4.5: Pupils assessed by teachers per neighbourhood per school year    
     (percentage of pupils)

Measurement
Neighbourhood 1997/1998 1998/1999 1999/2000
Hoogkerk 236 (31%) 104 (16%) 265 (32%)
Vinkhuizen 275 (36%) 316 (49%) 336 (40%)
SPT 157 (21%) 153 (24%) 162 (19%)
Oosterpark 88 (12%) 79 (12%) 78 (9%)
Total 756 (100%) 652 (100%) 841 (100%)

Table 4.5 presents information about the neighbourhoods pupils come from,
per school year. It shows that in 1997/1998 pupil's profiles were filled out for
756 pupils. One third of them lives in Hoogkerk, one third lives in Vinkhuizen,
20% lives in SPT and an ample 10% in Oosterpark. In 1998/1999, we
received 652 completed pupil's profiles1. Almost half of the pupils in this
measurement live in Vinkhuizen, a quarter in SPT and 12% in Oosterpark. In
the final measurement (1999/2000) 841 pupils were assessed by their
teachers. 32% of them lives in Hoogkerk, 40% in Vinkhuizen, 19% in SPT and
9% in Oosterpark.

With concern to socio-economic or ethnic status, table 4.6 presents the
percentages of pupils per pupil's weight factor. In 1997/1998 45% of the pupils
has a middle or high socio-economic status, 34% has a low socio-economic
status and 17% is non-native. In the 1998/1999 measurement, 41% of the
pupils has a middle or high socio-economic status, 30% has a low socio-
economic status and 9% is non-native. Regarding the final measurement,
more than half of the pupils assessed has a middle or high socio-economic
status, a quarter has a low socio-economic status, and 19% is non-native.

Table 4.6: Pupils assessed by teachers per pupil's weight factor per school year   
     (percentage of pupils)

MeasurementPupil's
Weight factor 1997/1998 1998/1999 1999/2000
1.0 337 (45%) 270 (41%) 427 (51%)
1.25 253 (34%) 196 (30%) 214 (25%)
1.70 22 (3%) 13 (2%)
1.90 127 (17%) 128 (20%) 142 (19%)
Unknown 17 (2%) 58 (9%) 45 (5%)
Total 756 (100%) 652 (100%) 841 (100%)

                                                     
1 One school in Hoogkerk lost the pupil's profiles. We therefore received fewer completed
pupil's profiles from this neighbourhood in 1998/1999 than in 1997/1998 and 1999/2000.
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As has been said before, the pupil's profiles were annually administered in the
first and second grade of kindergarten, and in the first grade of primary
education. This means that in each measurement new children were included
in this study (the children that go to kindergarten for the first time) and other
children were excluded from this study (the former first-graders that moved to
second grade). Subsequently, most children were assessed by their teachers
in only one or two of the measurements. However, 180 pupils were assessed
in each of the three measurements. These pupils were in the first grade of
kindergarten in the 1997/1998 measurement, and most of them were in first
grade of primary education in the final measurement. Table 4.7 shows the
background characteristics of those 180 pupils.

Table 4.7: Background characteristics of the 180 pupils included in all three   
     measurements

Percentage of pupils
Neighbourhood
Hoogkerk 25%
Vinkhuizen 47%
SPT 18%
Oosterpark 10%

Pupil's weight factor
1.00 53%
1.25 33%
1.70 1%
1.90 13%

Gender
Boy 53%
Girl 47%

Parents in research?
Yes 23%
No 77%

With regard to neighbourhood and weight factor, the figures in table 4.7 are
rather similar to the ones in tables 4.5 and 4.6, although there are relatively
fewer non-natives among the 180 pupils that were included in each of the
three measurements (13%). Concerning gender, slightly more than half of the
pupils is male. We furthermore checked how many of the parents of these 180
pupils participated in this study. For 23% of the pupils this was the case.
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4.4 Data collection
All 334 families with children in the first grade of kindergarten of one of the
community schools received a letter that informed them about the community
school research project in the spring of 1998. Families from whom we did not
have a telephone number (N=150) could send in a reply card indicating that
they wanted to participate. Families from whom we did have a telephone
number were phoned to ask whether they wanted to participate in the study
(N=184). Table 4.8 shows the reactions of the families that were approached.
This table makes clear that initially 33% of the families approached wanted to
participate in this study. Those 110 families were included in the first
measurement, but 36 of them dropped of the study in the second or third
measurement (see section 4.3). Almost half of the families approached were
not reached by telephone, or did not send in the reply card. 19% of the
families explicitly stated that they did not want to participate in this study.

Table 4.8: Reaction of families with respect to participation in this study (percentage 
     of families)

Neighbourhood
Parents

approached
Participation in

study
No participation Not reached/

Unknown
Hoogkerk 133 44 (33%) 20 (15%) 69 (52%)
Vinkhuizen 116 40 (35%) 17 (15%) 59 (51%)
SPT 41 16 (39%) 10 (24%) 15 (37%)
Oosterpark 44 10 (23%) 16 (36%) 18 (41%)
Total 334 110 (33%) 63 (19%) 161 (48%)

The families that did want to participate in this study were visited at home by
the interviewer. During these interviews, the parents were asked questions
from the CBCL, the HOME-inventory and the HIB, and about participation in
community school activities (see section 4.2.). The participating families were
interviewed three times between 1998 and 2000. The interviews took between
45 and 90 minutes per interview. Most interviews were held with mothers,
some with both parents and a few with only the father. Table 4.9 shows with
whom the interviews were held, per measurement.

Table 4.9: Parents that were interviewed, per measurement

1997/1998
(N=110)

1998/1999
(N=81)

1999/2000
(N=74)

Mother 82% 95% 89%
Father 3% 3% 3%
Both 15% 3% 8%
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In the first measurement, all children assessed by their parents were in the
first grade of kindergarten. Some of these children were to young to go to the
second grade of kindergarten in the 1998/1999 school year. Therefore, the
1998/1999 measurement included first grade kindergarten children as well as
second grade kindergarten children (see scheme 4.2).

Kindergarten and first-grade teachers of community schools annually
received the pupil's profiles they had to fill out through the local school
counselling service. They completed the profiles for each pupil in their grade,
and sent them back to the school counselling service in a reply envelope. In
the 1999/2000 measurement, teachers could choose if they wanted to
complete the pupil's profile on paper or in a computer programme. Scheme
4.2 summarises which questionnaires were administered in which school
year.

Scheme 4.2: Administering of questionnaires per school year, per grade

School year
Grade 1997/1998 1998/1999 1999/2000

Kindergarten 1 CBCL, HIB, HOME
Pupil's profile

CBCL, HIB, HOME
Pupil's profile Pupil's profile

Kindergarten 2
Pupil's profile

CBCL, HIB, HOME
Pupil's profile

CBCL, HIB, HOME
Pupil's profile

Grade 1
Pupil's profile Pupil's profile

CBCL, HIB, HOME
Pupil's profile

4.5 Data analyses

Involvement in community schools
Six statements were formulated concerning parents' involvement in
community school in their neighbourhood. We computed which percentages
of parents agreed and disagreed with each of the statements, and which
percentage did not have an opinion. Parents were furthermore asked in how
many of the community school activities the family participated. We computed
the number of activities families participated in per category (recreational,
educational, parental and total) per school year, as well as for the total period
of this study (1998 to 2000). With concern to the number of activities families
participated in, we draw a distinction between "no participation" "1-2
activities", and "3-9 activities". Percentages of participants were computed
using the above mentioned categories of activities, and the number of
activities (divided in no participation, 1-2 activities and 3-9 activities) per
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school year, and for the total period of this study. Besides, we computed in
how many school years (0,1,2 or 3) families participated in community school
activities. Percentages of families per number of school years in which they
participated are presented. We finally computed the percentages of families
that made use of (health) care institutions per school year.

We checked whether the results concerning involvement in community
schools differed for families with a different socio-economic or ethnic status,
and for families from a different neighbourhood. We used a one-way ANOVA
with a bonferroni post-hoc test to check for differences between families with a

different socio-economic or ethnic status (p ≤ .05). With concern to
neighbourhood, a one-way ANOVA corrected for socio-economic or ethnic

status was used (p ≤ .05).

Child behaviour and education at home
Several questionnaires were used to assess child behaviour and education at
home (CBCL, HIB, pupil's profile, HOME-inventory). We computed mean
subscale scores and standard deviations of these instruments. To be able to
compare the results of these instruments to each other, the subscale scores
of all instruments were transformed in such manner that they run from 0 to
100. The actual subscale score was divided by the maximum possible
subscale score and multiplied by 100. Paired-samples t-tests were computed

to check whether the differences between measurements are significant  (p ≤
.05). We furthermore computed the change scores between the
measurements for all subscales.

As has been mentioned before, the CBCL indicates so-called clinical
and borderline scores, which correspond to the children who score above the
98th and between the 95th and 98th percentile scores of a norm group,
respectively. To be able to compare the clinical and borderline scores to the
mean CBCL subscale scores in this study, the original scores by Verhulst, van
der Ende & Koot (1996) were transformed to fit in the 0 to 100 scale. The
transformed clinical and borderline scores are presented in appendix D. We
computed the percentages of pupils who scored above these norms.
Furthermore, we computed the 95th to 98th and the above 98th percentile
scores of the other instruments (HIB and pupil's profile) as well, for the data of
the first measurement. Since the HOME-inventory is a stimulating scale, we
computed the 2nd to 5th percentile score and the below 2nd percentile score for
this instrument. These percentile scores are considered to be borderline and
clinical scores for the HIB, pupil's profile and HOME-inventory. (see appendix
D). Subsequently, the percentages of pupils who scored above these norms
were computed. Furthermore, for some of the subscales correlations between
parents' and teachers' assessments were computed.
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Besides, we checked whether differential effects exist with concern to
socio-economic or ethnic status and with concern to neighbourhood.
Regarding differential effects for socio-economic status, we used a one-way

ANOVA with a bonferroni post-hoc test (p ≤ .05). A one-way ANOVA
corrected for socio-economic or ethnic status was used to check for

differences between neighbourhoods (p ≤ .05). With concern to clinical and
borderline scores, percentages of children per socio-economic or ethnic status
and per neighbourhood were computed. These percentages were compared
to the ones of the total research population.

Relation between participation, and child behaviour and education at home
To see whether a relationship exists between participation in community
school activities, and child behaviour and education at home, change scores
were computed for families that participated in no activities, in 1-2 activities
and in 3-9 activities. A one-way ANOVA with a bonferroni post-hoc test was

used to show whether the change scores differed significantly (p ≤ .05). We
furthermore computed correlations between participation in activities (divided
into no participation, 1-2 activities, 3-9 activities) and the mean subscale and
change scores of the instruments used. These analyses were carried out for
recreational, educational, parental and total activities, on the data from the
parent interviews only. We could not link teachers' assessments to families'
participation in activities.
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5. Results: Groningen community schools

5.1 Introduction
Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis dealt with child behaviour problems and
education at home, and with the possible influence of community schools on
both aspects. The Netherlands started the development of community schools
in 1998, when a new act was implemented: the local educational priority policy
act (GOA). This act decentralises the responsibility for educational priority
programmes from the national to the local level, which makes it easier for
local governments to act upon the needs of the community. Local
governments do have to meet some conditions set by the national
government, however. They have to co-operate with schools and, for
example, healthcare, youth welfare institutions, and child care centres. All
institutions in a community have to combine their knowledge and skills to
make sure that children with different backgrounds get equal opportunities in
life, and to make sure that teachers can focus on teaching instead of on all
kinds of non-educational problems their pupils might have (Ministerie van
onderwijs, cultuur en wetenschappen, 1997a). This co-operation takes place
in community schools.

Chapter 2 described aspects of community schools in general, this
chapter specifically focuses on community schools in the city of Groningen.
Groningen started the development of those community schools in 1995,
three years before the implementation of the local educational priority policy
act. Four of the Groningen community schools participated in the study
described in this thesis. Next to a general description of Groningen community
schools, this chapter will specifically focus on the activities related to child
behaviour and education at home, organised by the four Groningen
community schools that participated in this study. In doing so, this chapter
concentrates on research question 1: "Which activities concerning child
behaviour and education at home are offered by community schools". Before
we will answer this question in section 5.3, section 5.2 will first describe the
development of the Groningen community schools. Section 5.4 will discuss
the specifics of the Groningen community schools, compared to the
community school characteristics described in chapter 2.

5.2 Development of Groningen community schools
In 1995, the city of Groningen started the development of community schools.
At first, this development took place in four Groningen neighbourhoods, with
the intention to found community schools in all Groningen neighbourhoods in
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course of time. This study concerns the first four community schools. We will
go into the background of these community schools, based on the initial
Groningen community school document (Gemeente Groningen, 1995) and the
annual community school planning documents and the annual reports
(Gemeente Groningen, 1997; 1998; 1999).

Groningen community schools focus on the education at school and at
home for children aged zero to fifteen. Several institutions co-operate within
the community school to provide equal opportunities for this age group
(Gemeente Groningen, 1995). These institutions are, for example, elementary
and secondary schools, kindergartens, pre-schools, special education and
remedial teaching, child care centres, youth welfare work, healthcare
institutions, libraries, playground associations, art schools, music schools, and
sports clubs. Which institutions are involved in which community school
depends on the needs and possibilities of the specific neighbourhood (see
also chapter 2 and section 5.3). The co-operation between these institutions
should prevent and if possible decrease socio-economic, cultural, behavioural
and emotional problems of children and families. Furthermore, community
schools should enhance children's educational opportunities, create equal
opportunities for all children, and enhance participation in society of parents
and children (Gemeente Groningen, 1999). More specifically, Groningen
community schools aim for the following objectives: to improve behaviour and
socio-emotional functioning of children, to improve the educational
environment at home and the pedagogical behaviour of parents, to decrease
risky behaviour, to decrease educational and physical disadvantages and to
create opportunities for all the children in a neighbourhood (Gemeente
Groningen, 1995). One way to enhance children's educational opportunities is
to help parents to educate their children at home.

The four Groningen community schools in this study use several
means to reach the objectives. The participating institutions have regular
meetings in which they make plans and arrangements for the forthcoming
period, and in which they evaluate the activities that were organised in the
former period. In doing so, they have to use four guidelines: (1) co-operation
between several organisations, (2) focus on continuous education of zero to
fifteen year-olds, (3) focus on parent involvement, and (4) organisation of
extra-curricular activities (Gemeente Groningen, 1999). A local community
board checks whether those guidelines are followed by community schools.
This local board includes staff members of the local department, as well as
staff members from institutions that participate in Groningen community
schools.

Furthermore, most participating organisations are located within the
same building. This should make it easier for parents and children to visit
them or to join the activities, and it should facilitate the co-operation between
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institutions. Because of this co-operation, teachers can focus on teaching and
on cognitive differences between pupils, while other institutions can try to
solve cultural, social and behavioural problems. Additionally, co-operation
should prevent that different institutions work on the same issue at the same
time. Time and knowledge could therefore be used more efficiently.
 The most important mean to reach the community school objectives
consists of the activities for parents and children organised by the co-
operating institutions. Those activities include recreational, educational and
parental activities. Table 5.1 gives an overview of the activities organised by
at least one of the community schools included in this study between 1998
and 2000.

Table 5.1: Activities organised by at least one of the community schools between 
     1998 and 2000

Recreational Educational Parental
Music courses Book and reading

promotion
Parent courses

Sports courses Courses child rearing Adult education
Cooking courses Homework supervision Parent teams
Art projects After-school child care Parent involvement

projects
Technique courses
for girls

Small-scale after school
care for adolescents

Course for parents who
volunteer in child care

Drawing and painting Home Start
Gardening for children Computer course for

children
Sandwich express Safe school projects
Leisure time activities World orientation
Clean neighbourhood
team

Traffic safety

Drama Child development log
Dance course Early childhood

compensatory programmes
Parent conferences about
child rearing
Toys library and
educational advice
Project socio-emotional
education
Project involvement of
ethnic minority parents
Police co-operation and
instruction
Special educational
measurements and
remedial services
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Recreational activities provide the possibility to attend cultural and sports
activities for children, parents and other inhabitants of a neighbourhood. Local
sports clubs, music schools and art schools organise extra-curricular sports,
music, and art lessons in the community school building. Children therefore do
not have to travel through the city to attend these activities, which makes it
easier to join activities. Low-income families are charged a reduced price to
attend these activities. Most of the recreational activities mentioned in table
5.1 are short-term courses, which consist of approximately four sessions,
except for the technique courses for girls, which consists of ten sessions. The
leisure time activities and clean neighbourhood teams are offered one
afternoon per week during the school year. These recreational activities give
children an opportunity to actively spend their leisure time and to become
familiar with several activities. In other words, recreational activities could
increase the educational and societal opportunities children have. We
furthermore expect these activities to have some influence on child behaviour
and education at home, because of the aforementioned active spending of
leisure time, and because it can make families familiar with cultural and sport
activities they would not have known otherwise. However, recreational
activities do not specifically focus on an improvement of child behaviour and
education at home, which makes it unrealistic to expect major influence of
recreational activities on these aspects.

Unlike recreational activities, some of the educational activities
specifically focus on child behaviour and education at home. Educational
activities include, for example, courses in which parents can learn about
raising children, and activities focused on book and reading promotion. The
various courses about child rearing focus on different educational aspects and
different age groups, and range between five and twelve sessions per course.
Next to child rearing courses, community schools organise conferences about
aspects related to child rearing. These conferences only take a couple of
hours in which one aspect of raising children, for example nutrition, is
discussed. Book and reading promotion includes school visits to the library,
visits from library personnel to the school, and authors and other adults
reading aloud to school children. Furthermore, most community schools
contain a so-called toys library. In this library, children can borrow toys they do
not have at home and parents can ask pedagogues for advice in an informal
environment. Educational activities also contain activities for children aged
zero to six and their parents, such as early childhood compensatory
programmes. These programmes often continue during two years, in which
families weekly receive educational assignments, which parents and children
have to make together. A joint community school care-taking system provides
activities to help children who got stuck at school, or who run the risk to get
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stuck. Examples are remedial services, special classes and the project socio-
emotional education. The duration and intensity of those activities depend on
the child's or the families' problems. The educational activities discussed
above specifically focus on (aspects of) child behaviour and education at
home. Those activities are therefore expected to be able to influence child
behaviour and/or education at home.

With regard to parental activities, Groningen community schools
organise several courses for parents, including some forms of adult education.
Parents and other adults in the neighbourhood can attend courses like
computer training, courses in which they learn how to organise meetings and
courses Dutch for adults. Parent involvement projects include, among other
things, assisting in the classroom during computer lessons and helping with
extra-curricular activities. Parents who volunteer in child-care can follow
courses focused on how to take care of children, problem solving and
activities that can be organised during child care hours. So some of the
parental activities specifically focus on educating parents, others involve
parents' involvement in their child's education. Especially the latter category of
parental activities might influence education at home, and therefore perhaps
also child behaviour. The next section will describe the activities that were
organised by the four community schools included in this study.

5.3 Groningen community schools in this study
Section 5.2. gave a general description of Groningen community schools. It
presented the background and the general objectives of Groningen
community schools. This study includes community schools in four
neighbourhoods in the city of Groningen, namely Hoogkerk, Vinkhuizen,
Selwerd/Paddepoel/Tuinwijk (SPT) and Oosterpark. Those neighbourhoods
own the first four Groningen community schools. These community schools
aim for the same general objectives (namely to enhance the educational
opportunities of children, to create equal opportunities for all children, and to
enhance participation in society of parents and children). However, each
community school decides for itself what the more specific objectives are, and
which activities will be organised. Those objectives and activities should be
adapted to the needs of the neighbourhood involved. Furthermore, according
to the Groningen city council, community schools can only be successful if the
people involved can decide what their community school should look like
(Gemeente Groningen, 1995;1997). Therefore, each of the four community
schools in this study is slightly different. Differences especially become visible
with regard to the activities that are organised, between community schools as
well as between school years.

The first research question in this study focuses on the activities
organised by community schools. It goes into the institutions involved in the
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organisation of community school activities, whether community schools offer
a coherent continuing whole of activities, and which differences between the
four community school neighbourhoods occur. To answer this question, we
used the annual planning documents and the annual reports of the community
schools involved in this study (Gemeente Groningen 1997;1998; 1999).

As has been mentioned in section 5.2, one of the community school
ideas is that several institutions should co-operate to organise activities. Some
of the activities are organised by two institutions, others by five or more.
Furthermore, some institutions are involved in all of the four community
schools included in this study, other institutions in one or two of them. Table
5.2 shows the institutions that co-operate within one or more of the four
community schools, per community school (gemeente Groningen, 1999). The
number of institutions that co-operate within a community school varies
between thirteen (SPT) and eighteen (Oosterpark). Eleven institutions are
involved in all of the four community schools in this study, one participates in
three community schools, two co-operate with two community schools, and
five of the institutions mentioned in table 5.2. participate in one community
school.

The institutions presented in table 5.2 are jointly responsible for the
organisation of community school activities. Tables 5.3 through 5.6 show the
kinds of activities that were organised in the school years 1997/1998,
1998/1999 and 1999/2000, per community school. When an activity was
organised more than once per school year, it still is mentioned once in tables
5.3 through 5.6. For example, "music courses" could include more than one
music course. To order the community school activities we used the three
categories mentioned in section 5.2: recreational activities, educational
activities and parental activities. Table 5.3. shows the community school
activities that were organised in Hoogkerk between 1997/1998 and
1999/2000.
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Table 5.2. Institutions that co-operate in the community schools, per community 
     school.

Hoogkerk Vinkhuizen SPT Oosterpark
Education: pre-school,
primary and secondary.
Adult education

X X X X

(After-school) child care X X X X
Public library X X X X
Public healthcare service X X X X
Healthcare service for
parents and children

X X X X

Welfare services X X X X
Youth welfare work X X X X
Community centres X X X X
Music school X X X X
Sport clubs X X X X
School counselling service X X X X
Local government X X X
Playground association X X
Police X X
Swimming pool X
Education for gypsies and
children who live in a
trailerpark

X

Museum of nature X
Centre of arts X
Environmental services X
Neighbourhood care
services

X
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Table 5.3: Activities organised in Hoogkerk, per school year

1997/1998 1998/1999 1999/2000
Recreational
Music courses X X X
Technique course for girls X X X
Sports X X
Cooking course X X
Art project X

Educational
Book and reading promotion X X X
Early childhood compensatory programmes
(e.g. "Opstap")

X X X

Parent conferences about child rearing X X X
Toys library and educational advice X
Courses child rearing X X
Home start X
After-school child care X X X
Small-scale after-school care for adolescents X
Computer course for children X X
Homework supervision X
World orientation X
Traffic Safety X
Child development log X

Parental
Parent courses and adult education: e.g. arts
and computer

X X

Parent teams X X X

In total, Hoogkerk organised ten different kinds of activities in 1997/1998,
fourteen in 1998/1999 and fifteen in 1999/2000. The number of activities
organised thus increased during the three school years. Seven of the activities
were organised in all three school years. With concern to recreational
activities, three or four different kinds of activities were organised per school
year. Two of these activities, music courses and the technique course for girls
were offered in all three school years. The category educational activities
includes six (1997/1989) to nine (1999/2000) different kinds of activities per
school year. Four of the educational activities were organised annually: book
and reading promotion, early childhood compensatory programmes, parent
conferences and after-school child-care. Finally, one or two kinds of parental
activities were organised per school year. Parent teams functioned in all three
school years.
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Table 5.4: Activities organised in Vinkhuizen, per school year

1997/1998 1998/1999 1999/2000
Recreational
Music courses X X X
Sports X X X
Drawing & Painting X

Educational
Book and reading promotion X X X
Early childhood compensatory programmes
(e.g. "Opstap", "Pyramide", "Kaleidoscoop")

X X

Courses child rearing X X X
Home Start X
After-school child care X X X
Small-scale after-school care for adolescents X X X
Special educational measurements and
remedial services (e.g. "TOG", "tussenklas")

X X X

Project socio-emotional education X X X
Social assertiveness training X
Computer course for children X
Safe school projects X

Parental
Parent courses and adult education X X
Parent involvement projects X
Course for parents who volunteer in child care X

In total, Vinkhuizen organised twelve (1997/1998 and 1998/1999) to thirteen
(1999/2000) different kinds of activities per school year. So, the number of
activities that were organised remained stable. Eight of the activities were
organised in all three school years. In the recreational category two to three
kinds of activities were organised per school year. Music courses and sports
were offered annually. Seven (1997/1998 and 1999/2000) to ten educational
activities were organised per school year. Six of them were organised in every
school year, namely book and reading promotion, child rearing courses, after-
school child care, after-school care for adolescents, special educational
measurements and project socio-emotional education. Two parental courses
were offered in 1997/1998 and 1999/2000. None were organised in
1998/1999, according to the annual planning document (Gemeente Groningen
1998).
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Table 5.5: Activities organised in SPT, per school year

1997/1998 1998/1999 1999/2000
Recreational
Music courses X X X
Sports X X X
Technique course for girls X X
Gardening for children X X
Art project X
Sandwich express X

Educational
Book and reading promotion X X X
Early childhood compensatory programmes
(e.g. "Opstap")

X X

Courses child rearing X X
Project involvement of ethnic minority parents X X X
After-school child care X X X
Small-scale after-school care for adolescents X
Special educational measurements and
remedial services(e.g. "TOG")

X X

Project socio-emotional education X X
Homework supervision X X X
Child development log X
Safe school projects X

Parental
Parent courses and adult education X X
Parent involvement projects X
Course for parents who volunteer in child care X

In SPT nine kinds of activities were organised in 1997/1998, and fifteen in
1998/1999 as well as in 1999/2000. So, the number of activities that were
organised increased between the first and second school year. Six activities
were organised in all three school years. The number of recreational activities
increased from two in 1997/1998 to six in 1999/2000. Sports and music
courses were offered in all three school years. With concern to the
educational category, seven activities were organised in 1997/1998 and in
1999/2000, nine in 1998/1999. Four educational activities were annually
offered: book and reading promotion, involvement of ethnic minority parents
project, after-school child care and homework supervision. No parental
activities were organised in 1997/1998. In 1998/1999 as well as in 1999/2000
two kinds of parental activities were offered.
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Table 5.6: Activities organised in Oosterpark, per school year

1997/1998 1998/1999 1999/2000
Recreational
Music courses X X X
Sports X X X
Gardening X X X
Leisure time activities X X X
Clean neighbourhood team X X X
Drama X X
Dance course X X
Painting and drawing X X
Technique course for girls X X
Art project X

Educational
Book and reading promotion X X X
Early childhood compensatory programmes
(e.g. "Opstap")

X X

Toys library and educational advice X X X
Courses child rearing X X X
After-school child care X X X
Small-scale after-school care for adolescents X X X
Special educational measurements and
remedial services (e.g. "TOG")

X

Social assertiveness training X X
Computer course for children X
Police co-operation and instruction X

Parental
Parent courses and adult education: e.g.
computer,  taking notes, Dutch for adults

X X X

Parent involvement projects X

Table 5.6 shows that, in total, Oosterpark organised sixteen kinds of activities
in 1997/1998 and seventeen in 1998/1999 and 1999/2000. The number of
activities organised thus remained stable. Eleven of the activities were
organised in all three school years. Approximately eight recreational kinds of
activities were organised per school year, five of them were offered annually.
These five activities are: music courses, sports, gardening, leisure time
activities and the clean neighbourhood team. Seven to eight educational
activities were annually organised in Oosterpark. Five of them were organised
in all three school years: book and reading promotion, toys library, courses
child rearing, after-school child care and the after-school care for adolescents.
With concern to parental activities, parent courses and adult education were
organised in all three school years.
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The four tables above show that the community schools in this study
organised between the nine and seventeen activities per school year. Some of
the activities were organised in all three school years (from five in SPT to
eleven in Oosterpark); other activities were only organised once or twice. The
community schools in this study thus at least partly succeeded in the
organisation of a continuing coherent whole of activities. With regard to
differences between the four community schools, the following can be
mentioned. The number of activities organised slightly differs per community
school, as well as the variation in the number of activities that were organised
per school year. SPT, for example, organised relatively few activities (nine) in
1997/1998, but shows a relatively big increase of the number of activities, to
fifteen in 1999/2000. Oosterpark, on the other hand, organised relatively many
activities (sixteen) in 1997/1998, but this number remained stable during the
three school years included in this study. In 1999/2000 the number of
activities organised ran from thirteen in Vinkhuizen to seventeen in
Oosterpark. Eight of the activities were organised in all four community
schools. Table 5.7 shows those activities per community school. The crosses
indicate in how many school years the activities concerned were organised.

Table 5.7: Activities organised by every community school (number of school years in
     which activity was organised)

Hoogkerk Vinkhuizen SPT Oosterpark
Recreational
Music courses X X X X X X X X X X X X
Sports courses X X X X X X X X X X X

Educational
Book and reading
promotion

X X X X X X X X X X X X

Early childhood
compensatory programmes X X X X X X X X X
Courses child rearing X X X X X X X X X X
After-school child care X X X X X X X X X X X X
After-school care for
adolescents X X X X X X X X

Parental
Parent courses/adult
education X X X X X X X X X
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The number of recreational activities that were organised differs considerably
between the four community schools. Oosterpark organised around eight
different kinds of recreational activities per school year, whereas Vinkhuizen
organised two different kinds of recreational activities (music and sports).
Music and sports activities were organised in all four community schools.
Since recreational activities are expected to increase children's educational
and societal opportunities, it can be concluded that the four community
schools in this study thus differ in the extent to which they provide these
opportunities. We do not expect recreational activities to have major influence
on child behaviour and education at home in the short term, however. The
difference in recreational activities organised will therefore presumably not
lead to a major difference in child behaviour and education at home.

 Fewer differences exist with regard to the number of educational
activities organised per community school. The four community schools in this
study organised between the six and ten kinds of educational activities per
school year. Educational activities organised by all of the community schools
are book and reading promotion, early childhood compensatory programmes,
child rearing courses, after-school child care and small-scale after-school care
for adolescents. These activities are expected to be able to influence child
behaviour and/or education at home. Since these activities are organised by
all four community schools, possible differences between neighbourhoods in
child behaviour and education at home could hardly be related to a difference
in the number of educational activities organised.

The category parental activities, finally, also shows few differences
between the four community schools. All four of them organised parent
courses (although not every school year), and three of them organised parent
involvement projects. The parent teams in Hoogkerk, however, could also
considered to be a way of parent involvement. So, the four community schools
organised more or less the same parental activities. Furthermore, parental
activities are expected to have a little influence on child behaviour and
education at home because they do not explicitly focus on those issues.
Therefore possible differences in child behaviour and education at home are
probably not related to differences in parental activities organised by
community schools.

The parental activities presented in the tables above include specific
activities for parents, organised by community schools. Besides those
activities, there are also other ways for parents to be involved in the
community school. We asked the 74 parents who participated in this study in
which ways they were involved in other (community) school-related activities.
Those activities varied from the membership of the school board or the
parents' council, to being a class assistant for reading or computer lessons,
and being an assistant for specific projects. Those parental activities are
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mostly related to the primary school that co-operates within the community
school.

5.4 Specifics of the Groningen community schools
The former sections gave a general description of Groningen community
schools (section 5.2) and a more specific one of the four Groningen
community schools included in this study (section 5.3). In the theoretical
chapter about community schools (section 2.3) a general description of
community schools has been given. This general description of community
schools and the description of the Groningen community schools in section
5.2 resemble each other reasonably. Both focus on co-operation between
institutions within the school building, and both state the importance of
creating equal opportunities for all children and of stimulating education at
school as well as at home. In this section we will compare the aspects
mentioned in the community school theory with the aspects focused on in
Groningen community schools. Tables 5.8 to 5.10 give an overview of the
institutions, objectives and activities of the general community school model
presented in chapter 2, and of the Groningen community schools. When
reading these tables, it should be kept in mind that the general community
school model is derived from several community school initiatives, which
makes the lists of activities and objectives rather extensive. Most community
schools, however, do not apply all of these objectives and activities. They
rather choose the activities and objectives that best fit their community.

Table 5.8 makes clear that the institutions mentioned in the general
community school model correspond reasonably with the institutions that co-
operate in the Groningen community schools. Unlike the general model,
parents are not mentioned as one of the co-operating partners in Groningen
community schools. However, parents are involved in Groningen community
schools through, for example, membership of the school board or membership
of the parents' council. Furthermore, the Groningen community schools list
some very specific institutions, such as the museum of nature and the
swimming pool, whereas the general model mainly lists less specific
organisations.
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Table 5.8: Overview of community school institutions

General community school model Groningen community schools
Education (pre-school/kindergarten, primary
and secondary education, adult education);
playgrounds; youth welfare organisations;
child-care; healthcare; mental healthcare;
social services; sports clubs; art and music
schools; community centres; local
governments; libraries; school counselling;
parents.

Education (pre-school/kindergarten,
primary and secondary education,
adult education); playground
association; (youth) welfare services;
(after-school) child-care; healthcare;
sports clubs; swimming pool; art and
music schools; community centres;
local government; public library; school
counselling service; police; museum of
nature; environmental services;
education for gypsies and trailerpark
inhabitants.

Notable with concern to the community school objectives is that the objectives
given in the general model are far more explicit than the objectives mentioned
by Groningen community schools (table 5.9). The Groningen community
school objectives are rather broad. How these objectives should be
interpreted is not explicitly written down in the Groningen community school
documents. However, those documents do explicitly stress some guidelines
which Groningen community schools have to follow, such as the co-operation
between several organisations, the focus on continuous education of zero to
fifteen year-olds, the focus on parent involvement, and the organisation of
extra-curricular activities.

With concern to community school activities, the activities organised by
Groningen community schools reasonably correspond to the ones mentioned
in the general model (table 5.10). Groningen community schools made use of
early childhood compensatory programmes, and they provided (educational)
information for parents and adult education. Furthermore, the Groningen
community schools paid attention to book and reading promotion, and special
educational measurements. Health issues are sometimes dealt with during
parent conferences. Recreational activities were organised for children as well
as parents. Those activities were described in detail by most Groningen
community schools, whereas the general model just mentions extra-curricular
courses. However, some of the activities mentioned in the general model have
not been organised by Groningen community schools. These activities include
job fairs and employment and job preparation training for parents; citizenship
and civics education; treatment of minor injuries and illnesses; changes of the
primary or secondary education and curriculum; and programmes to decrease
drop-out rates. Besides, Groningen community schools explicitly do not focus
on issues that are the primary responsibility of schools. Schools decide which
curricula to use, and which changes to make in the educational system.
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Table 5.9: Overview of community school objectives

General community school model Groningen community schools
Social objectives
Improve social competence; decrease
behavioural problems; improve parents'
pedagogical skills; mediate risky behaviour;
improve families' and parents' well-being; fast
diagnosis and treatment of behavioural problems;
enhance children's and parents' participation in
society; reduce racial isolation; increase safety at
school and in the neighbourhood; enhance social
cohesion in the neighbourhood and in the
broader society

Health objectives
Enhance health; diminish health disadvantages;
fast diagnosis and referral of health-related
problems

Cognitive/intellectual objectives
Improve pupil achievement; prevent and
decrease educational problems; prevent drop-
out; enhance participation of young children at
risk in qualitatively good programmes

Developmental objectives
Influence children's development; enhance
children's chances on an optimal development;
stimulate the development of children at home, at
school and in leisure time; increase recognition of
the developmental needs of young people;
enhance the development of parents
development; increase parents' skills

Organisational objectives
Increase partnerships between institutions;
parent and community involvement; provide
services, support and opportunities; day care
facilities and pre-school education; provide
teachers with opportunities to teach; longitudinal
and intersectoral coherence of activities; efficient
and effective health and social service delivery;
make school more attractive; improve the school
programme; mutual pedagogical mission.

All objectives specified
Decrease socio-economic,
cultural, behavioural and
emotional problems; create equal
opportunities; enhance
educational opportunities;
enhance participation in society.

Guidelines/organisational
objectives
Co-operation between several
organisations; focus on
continuous education of zero to
fifteen year-olds; focus on parent
involvement; organisation of
extra-curricular activities
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Table 5.10: Overview of community school activities

General community school model Groningen community schools

Social and developmental activities
extra-curricular (sports and music)
courses; social skills or socio-emotional
training; behaviour modification; early
intervention programmes; school-age
child care; one-to-one individual
attention; programmes that stimulate
education at home; meetings in which
families can share information with
schools; job fairs, employment and job
preparation training and professional skill
development; training in effective meeting
skills; citizenship and civics education;
school violence and safety; parent
resource centre; comprehensive
programmes that involve families and
communities in pupils' education and
development.

Health activities
health screening; physical examinations;
treatment of minor injuries and illnesses;
counselling and referral; information
campaigns.

Cognitive activities
pre-education or pre-school;
improvement of the primary or secondary
school education and curriculum;
programmes to decrease drop-out rates;
tutoring; literacy services; the provision of
books and stimulation of reading;
homework schedule; computer literacy;
second language learning; distance
education; strategies to support pupils'
learning.

Organisational activities
action teams; courses concerning
leadership development.

Recreational activities
Music courses; sports courses; technique
courses for girls; cooking courses; art
projects; drawing and painting; gardening
for children; sandwich express; leisure
time activities; clean neighbourhood
team; drama; dance course.

Educational activities
Book and reading promotion; early
childhood compensatory programmes;
parent conferences; courses child
rearing; toys library; home start; after-
school child care; small-scale after school
care for adolescents; special educational
measurements and remedial services;
computer course; homework supervision;
socio-emotional training; social
assertiveness training; safe school
projects; project involvement of minority
parents; police instruction; child
development log; world orientation; traffic
safety.

Parental activities
Parent courses and adult education;
parent teams; parent involvement
projects; course for parents who
volunteer in child-care.
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Summarising, the Groningen community schools reasonably correspond with
the general community school model. The institutions mentioned in each of
the models are comparable, and so are most of the activities. A notable
difference is that Groningen community schools do not explicitly mention
parents as important community school partners, even though parents are
considered to be an important group which community schools should focus
on. Furthermore, Groningen community schools explicitly do not focus on
school-related issues, such as the school curricula and school improvement
programmes. The biggest difference between the general community school
model and Groningen community schools concerns the specification of
objectives. As has become obvious from table 5.9, the general model
mentions objectives that are far more detailed than the Groningen community
schools do.

5.5 Summary
This chapter described the Groningen community school model in general,
and the four community schools included in this study more specifically.
Several Groningen institutions collaboratively focus on education of children
aged zero to fifteen; from thirteen institutions in SPT to eighteen in
Oosterpark. The co-operation between those institutions should lead to a
decrease of socio-economic, cultural, behavioural and emotional problems of
children and families, to an increase of educational opportunities, to equal
opportunities for all children and to an increase of participation in society for
parents and children. To reach those objectives, several activities are
organised, divided into the categories recreational, educational and parental.
In total, the four community schools included in this study organised between
nine and seventeen activities per school year. The number of educational and
parental activities organised hardly differs between the four community
schools, more differences exist with concern to recreational activities. The
institutions co-operating within Groningen community schools and the
activities they organise are more or less comparable to the ones in the
general community school model presented in chapter 2. The Groningen
community school objectives, however, are much broader and less explicit
than the ones formulated in the general model.
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6. Results: description of participation, child 
behaviour and education at home

6.1 Introduction
The study described in this thesis focuses on the relation between
participation in community school activities and the behaviour of children and
education at home. The former chapter described what the community
schools included in this study look like. This chapter will describe the situation
concerning families' participation in community schools, and the situation
concerning child behaviour and education at home in community school
neighbourhoods. It concerns research question 2; "Are parents and children
involved in community schools?", as well as aspects of research questions 3
and 4. We present data about child behaviour of community school children
(research question 3.1) and about the changes in child behaviour that
occurred between measurements (research question 3.2). We furthermore go
into the situation with regard to education at home (research question 4.1) and
the changes in education at home between measurements (research question
4.2). To answer these questions, 74 parents were annually interviewed about
their participation in community school activities, about their child's behaviour
and about education at home. Furthermore, the teachers from the primary
schools that co-operate with the four community schools in this study annually
completed a questionnaire about pupils' socio-emotional behaviour.

Firstly, this chapter will go into families' involvement in community
schools (section 6.2). It deals with parents' opinions about community schools
(6.2.1), parents' and children's participation in community school activities
(6.2.2) and the use of (health)care institutions (6.2.3). Secondly, section 6.3
will present the data concerning behaviour of children, as assessed by
parents (6.3.1) and by teachers (6.3.2). The final section of this chapter (6.4)
describes the situation concerning education at home of community school
children.

6.2 Families' participation in Groningen community schools
This section will present the results regarding families' participation in
community schools. This concerns parents' opinions about the community
school in their neighbourhood, as well as the extent to which families
participated in community school activities and made use of (health)care
institutions.
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6.2.1 Parents' opinions about community schools
In the final measurement of this study, parents were asked about their opinion
of the community school in their neighbourhood. Since if parents' opinions
about the community school are more positive, they are more likely to actively
participate in that community school. We asked whether the number of
activities they participated in increased since the first measurement, whether
participation in other activities increased, whether they feel involved in the
community school, whether it is clear what a community school is, whether the
community school provides sufficient information and whether they consider
the community school an improvement compared to the situation before. The
results of those questions are presented in table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Parents' opinions about the community school in their neighbourhood 
     (N=74)

Yes
(%)

No
(%)

No opinion
(%)

Increased participation in community school activities? 31.1 63.5 5.4
Increased participation in other school-related activities? 24.3 70.3 5.4
Feeling of involvement in community school? 52.7 35.1 12.2
Community school concept clear? 82.4 10.8 6.8
Sufficient information? 70.3 23.0 6.8
Is community school an improvement? 52.7 28.4 18.9

The results presented in table 6.1 give insight into parents' ideas, more than
into the actual situation. For example, a parent saying that he or she feels
involved in the community school does not necessarily mean that this parent
actually is involved. Approximately 30% of the parents in this study say that
their participation in community school activities increased since the first
measurement, almost 25% say so with concern to other school-related
activities. More than half of the parents says they feel involved in the
community school. 82% knows what a community school is, and 70% is
satisfied with the provision of information. 53% thinks the community school is
an improvement compared to the situation before the foundation of the
community school. Parents who say they feel involved in the community
school more often say that the community school concept is clear, the
information sufficient and that the community school is an improvement than
other parents do.
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6.2.2 Participation in community school activities
As has been mentioned in chapter 5, Groningen community schools organise
several diverse activities. We categorised those activities into recreational,
educational and parental activities. Examples of recreational activities are
sports and music courses, educational activities include behaviour
modification programmes, early childhood intervention programmes, and
special educational measurements, and parental activities contain for example
being a member of the parents' council or a class assistant. For community
schools to influence child behaviour and education at home, it is important
that parents and children participate in community school activities. We expect
that especially participation in educational activities could be related to child
behaviour and education at home. Recreational activities could have some
influence on both aspects, and we expect parental activities to have some
influence on education at home (see chapter 5).

Tables 6.2 and 6.3 show the percentages of families (i.e. the parents
and/or the child) that participated in community school activities. The tables
show participation in the three above-mentioned categories of activities
(recreational, educational and parental) and in the total number of activities.
Table 6.2 shows the percentages for the total period of the three school years
included in this study2, table 6.3 presents the percentages per school year.
The columns in both tables show the percentages of families that did and did
not participate in community school activities, and if they participated, in how
many of the activities.

Table 6.2: Percentages of families that participated in community school activities 
     between 1998 and 2000 (N=74)

Participation (%)
1-2

activities
3-9

activities
Total No participation

(%)

Recreational activities 30 12 42 58
Educational activities 39 8 47 53
Parental activities 27 31 58 42
Total activities 23 69 92 8

The last row in table 6.2 shows that 92% of the families in this study
participated in at least one of the community school activities during the three
years of this study. 23% of the families joined one or two activities, 69%
participated in three or more activities. With respect to recreational activities,
42% of the families participated in at least one recreational activity during the
three years of this study. 30% of the families joined one or two recreational

                                                     
2 In the presentation of the results the school years are abbreviated to 1998, 1999 and 2000.
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activities, 12% participated in at least three activities. Concerning educational
activities, 47% of the families in this study participated in at least one activity
during three school years. Most of them joined one or two of these activities.
8% of all the families in this study participated in three or more educational
activities during the three years of this study. Compared to recreational (42%)
and educational (47%) activities, relatively many families (58%) participated in
at least one of the parental activities during the three years of this study. 27%
of the families participated in one or two of these activities, almost one-third in
three or more.

Table 6.3: Percentages of families that participated in community school activities, 
     per number of activities per school year (N=74)

Participation per school year (%)
1-2

activities
3-6

activities
Total No participation

(%)

Recreational activities
1998 23 1 24 76
1999 27 0 27 73
2000 20 3 23 77
Educational activities
1998 22 0 22 78
1999 35 0 35 65
2000 22 0 22 78
Parental activities
1998 37 4 41 59
1999 27 1 28 72
2000 33 7 39 61
Total activities
1998 56 12 68 32
1999 62 11 73 27
2000 50 23 73 27

The category total activities in table 6.3 shows that, per school year,
approximately 70% of the families participated in at least one community
school activity. The number of families that participated in community school
activities does not change much between 1998 and 2000. However, in 1998
and 1999 about 11% of the families participated in three or more activities, in
2000 23% did so. Thus, although the total number of participating families
does not increase much, the number of families that participated in three or
more activities per school year increased between 1998 and 2000.

In each school year approximately 25% of the families participated in
recreational activities. Only few of them participated in three or more
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recreational activities per year. The percentages concerning the participation
in recreational activities remained rather stable over the three school years.
The maximum number of educational activities families participated in per
school year is two. In 1998 and 2000, 22% of the families participated in one
or two educational activities, in 1999 35% did so. Participation in educational
activities increased with 13% between 1998 and 1999, but it decreased with
the same percentage between 1999 and 2000.
In 1998 41% of the parents joined in parental activities, in 1999 28% did so,
and in 2000 39% of the parents participated in parental activities. Because the
decrease of participants between 1998 and 1999 was followed by an increase
between 1999 and 2000, the percentages of participants in 1998 and 2000
hardly differ.

The percentages presented above concern percentages per school
year, percentages for the whole research period. It does not become clear in
how many school years families participated in community school activities.
Table 6.4 shows how many families participated in community school
activities in none, one, two or three school years. The final row of this table
makes clear that almost half of the families (49%) participated in at least one
community school activity in each year. Around 20% of the families attended
community school activities in one school year and almost 25% participated
during two school years. With concern to recreational activities, only few
families (8%) annually participated in those activities. Most of the participants
in recreational activities participated in one or in two school years. The same
holds for educational and parental activities. 5% of the families annually
participated in educational activities, 12% did so with concern to parental
activities.
In both categories approximately 20% of the families participated in one
school year and approximately 20% participated in two school years.

Table 6.4: Participation in community school activities per number of school years in 
     which families participated (N=74)

Number of school years
0

(%)
1

(%)
2

(%)
3

(%)
Recreational activities 58 18 16 8
Educational activities 53 22 20 5
Parental activities 42 20 26 12
Total activities 8 19 24 49
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6.2.3 Use of institutions
As has been shown in chapter 5 (table 5.2), several healthcare and welfare
institutions co-operate within community schools. This co-operation should
facilitate families' access to community school's healthcare and welfare
institutions. To see whether the use of these community school services
increased, parents were asked whether their child made use of one or more of
those institutions. Table 6.5 shows the percentages of children in this study
that visited those institutions, per school year. Children could visit more than
one of the institutions per year. Therefore the percentages in the columns of
table 6.5 could add up to more than 100%. The percentage of children that
visited at least one of the services mentioned in table 6.5 increased with 34%
between the first and the last measurement. The service that was used most
in 1999 and 2000 is the school nurse. This is probably the case because all
children are requested to visit the school nurse in their second year of
kindergarten. The above-mentioned 34% increase of service use is also
related to this compulsory visit to the school nurse.

Table 6.5: Percentages of children that used (health)care institutions (N=74)

Institution 1998 (%) 1999 (%) 2000 (%)
Youth health care 1
School doctor 1 18 1
School nurse 3 22 27
Public healthcare service (GGD) 3 3
Neighbourhood care service 3
Special education 3
School counselling service 1 5 8
Mental health care (RIAGG) 3 4
Youth welfare work 3 3
Other 7
Use of at least one institution 7 38 41
No use of the institutions 93 62 59

Addition of service use during the three school years shows that 24 (32%)
children did not make use of any of the institutions. Most children visited one
(38% of the children) or two (19% of the children) institutions during the period
of this study. The maximum number of institutions visited in three years time is
six, which occurred in only one family.

The results presented in this section showed that half of the parents
feel involved in the community school, and most of them say the community
school concept is clear. Furthermore, almost all families in this study
participated in at least one community school activity between 1998 and 2000.
With concern to recreational activities, 42% participated in at least one
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activity, 47% participated in at least one educational activity and 58% joined at
least one parental activity between 1998 and 2000. The use of health care
institutions increased between the three measurements, from 7% in 1998 to
41% in 2000.

6.3. Child behaviour
Section 6.2 presented the results concerning parents' opinions about
community schools and the results concerning participation in community
school activities. Most families participated in at least one of the activities
organised by community schools in a three-year period. Furthermore, quite
some families visited one or more of the institutions that co-operate within
community schools. Community schools expect participation in activities to
lead to an improvement of child behaviour and of education at home. This
section will describe the actual situation with concern to child behaviour
(research question 3.1). We will present the mean subscale scores of the
instruments used to assess child behaviour, and we will check whether child
behaviour changes between the three measurements (research question 3.2).
The differences between children with a different socio-economic or ethnic
status, the differences between children from different neighbourhoods, and
the relation between participation in community school activities and child
behaviour problems will be presented in chapter 7.

As has been mentioned in chapter 3, children seldom identify
themselves as a person with behavioural problems that need special help
(Achenbach, 1997). The assessment of child behaviour therefore highly
depends on other informants than the child itself. In this study we used
parents (mostly mothers) and teachers as informants about child behaviour.
Section 6.3.1. reports parents' information about child behaviour, section 6.3.2
goes into teachers' assessment of child behaviour.

6.3.1 Child behaviour according to parents
To assess their child's behaviour, parents were interviewed by use of the
CBCL (Achenbach & Edelbrock, 1983; Verhulst, van der Ende & Koot, 1996)
and the HIB three times between 1998 and 2000 (see chapter 4). The CBCL
and HIB subscale scores that resulted from those interviews were transformed
in such manner that they run from 0 through 100, in which 0 means that
children have no behavioural problems and 100 means that children have a
lot of behavioural problems (Appendix E shows the original scale scores).
Table 6.6 shows the mean CBCL subscale scores and the standard
deviations of the 74 children that were included in all three measurements of
this study.
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Table 6.6: Mean and standard deviation of the CBCL subscales (N=74).

1998 1999 2000
CBCL subscales

N of
Items M SD M SD M SD

Social withdrawal 9 9.4 10.0 8.2 9.3 9.8 10.3
Somatic 9 2.7 4.4 2.1 5.2 1.3 * 4.0
Anxious/depressed 14 8.5 9.1 9.5 9.6 9.7 8.2
Social problems 8 6.2 9.1 5.9 8.0 5.5 7.3
Uncommunicative 7 5.7 9.2 2.6 * 4.2 2.5 * 3.6
Hyperactive 11 10.7 11.0 11.0 11.3 9.6 8.9
Delinquent 13 5.4 5.8 5.7 5.4 3.9 * ! 4.3
Aggressive 20 21.6 12.4 19.5 12.1 15.9 * ! 9.7
Externalising 33 14.9 8.5 14.0 8.5 11.2 * ! 6.7
Internalising 31 7.3 6.7 7.3 6.4 7.5 5.5
CBCL total 120 16.2 8.4 15.8 8.1 13.5 * ! 6.2
Note: 0 means no problems, 100 means a lot of problems

* means significant difference with 1998 (p ≤ .05)

! means significant difference with 1999 (p ≤ .05)

Table 6.6 shows that, in all three measurements, most CBCL mean subscale
scores are lower than 20, whereas 100 is the maximum possible score.
Compared to the other CBCL subscales, aggressive, externalising and the
total CBCL have relatively high mean scores. Some CBCL subscale scores
decreased during the three years in which measurements took place and
some subscales remained more or less stable. T-tests were carried out to see
which changes are significant. Significant decreases between 1998 and 1999
were found for uncommunicative; between 1999 and 2000 for aggressive,
delinquent, externalising and the total CBCL score; between 1998 and 2000
for aggressive, somatic, delinquent, uncommunicative, externalising and the
total CBCL score. No significant increases of CBCL subscale scores were
found. So, between the first and the last measurement in this study, five out of
eleven CBCL subscales showed a significant decrease. Those subscales
mainly represent extraverted behaviour: delinquent, aggressive and
externalising reflect behaviour directed to the environment. To get better
insight into the changes between the three measurements, table 6.7 shows
the mean CBCL change scores. Most change scores are lower than 5, which
is at first sight rather small considering the fact that the CBCL subscales run
from 0 to 100. However, the maximum mean CBCL subscale score that was
indeed achieved is 21.6 (see table 6.6). The mean decrease of -2.1 between
1998 and 1999 on aggressive, for example, means a 10% decrease of the
1998 aggressive score.
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Table 6.7: CBCL subscale change scores (N=74)

CBCL subscales 1999-1998 2000-1999 2000-1998
Social withdrawal -1.2 1.6 0.4
Somatic -0.6 -0.8 -1.4
Anxious/depressed 1.0 0.2 1.2
Social problems -0.3 -0.4 -0.7
Uncommunicative -3.1 -0.1 -3.2
Hyperactive 0.3 -1.4 -1.1
Delinquent 0.3 -1.8 -1.5
Aggressive -2.1 -3.6 -5.7
Externalising -0.9 -2.8 -3.7
Internalising 0.0 0.2 0.2
CBCL total -0.4 -2.3 -2.7

The results presented in this section concerned mean subscale scores and
mean change scores. From these scores can be concluded that, on average,
the children in this study do not have a lot of behavioural problems. However,
some children do suffer from severe behavioural problems. To say something
about the seriousness of behavioural problems, the CBCL constructors
computed so-called clinical and borderline scores (Achenbach & Edelbrock,
1983; Verhulst, van der Ende & Koot, 1996) (see also chapter 4). The clinical
scores represent the 98th percentile of the scores in Verhulst's (1996) study,
and refer to the scale scores of children who were referred to a specialist
because of severe behavioural problems. The borderline scores represent the
95th percentile, and refer to children who are at risk for severe behavioural
problems. Children with a score below the borderline score are considered to
have no, or normal behavioural problems.

Most of the mean CBCL subscale scores in this study (table 6.6) are
well below the clinical and borderline scores (see also appendix D). This
means that most children in this study do not have severe behavioural
problems, according to their parents. The mean externalising, internalising
and total CBCL scores, however, are relatively close to the borderline and
clinical scores compared to the other subscales' distances to those scores.

So, the mean CBCL subscale scores are below the clinical and
borderline scores. Some children, however, scored above these norms. Table
6.8 shows the percentages of children with subscale scores above the CBCL
clinical and borderline scores. In this study, less than 10% of the children have
clinical scores on the CBCL subscales. An exception is externalising: in 1998
and 1999 23% of the children in this study had clinical problems concerning
externalising behaviour. In 2000, however, this percentage had decreased to
7%. Most of the percentages presented in table 6.8 are rather stable.
However, uncommunicative, delinquent and externalising showed a relatively
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big decrease of the percentage of children that scored above the clinical score
between 1998 and 2000. Only the percentage of clinical internalising
problems increased (little) between 1998 and 2000. Further analyses showed
that 35 (47%) of the children never scored within clinical range of any of the
subscales in three years time. 23 (31%) of them scored below the borderline
score on all subscales in all three measurements. 39 children (53%) scored at
least once above the clinical score during the three measurements.

Table 6.8: Percentages of children with scores within the borderline or clinical ranges
     (N=74)

CBCL subscales 1998 (%) 1999 (%) 2000 (%)
border clinical border clinical border clinical

Social withdrawal 3 1 1 1 1 0
Somatic 1 0 3 0 1 0
Anxious/depressed 3 1 3 3 0 1
Social problems 3 1 1 0 0 1
Uncommunicative 0 5 1 0 0 0
Hyperactive 3 3 3 1 0 1
Delinquent 5 7 3 4 5 0
Aggressive 12 4 10 3 1 1
Externalising 16 23 16 23 18 7
Internalising 14 4 8 4 10 5
CBCL total 4 8 10 7 11 3

The CBCL results presented above show that most children fall within the
normal problem range. To get more insight into normal behavioural problems,
another instrument was used to assess child behaviour: the Health Influencing
Behaviour Questionnaire (HIB). This instrument focuses for example on
children's nutrition habits (e.g. do they eat breakfast every day), on safety
issues (e.g. do they know not to play with matches) and on social contacts
(e.g. do they fight often). Table 6.9 shows the mean HIB subscale scores and
the standard deviations per school year. The HIB subscale scores are lower
than 20, whereas 100 is the maximum possible problem score. So, on
average, the children in this study do not have a lot of normal behavioural
problems, according to their parents. T-tests were carried out to see whether

changes between measurements are significant (p ≤ .05). Between 1998 and
1999 a decrease of problems took place in safety and the total HIB. Problems
concerning social contacts decreased significantly between 1999 and 2000.
Finally, between 1998 and 2000 safety and the total HIB showed a decrease
of problems.
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 Table 6.9: Mean and standard deviation of the HIB subscales (N=74)

1998 1999 2000
HIB subscales

N of
items M SD M SD M SD

Safety 8 18.3 13.4 12.3 * 11.2 10.9 * 12.2
Social contacts 5 9.2 12.6 13.6 * 17.1 9.7 ! 14.2
HIB total 36 18.9 8.7 16.3 * 8.1 15.1 * 6.3
Note: 0 means no problems, 100 means a lot of problems

* means significant difference with 1998 (p ≤ .05)

! means significant difference with 1999 (p ≤ .05)

Table 6.10 shows the HIB change scores. As could have been expected
because of the relatively low subscale scores in table 6.9, most change
scores are rather small. However, because of the low subscale scores, a
small change score could lead to a relatively big decrease or increase of
problems. The 4.4 change score of social contacts between 1998 and 1999,
for example, corresponds with a 48% increase of the mean social contacts
score in 1998 (see table 6.9). This means that children were, for example,
more often involved in fights and teasing behaviour in 1999 than in 1998.

Table 6.10: HIB subscale change scores (N=74)

HIB subscales 1999-1998 2000-1999 2000-1998
Safety -6.0 -1.4 -7.4
Social contacts 4.4 -3.9 0.5
HIB total -2.6 -1.2 -3.8

To say something about the number of children with relatively high scores on
the HIB, we computed borderline and clinical scores in imitation of the CBCL
borderline and clinical scores (see appendix D). Subsequently we computed
the number of children that scored above the borderline and clinical norms.
Table 6.11 shows the percentages of children who scored above these norms.

Table 6.11: Percentages of children with scores within the borderline or clinical   
       ranges (N=74)

1998 (%) 1999 (%) 2000 (%)
HIB-subscales border clinical border clinical border clinical
Safety 3 1 1 0 1 0
Social contacts 14 1 19 3 15 1
HIB total 3 1 0 0 0 0
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As could have been expected, the percentages presented in table 6.11 are
rather low. Percentages of children within the clinical range varied between
0% and 3%, which corresponds to zero to two children. In 2000, social
contacts still had pupils who scored within the clinical range. Social contacts
showed relatively high percentages of pupils who scored within borderline
range in all three measurements. Additional analyses made clear that 46
(62%) children stayed below all borderline and clinical ranges in each
measurement. 67 (91%) scored below the clinical ranges of all subscales in
every measurement.

This section focused on some of the aspects of the third research
question. It described the situation with regard to child behaviour of
community school children. The results presented in this section make clear,
that, on average, there are no severe behavioural problems. The mean CBCL
scale scores remained well below the clinical and borderline scores, and on
most CBCL subscales less than 10% of the children scored within the
borderline and clinical ranges. Most CBCL change scores were relatively
small.  With concern to the HIB, almost all mean subscale scores remained
below 20, whereas 100 is the maximum possible score. HIB change scores
were rather small. In summary, most parents do not experience severe
behavioural problems in their children, although some children do fall within
clinical range. The next section will go into teachers' assessment of child
behaviour.

6.3.2 Child behaviour according to teachers
Section 6.3.1 presented parents' assessment of their child's behaviour.
Parents mainly base their assessment on the behaviour of the child at home.
Behaviour at home and behaviour at school are not necessarily related,
however (see section 3.2.3). Community schools organise activities related to
child behaviour problems at home as well as at school (see chapter 5). To
check to what extent children show behavioural problems at school,
kindergarten and first-grade teachers were also involved in this study.
Between 1998 and 2000, they annually rated the behaviour of their pupils on a
rating scale concerning socio-emotional behaviour of children: the pupil's
profile. Table 6.12 shows the mean subscale scores of all three
measurements. Each measurement partly consists of different pupils; each
new school year pupils go to second grade (and are therefore no longer
included in this study), and others go to kindergarten for the first time (which
makes them part of this study). The number of pupils included in the
measurements therefore varied per school year.

Similar to the CBCL and the HIB, the scores in table 6.12 run from 0 to
100; 0 means no problems observed, 100 means a lot of problems (appendix
E shows the original subscale scores). For example, the higher the score on
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self-confidence the more problems exist with regard to self-confidence. The
mean subscale scores in table 6.12 run from 24 trough 42. This means that
teachers, on average, experience low to moderate socio-emotional problems
in their pupils. Attitude towards schoolwork has a relatively high mean score.

Table 6.12: Mean and standard deviation of the pupil's profile

1998
(N=739)

1999
(N=594)

2000
(N=793)

Pupil's profile subscales
N of
items M SD M SD M SD

Self-confidence 3 38.9 19.0 35.6 17.6 36.2 18.0
Attitude towards schoolwork 3 40.1 22.8 40.5 21.7 42.3 21.5
Social behaviour 3 36.1 23.2 38.9 21.8 38.0 20.7
Healthy behaviour 3 32.3 16.4 34.2 16.2 33.0 15.3
School pleasure 3 24.3 14.1 24.7 13.4 25.3 13.6
Special educational
measurements

6 31.6 23.7 30.7 22.6 30.9 21.0

Home environment 5 33.2 21.5 37.1 23.1 37.1 20.5

Because of the varying number of pupils included in the measurements, it is
not possible to test the differences between the measurements for all pupils in
the three measurements. To be able to say something about the significance
of changes between measurements, table 6.13 shows the scores of 180
pupils that were included in all three measurements. Thirty of those 180 pupils
were also assessed by their parents in all three measurements.

Table 6.13: Mean and standard deviation of the pupil's profile of pupils that were 
       included in three measurements (N=180)

1998 1999 2000
Pupil's profile subscales M SD M SD M SD
Self-confidence 39.7 17.4 33.1 * 17.2 35.1 * 19.9
Attitude towards schoolwork 40.7 20.7 38.0 21.8 36.6 * 23.1
Social behaviour 35.2 21.2 38.3 * 20.9 36.3 24.8
Healthy behaviour 30.2 12.7 31.2 15.7 30.4 16.6
School pleasure 25.6 11.4 22.8 * 11.6 23.5 * 15.1
Special educational
measurements

29.0 18.3 28.1 22.5 31.1 ! 24.1

Home environment 32.6 17.1 33.4 19.4 35.3 22.5
Note: 0 means no problems, 100 means a lot of problems

* means significant difference with 1998 (p ≤ .05)

! means significant difference with 1999 (p ≤ .05)
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Like table 6.12, table 6.13 shows that, with regard to the 180 pupils in this
table, teachers notice, on average, low to moderate school related socio-
emotional problems in their pupils. Furthermore, changes between the three
measurements are relatively small. Notable is the decrease in attitude towards
schoolwork. This decrease is significant between the 1998 and 2000
measurement, which means that pupils' attitude towards schoolwork improved
between those measurements. Other significant decreases were found for
self-confidence between 1998 and 2000, as well as between 1998 and 1999,
and for school pleasure between 1998 and 1999. Special educational
measurements increased significantly between 1999 and 2000. In total, three
out of seven subscales showed a significant decrease of problems between
1998 and 2000. The pupil's profile change scores (table 6.14) vary between
10 and -9. As an example of the effects of these change scores, the -6.6
change score of self-confidence between 1998 and 1999 corresponds with a
17% decrease of the 1998 measurement score.

Table 6.14: Pupil's profile subscale change scores  (N=180)

Pupil's profile subscales 1999-1998 2000-1999 2000-1998
Self-confidence -6.6 2.0 -4.6
Attitude towards schoolwork -2.7 -1.4 -4.1
Social behaviour 3.1 -2.0 1.1
Healthy behaviour 1.0 -0.8 0.2
School pleasure -2.8 0.7 -2.1
Special educational
measurements

-0.9 3.0 2.1

Home environment 0.8 1.9 2.7

To be able to say something about the number of pupils with a lot of
problems, we computed so-called borderline and clinical scores (appendix D),
and checked how many pupils have scores above those percentiles for each
of the measurements (table 6.15). Notably, the percentages of pupils with
scores above the clinical norm increased in all subscales between 1998 and
2000. Especially the percentage of pupils with scores above the clinical norm
of school pleasure increased. This increase means that more children
experienced a lot of problems with concern to school pleasure in 2000 than in
1998. Additional analyses showed that 128 pupils (71%) never scored within
clinical range of any of the subscales, 118 (66%) stayed below the borderline
norm in each measurement.
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Table 6.15: Percentages of pupils with scores within the borderline or clinical ranges  
       (N=180)

1998 (%) 1999 (%) 2000 (%)
Pupil's profile subscales border clinical border clinical border clinical
Self-confidence 3 2 2 1 3 4
Attitude towards schoolwork 0 4 0 4 0 5
Social behaviour 3 3 3 3 3 6
Healthy behaviour 3 2 8 2 4 4
School pleasure 0 1 0 2 0 7
Special educational
measurements

2 1 4 3 7 6

Home environment 3 2 3 2 3 5

As has been mentioned before, behaviour of a child at home is not
necessarily similar to the behaviour of the same child at school. Furthermore,
teachers might perceive the same kind of behaviour in another way than
parents do. To be able to say something about the agreement between
parents and teachers, some of the pupil's profile subscales were also included
in the parent interviews in the 2000 measurement. The pupil's profiles that
were filled out by teachers in 2000 included all 74 pupils that were assessed
by their parents in the same school year. Table 6.16 shows the mean
subscale scores of parents as well as teachers, and the correlations between
parents' and teachers' ratings. These correlations are significant and
moderate. Table 6.16 furthermore shows that the mean parents' scores were
lower than the teachers' scores. All differences between parents and
teachers, except for the one in social behaviour, are significant. This means
that parents, on average, perceive less school-related socio-emotional
problems in their children than teachers do. Especially attitude towards
schoolwork and school pleasure show a big difference between parents and
teachers. Apparently, parents experience fewer problems with regard to
attitude towards schoolwork and school pleasure in their children than
teachers do.
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Table 6.16: Correlations of some pupil's profile subscales between parents and 
       teachers in the 2000-measurement (N=74)

Mean
Pupil's profile subscales parents teachers correlation
Self-confidence 26.5 33.7 * .38
Attitude towards
schoolwork

19.6 36.4 * .41

Social behaviour 33.7 36.7 .38
School pleasure 12.6 22.9 * .38

* means significant difference with parents (p ≤ .05)

This section presented the results of the pupil's profile, which goes into
children's socio-emotional behaviour at school. We used this instrument to
describe the actual situation with regard to child behaviour of community
school children at school, and to check for changes between measurements
(aspects of research question 3). Teachers, on average, experienced
moderate behavioural problems, especially with regard to attitude towards
schoolwork. The percentage of pupils with subscale scores within borderline
and clinical range increased for all pupil's profile subscales.

The results shown in section 6.3.1 made clear that most parents do not
experience a lot of behavioural problems in their children. So, on average,
behavioural problems of children are low to moderate according to parents as
well as to teachers, but some children do show more severe behavioural
problems. The next section goes into the educational behaviour of parents.

6.4 Education at home
Besides child behaviour, community schools also focus on the way parents
educate their children. In this study we want to give an answer to the following
research question: "Do community schools influence the educational situation
at home of community school children?" This section will go into the education
at home of community school children, it will go into changes between
measurements, and into differences between children with a different socio-
economic status.

To measure education at home, we used subscales from the HOME-
inventory (Bradley & Caldwell, 1988). Unlike the CBCL, the HIB and the
pupil's profile, the HOME-inventory consists of so-called stimulation scales. A
score of 0 means that parents do not educationally stimulate their children and
100 means a lot of stimulation (appendix E shows the original subscale
scores).

Table 6.17 presents the mean HOME subscale scores and the
standard deviations. The scores in table 6.17 show that parents, on average,
have high scores on the HOME-subscales. Most scores are above 80.0,
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whereas the minimum possible score is 0. Especially language stimulation,
physical environment and learning stimulation show relatively high scores,
and even an increase between the three measurements. T-tests were carried

out to check whether changes between the measurements are significant (p ≤
.05). Those t-tests show that the following subscales changed significantly.
Between 1998 and 1999, significant increases were found for learning
materials; language stimulation; learning stimulation and variety in experience.
Between 1999 and 2000, modelling of social maturity and variety in
experience decreased significantly. Between 1998 and 2000, all subscales
except for modelling of social maturity increased significantly.

Table 6.17: Mean and standard deviation of the HOME subscales (N=74).

1998 1999 2000
HOME subscales

N of
items M SD M SD M SD

Learning materials 11 84.8 14.0 89.6 * 10.2 89.9 * 11.8
Language stimulation 7 95.0 8.9 98.6 * 5.4 99.2 * 4.0
Physical environment 7 93.2 13.8 95.1 13.3 96.9 * 8.3
Learning stimulation 5 90.8 17.9 97.0 * 10.8 97.0 * 10.3
Modelling of social
maturity

5 79.5 11.9 82.7 10.6 78.4 ! 13.9

Variety in experience 9 81.1 13.5 89.5 * 9.7 87.2 *! 10.0
Note: 0 means no stimulation, 100 means a lot of stimulation

* means significant difference with 1998 (p ≤ .05)

! means significant difference with 1999 (p ≤ .05)

Additional analyses were carried concerning the HOME change scores (table
6.18). The change scores in table 6.18 run from -4.3 to 8.2. Most change
scores are smaller, however. For example, the 3.7 change in language
stimulation for all children between 1998 and 1999 corresponds with a 4%
increase of the mean subscale score between the two measurements.

Table 6.18: HOME subscale change scores (N=74)

HOME subscales 1999-1998 2000-1999 2000-1998
Learning materials 4.8 0.4 5.2
Language stimulation 3.7 0.6 4.2
Physical environment 2.0 1.8 3.7
Learning stimulation 6.2 0.0 6.2
Modelling of social maturity 3.2 -4.3 -1.1
Variety in experience 8.4 -2.3 6.2
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The tables presented above, showed that, on average, most families stimulate
their children quite a lot. Some families do have problems stimulating their
children, however. To see how many families have relatively many problems
with concern to the educational stimulation of their children, we computed the
borderline and clinical scores (see appendix D). Table 6.19 shows the
percentages of families with scores within borderline and clinical range.

Table 6.19: Percentages of families with scores within borderline or clinical range 
       (N=74)

1998 (%) 1999 (%) 2000 (%)
HOME subscales border clinical border clinical border clinical
Learning materials 4 1 0 0 0 1
Language stimulation 0 8 0 3 0 1
Physical environment 0 4 1 1 0 0
Learning stimulation 4 1 1 0 0 0
Modelling social
maturity

15 1 4 1 16 4

Variety in experience 7 1 1 0 4 0

Table 6.19 shows that only few families scored within the borderline and
clinical ranges. On four of the subscales in the 2000 measurement, none of
the families scored within borderline range, and at most one of the families
scored within the clinical range. Relatively many families scored within the
borderline and clinical ranges of modelling of social maturity in 2000 (16% and
4% respectively). This is the only subscale with an increase of families in the
borderline and clinical range. Additional analyses made clear that 50 (68%)
children stayed below all borderline and clinical ranges in each measurement.
64 (87%) children never scored within the clinical range of any of the HOME
subscales.

In this section we presented the results of the HOME-inventory
subscales. These results concern aspects of the fourth research question:
what is the actual situation with regard to education at home, and do changes
occur between measurements. The mean scores of six of the HOME-
subscales increased significantly between the first and the last measurement
of this study. Furthermore, the number of families with scores within borderline
or clinical range decreased between 1998 and 2000, except for modelling of
social maturity. So, on average, parents pay attention to the education of their
children at home, and there is an improvement of this education at home
between the measurements. Chapter 7 will go into differences concerning
behaviour and education at home for families with a different socio-economic
or ethnic background and for families from a different neighbourhood. It
furthermore deals with the relation between behaviour and education at home
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on the one hand and participation in community school activities on the other.
To give a complete picture of the results concerning all aspects of  research
questions 2, 3 and 4, chapter 7 concludes with a summary of the research
results that were presented in chapter 6 and chapter 7.
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7. Results: effects concerning participation, child 
behaviour and education at home

7.1 Introduction
The former chapter showed to what extent parents and children participate in
community school activities. It furthermore outlined the situation concerning
behaviour and education at home of community school children. In this study,
however, we focus on the relation between participation in the community
school on the one hand and child behaviour and education at home on the
other. This chapter will therefore go into the following research questions: "do
community schools influence the behaviour of community school children?",
and "do community schools influence the educational situation at home of
community school children?". Before specifically focusing on those two
questions, this chapter will first go into differential effects concerning
involvement in community schools (7.2.1), child behaviour according to
parents (7.2.2) and according to teachers (7.2.3), and education at home
(7.2.4). Section 7.3 presents the effects of participation in community school
activities. It deals with the relation between participation in activities and child
behaviour (7.3.1) and the relation between participation and education at
home (7.3.2). Section 7.4, finally, gives a summary of the results presented in
chapter 6 and chapter 7.

7.2 Differential effects
Chapter 6 presented the results concerning child behaviour and education at
home for all 74 families included in this study, and for the 180 pupils assessed
by teachers. This section will go into differential effects for families and pupils
with a different socio-economic status and differential effects for families and
pupils from different neighbourhoods. As has been presented in chapter 4,
from the 74 families that participate in this study, 65% has a middle or high
socio-economic status, 27% has a low socio-economic status and 8% comes
from ethnic minority groups. With concern to neighbourhood, chapter 4
showed that 46% of the families lives in Hoogkerk, 39% in Vinkhuizen, 7% in
SPT and 8% in Oosterpark.

The literature mentioned in chapter 3 made clear that families with a
low socio-economic status experience more child behaviour problems than
other families do. Furthermore, the activities organised by the community
schools in this study differ per community school (chapter 5), and besides the
populations of the four community school neighbourhoods in this study are
also different (chapter 4). We therefore expect that problems concerning child
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behaviour and education at home might be different in the four
neighbourhoods in this study. The sections below will describe whether
differences exist between socio-economic groups and between
neighbourhoods.

7.2.1 Differential effects concerning participation in Groningen 
community schools

This section deals with differential effects concerning parents' opinions of
community schools and families' participation in community school activities.
First, it will go into the differences for families with a different socio-economic
or ethnic status, then it goes into differences for families that live in different
neighbourhoods.

Socio-economic or ethnic status
In section 6.2, we presented the results concerning parents' opinions about
community schools and families' participation in community school activities.
More than half of the parents feel involved in the community school and think
of it as an improvement, approximately three-quarters know what a
community school is and think they receive sufficient information. Analyses
showed that parents' opinions do not significantly differ for the different socio-
economic and ethnic groups.

We furthermore checked whether the participation in recreational,
educational and parental activities differed for families with a different socio-
economic and ethnic background. Differences were found for participation in
educational activities in 1998 and 1999. In 1998, ethnic minority families
participated in significantly more educational activities than Dutch families with
a low socio-economic status. In 1999 ethnic minority families participated in
more educational activities than both Dutch families with a low socio-
economic status and families with a middle or high socio-economic status.
Those differences were not found in the 2000 measurement.
With regard to the (health) care institutions visited (see table 6.5), no
differential effects were found for children with a different socio-economic or
ethnic background. This applies to the number of institutions visited, as well
as to the kind of institutions visited.

Neighbourhood
With concern to parents' opinions about community schools, no differences
were found between parents from different neighbourhoods. This means, for
example, that parents in the four neighbourhoods feel equally involved and
are equally satisfied with the community school in their neighbourhood.

As far as participation in community school activities is concerned, we
found the following differences between neighbourhoods. Concerning
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recreational activities, families in Vinkhuizen and SPT participated in
significantly more activities during the three years of this study than families in
Hoogkerk. Furthermore, families from SPT participated in more recreational
activities than families in the other neighbourhoods in 1997 as well as 1999.
With regard to the number of total activities in 1997, families from Vinkhuizen
participated in more activities than families in Hoogkerk, and families in SPT
participated in more activities than families in Oosterpark. No differences were
found with regard to parental and educational activities.

Shortly, significant differences for socio-economic and ethnic groups
were only found for participation in educational activities in 1998 and 1999.
Ethnic minorities participated in more educational activities than families with
a low socio-economic status in 1998, and than families with a low, middle and
high socio-economic status in 1999. With concern to neighbourhood, families
in Vinkhuizen and SPT participated in slightly more activities than families in
Hoogkerk and Oosterpark. This especially concerns recreational activities.

7.2.2 Differential effects concerning child behaviour assessed by 
parents

In section 6.3, we presented the results concerning child behaviour according
to parents. These results were based on interviews with the CBCL and the
HIB. In this section we will see whether these results differ for children with a
different socio-economic or ethnic status and whether they differ for children
from different neighbourhoods.

Socio-economic and ethnic status
With concern to child behaviour, as measured with the CBCL, we found no
differences in the mean CBCL subscale scores of children with a different
socio-economic or ethnic status. This means that the mean behavioural
problems of, for example, children with a low socio-economic background do
not differ significantly from the behavioural problems of children with a middle
or high socio-economic status. We did find some differences concerning the
change scores, however (see table 7.1). Between the school years 1998 and
1999 social problems showed a bigger decrease for ethnic minority children
than for children with a low socio-economic status. Children from a middle or
high socio-economic status showed a small increase of social problems.
Between 1998 and 2000, delinquent showed a decrease for children with a
middle or high socio-economic status, and an increase for ethnic minorities.
The change scores on the remaining subscales do not differ significantly for
children with a different socio-economic or ethnic status.
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Table 7.1: Significantly different CBCL change scores for children with a different   
     socio-economic or ethnic background

CBCL
subscales

Weight factor 1999-1998 2000-1999 2000-1998

Social problems 1.0
1.25/1.70
1.90

0.8
-0.3
-9.4

*
* !

Delinquent 1.0
1.25/1.70
1.90

-3.2
0.8
4.8 *

* means significant difference with 1.0 (p ≤ .05)

! means significant difference with 1.25/1.70 (p ≤ .05)

Next to the CBCL subscale and change scores, clinical scores were
computed. 39 children scored at least once within clinical range of a CBCL
subscale. Of those 39 children, 67% has a middle or high socio-economic
status, 26% has a low socio-economic status and 6% are ethnic minorities.
Those percentages are comparable to the ones of all 74 children in this study.

In addition to the CBCL, we used the HIB to assess child behaviour.
Analyses made clear that no differences exist in the mean HIB subscale
scores nor in the HIB change scores of children with a different socio-
economic or ethnic status. Section 6.3.1 showed that seven children scored at
least once within clinical range. Of those seven children, three have a middle
or high socio-economic status, three have a low socio-economic status and
one is from an ethnic minority group. Because of the small numbers, it is not
useful to compare percentages to the whole research group.

Neighbourhood
Next to differences in the behaviour of children with a different socio-economic
or ethnic status, we also checked whether significant differences exist
between children from the four neighbourhoods included in this study.
Concerning the CBCL subscale scores the following significant differences
between neighbourhoods were found (see table 7.2). In 1998, the mean score
for aggressive was significantly higher in Oosterpark than in Hoogkerk, the
mean score for externalising was higher in Oosterpark than in Hoogkerk and
in Vinkhuizen, and it was higher in SPT than it was in Hoogkerk. In 1999,
significant differences were found for the total CBCL score, which was lower
in Hoogkerk than it was in Vinkhuizen and Oosterpark. Social withdrawal
scored significantly higher in Vinkhuizen than it did in Hoogkerk and SPT. No
significant differences between neighbourhoods were found in 2000.
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Table 7.2: Significantly different CBCL subscale scores for children in a different   
     neighbourhood (N=74)

CBCL subscales Neighbourhood 1998 1999 2000
Social withdrawal Hoogkerk

Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

6.2
11.1
1.1

*
!

Aggressive Hoogkerk
Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

18.5

32.1 *
Externalising Hoogkerk

Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

12.4
15.4
20.9
32.1

*
*!

CBCL total Hoogkerk
Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

12.9
17.4

21.3

*

*

* means significant difference with Hoogkerk (p ≤ .05)

! means significant difference with Vinkhuizen (p ≤ .05)

Furthermore, analyses made clear that the four neighbourhoods also differ on
some of the change scores (table 7.3). Between 1999 and 2000, the total
CBCL showed a bigger decrease for Oosterpark than for Hoogkerk.
Furthermore, Oosterpark showed a decrease with concern to social
withdrawal, whereas the other neighbourhoods showed an increase of social
withdrawal. Between 1998 and 2000, three of the CBCL subscales had
significantly different change scores for different neighbourhoods. SPT had a
negative change score, the other neighbourhoods had a positive change
score with concern to anxious/depressed. With concern to internalising,
Hoogkerk's change score was 1.5, SPT's change score was -5.5. Hoogkerk's
change score of externalising differed significantly from the ones of SPT and
Oosterpark.
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Table 7.3: Significantly different CBCL change scores for children in a different   
     neighbourhood (N=74)

CBCL subscales Neighbourhood 1999-1998 2000-1999 2000-1998
Social withdrawal Hoogkerk

Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

3.5
0.6
5.6
-6.5 *!º

Anxious/depressed Hoogkerk
Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

2.1
1.8

-10.0
3.0

*!
º

Externalising Hoogkerk
Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

-2.9

-10.6
-9.6

*
*

Internalising Hoogkerk
Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

1.5

-5.5 *

CBCL total Hoogkerk
Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

-0.3

-7.1 *

* means significant difference with Hoogkerk (p ≤ .05)

! means significant difference with Vinkhuizen (p ≤ .05)

º means significant difference with SPT (p ≤ .05)

With concern to the CBCL clinical scores, 38% of the children that scored at
least once within CBCL clinical range come from Hoogkerk, 36% comes from
Vinkhuizen, 10% from SPT and 15% from Oosterpark. Compared to the total
research group, the percentages of children with at least one clinical problem
in SPT and Oosterpark are slightly high.

Next to the differences concerning the CBCL subscale and change
scores, we also found a difference between neighbourhoods concerning the
HIB. In 1999, the total HIB score differed significantly for Hoogkerk and
Oosterpark (see table 7.4). No differences were found with concern to the HIB
change scores. Of the seven children that scored within HIB clinical range at
least once, two come from Hoogkerk, four from Vinkhuizen and one from
Oosterpark. Because of the small numbers, it is not useful to compare
percentages to the whole research group.
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Table 7.4: Significantly different HIB subscale scores for children in a different   
     neighbourhood (N=74)

HIB subscales Neighbourhood 1998 1999 2000
HIB  total Hoogkerk

Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

13.9

24.8 *

* means significant difference with Hoogkerk (p ≤ .05)

In summary, the mean CBCL subscale scores did not differ for children with a
different socio-economic background. Change scores only differed between
socio-economic groups on some subscales. As was the case with the CBCL,
mean HIB subscale scores did not differ for socio-economic groups. For the
HIB as well as the CBCL, several differences between the four
neighbourhoods were found. Especially Oosterpark and Hoogkerk differ on
some of the mean subscale and change scores.

7.2.3 Differential effects concerning child behaviour assessed by 
teachers

Next to the assessment of child behaviour by parents, teachers also assessed
the behaviour of the pupils in their group. The general results concerning child
behaviour as assessed by teachers can be found in section 6.3.2. This section
goes into differential effects with regard to socio-economic or ethnic status
and neighbourhood, for the 180 pupils that were included in all
measurements. Of these 180 pupils 53% has a middle or high socio-economic
status, 35% has a low socio-economic status, and 13% are ethnic minorities.
With concern to neighbourhood, 25% of the pupils live in Hoogkerk, 47% in
Vinkhuizen, 18% in SPT and 10% in Oosterpark (see also chapter 4).

Socio-economic or ethnic status
With concern to the pupil's profile subscale scores, we found the following
differences for pupils with a different socio-economic or ethnic status (table
7.5). Pupils with a middle or high socio-economic status had significant lower
scores on home environment than pupils with a low socio-economic status
and than ethnic minorities, in all three measurements. This means that there
are fewer problems concerning the home environment for pupils with a middle
or high socio-economic status than for other pupils, according to teachers.
Furthermore, pupils with a middle or high socio-economic status had a better
attitude towards schoolwork than pupils with a low socio-economic status in
1998, and less problems with concern to healthy behaviour than pupils with a
low socio-economic status in 1999 as well as in 2000. And finally, less special
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educational measurements were taken for pupils with a middle and high
socio-economic status than for pupils with a low socio-economic status in
1999. The only two subscales that still showed differences for socio-economic
groups in the 2000 measurement are home environment and healthy
behaviour. Differences between socio-economic groups with concern to
attitude towards schoolwork and special educational measurements no longer
existed in the 2000 measurement.

Table 7.5: Significantly different pupil's profile subscale scores for children with a   
     different socio-economic or ethnic background (N=180)

Pupil's profile
subscales Weight factor 1998 1999 2000
Attitude towards
schoolwork

1.0
1.25
1.90

36.2
49.3 *

Healthy
behaviour

1.0
1.25
1.90

27.1
36.5 *

25.9
36.5 *

Special
educational
measurements

1.0
1.25
1.90

22.8
36.3 *

Home
environment

1.0
1.25
1.90

27.2
37.0
45.5

*
*

27.9
39.2
43.9

*
*

28.9
40.9
45.3

*
*

* means significant difference with 1.0 (p ≤ .05)

Concerning the pupil's profile change scores, analyses showed the following
difference (see table 7.6). The change scores of special educational
measurements differed significantly for different socio-economic or ethnic
classes between 1999 and 2000. Special educational measurements
decreased for children with a low socio-economic status and increased for
children with a middle- or high socio-economic status and ethnic minority
children. This decrease differs significantly from the increases, although, as
has been mentioned earlier, it does not lead to a significant difference of
mean subscale scores. No other significant differences between socio-
economic classes were found with concern to the pupil's profile change
scores.
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Table 7.6: Significantly different pupil's profile change scores for children with a   
     different socio-economic or ethnic background

Pupil's profile
subscales Weight factor 1999-1998 2000-1999 2000-1998
Special
educational
measurements

1.0
1.25/1.70
1.90

5.1
-2.7
10.0

*
!

* means significant difference with 1.0 (p ≤ .05)

! means significant difference with 1.25/1.70 (p ≤ .05)

Finally, the number of children that scored within the clinical range of the
pupil's profile was computed. Of the 52 pupils (29%) that did score within the
clinical range at least once, 44% has a middle or high socio-economic status,
44% has a low socio-economic status and 12% comes from ethnic minority
groups. These percentages are more or less comparable to the ones of all
180 pupils.

Neighbourhood
With concern to the four neighbourhoods included in this study, we found the
following differences in the pupil's profile subscale scores (see table 7.7). In
1998, Hoogkerk had a significantly lower score on healthy behaviour and on
social behaviour than the other neighbourhoods. It furthermore had a lower
score on self-confidence than and SPT and Oosterpark. Vinkhuizen's self-
confidence mean score also was significantly lower than SPT's. In 1999, all
the subscales from the pupil's profile had significant differences for the four
neighbourhoods in this study. Hoogkerk had a lower score on healthy
behaviour than SPT and Oosterpark; Vinkhuizen also scored lower than SPT.
Special educational measurements, social behaviour and attitude towards
schoolwork had higher scores in Oosterpark than in Hoogkerk and in SPT,
and higher scores in Vinkhuizen than in Hoogkerk and in SPT. Teachers in
Vinkhuizen perceived more problems with concern to pupil's home
environment than teachers in Hoogkerk and SPT. And, finally, Vinkhuizen
scored higher on problems concerning school pleasure than SPT. In 2000,
four of the pupil's profile subscales showed significant differences with
concern to neighbourhood. Healthy behaviour and home environment had
higher scores in Oosterpark than in Hoogkerk and in SPT, and higher scores
in Vinkhuizen than in Hoogkerk and in SPT. Furthermore, teachers in
Oosterpark perceived more problems with concern to social behaviour than
teachers in Hoogkerk, Vinkhuizen and SPT. Attitude towards schoolwork
scored higher in Vinkhuizen than in Hoogkerk and SPT, and higher in
Oosterpark than in SPT.
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Table 7.7: Significantly different pupil's profile subscale scores for pupils in a different
     neighbourhood (N=180)

Pupil's profile
subscales Neighbourhood 1998 1999 2000
Self-confidence Hoogkerk

Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

33.3
39.3
46.9
45.0

*!
*

27.5
35.0
29.5
43.1

*

* º
Attitude towards
schoolwork

Hoogkerk
Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

31.1
42.6
28.4
49.5

*
!
* º

Social behaviour Hoogkerk
Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

25.6
36.1
40.6
47.6

*
*
*

31.8
41.7
30.6
50.0

*
!
* º

33.9
36.6
28.6
53.1 * ! º

Healthy behaviour Hoogkerk
Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

22.8
31.8
31.8
39.1

*
*
*

24.2
32.8
30.2
41.2

*

* º

22.0
33.8
25.4
39.5

*
!
* º

School pleasure Hoogkerk
Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

25.2
18.6 !

18.8
26.1
18.8
30.7

*
!
º

Special
educational
measurements

Hoogkerk
Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

19.9
33.3
18.5
38.0

*
!
* º

Home environment Hoogkerk
Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

26.7
37.8
27.5

*
!

23.6
42.5
26.0
44.2

*
!
* º

* means significant difference with Hoogkerk (p ≤ .05)

! means significant difference with Vinkhuizen (p ≤ .05)

º means significant difference with SPT (p ≤ .05)

Several differences concerning the change scores of pupils from different
neighbourhoods were found (table 7.8). Between 1998 and 1999 special
educational measurements and social behaviour showed a bigger decrease in
SPT than in the other three neighbourhoods. Home environment decreased
more in SPT than in Hoogkerk, and the increase in Vinkhuizen differs
significantly from the decreases in SPT and Hoogkerk. School pleasure
decreased less in Vinkhuizen than in the other neighbourhoods. Attitude
towards schoolwork decreased more in SPT than in the other
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neighbourhoods, and the increase in Vinkhuizen differs significantly from the
decreases in SPT and Hoogkerk. Self-confidence, finally, decreased more in
SPT than in the other neighbourhoods. Between 1999 and 2000, significantly
different change scores were found for two of the subscales. Special
educational measurements decreased in Oosterpark, whereas it increased in
the other neighbourhoods. This decrease differs significantly from the
increases. In Hoogkerk, the home environment score decreased, which differs
significantly from the increase in Vinkhuizen. Between 1998 and 2000, five
subscales showed significant differences with concern to neighbourhood.
Special educational measurements decreased in SPT, which differs from the
increases in Hoogkerk and Vinkhuizen. SPT's social behaviour score also
decreased, whereas it increased in the other neighbourhoods. Vinkhuizen
showed an increase on home environment, which differs from the decreases
in Hoogkerk and SPT. Attitude towards schoolwork decreased in SPT and it
increased in Vinkhuizen; the difference is significant. Attitude towards
schoolwork, finally, decreased more in SPT than in Hoogkerk and Vinkhuizen.
Table 7.8 shows the significantly different change scores per neighbourhood.

We finally computed the number of pupil's that scored within the pupil's
profile clinical range per neighbourhood. Of the 52 pupils that scores within
clinical range at least once, 15% comes from Hoogkerk, 58% comes from
Vinkhuizen, 13% comes from SPT and another 13% comes from Oosterpark.
Compared to the division over neighbourhoods of all 180 pupils, relatively few
children who live in Hoogkerk have clinical problems according to teachers
and relatively many children in Vinkhuizen have clinical problems according to
teachers.

Summarising, four pupil's profile subscales had significantly different
mean scores for pupils with different socio-economic or ethnic backgrounds,
in one or more of the measurements. Only one subscale, special educational
measurements, had significantly different change scores for pupils with a
different socio-economic or ethnic status. Several differences concerning the
neighbourhoods included in this study were found. In general, teachers in
Vinkhuizen and Oosterpark perceived more problems than teachers in
Hoogkerk and SPT.
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Table 7.8: Significantly different pupil's profile change scores for pupils in a different 
     neighbourhood (N=180)

Pupil's profile
subscales Neighbourhood 1999-1998 2000-1999 2000-1998
Self-confidence Hoogkerk

Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

-5.8
-4.5

-16.7
0.6

* !
º

Attitude towards
schoolwork

Hoogkerk
Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

-5.4
2.9

-15.3
0.0

*
* !
* º

-1.5
0.1

-13.6 * !

Social behaviour Hoogkerk
Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

6.2
5.1
-9.4
2.4

* !
º

9.1
0.7

-11.0
5.4

* !
º

School pleasure Hoogkerk
Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

-2.0
-0.3
-8.6
-8.9

* !
!

0.7
-9.1 !

Special
educational
measurements

Hoogkerk
Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

-1.8
1.3

-13.0
0.3

* !
º

6.6
2.4
7.2
-9.0 * ! º

6.6
4.9
-5.6 * !

Home
environment

Hoogkerk
Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

-3.3
3.9
-7.7

*
* !

-3.2
4.2 *

-6.7
8.9

-10.0
*
!

* means significant difference with Hoogkerk (p ≤ .05)

! means significant difference with Vinkhuizen (p ≤ .05)

º means significant difference with SPT (p ≤ .05)
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7.2.4 Differential effects concerning education at home
As was the case with child behaviour, we also checked whether the results
concerning education at home (section 6.4) differ for families with a different
socio-economic or ethnic background and for families from different
neighbourhoods. This section will present to what extent these differences do
exist.

Socio-economic or ethnic status
The following differences concerning the HOME subscale scores were found
for children with a different socio-economic or ethnic status (see table 7.9).
Children with a middle and high socio-economic status had significantly higher
scores on learning materials than children with a low socio-economic status,
in 1998 as well as in 1999, and than ethnic minority children in 1998. In 2000,
children with a middle or high socio-economic status had higher scores on
modelling of social maturity than ethnic minorities. The other HOME subscales
showed no significant differences for socio-economic groups. Furthermore, no
significant differences for socio-economic groups on any of the HOME change
scores were found.

Table 7.9: Significantly different HOME subscale scores for children with a different 
     socio-economic or ethnic background

HOME
subscales Weight factor 1998 1999 2000
Learning
materials

1.0
1.25/1.70
1.90

88.6
79.1
72.7

*
*

92.2
84.5 *

Modelling of
social maturity

1.0
1.25/1.70
1.90

80.8

63.3 *

* means significant difference with 1.0 (p ≤ .05)

In section 6.4 we presented the percentages of children that scored within
clinical range of the HOME subscales (see table 6.19). Of the ten pupils (13%)
that did score within clinical range at least once, seven have a middle or high
socio-economic status, one has a low socio-economic status and two come
from an ethnic minority group. It is not useful to compare these numbers to the
whole research group, because it only involves few children.
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Neighbourhoods
With regard to the four neighbourhoods included in this study, some
significant differences in the HOME subscale scores were found in 1999 as
well as in 2000 (see table 7.10). In both measurements Hoogkerk scored
significantly higher on variety in experience than Vinkhuizen, SPT and
Oosterpark. The other HOME subscale scores did not significantly differ for
children with a different socio-economic background.

Table 7.10: Significantly different HOME subscale scores for children in a different 
       neighbourhood (N=74)

HOME subscales Neighbourhood 1998 1999 2000
Variety in
experience

Hoogkerk
Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

92.9
88.5
84.4
81.0

*
*
*

91.2
84.7
82.2
82.6

*
*
*

* means significant difference with Hoogkerk (p ≤ .05)

! means significant difference with Vinkhuizen (p ≤ .05)

º means significant difference with SPT (p ≤ .05)

Significant differences in change scores (table 7.11) were only  found for
learning stimulation between 1998 and 2000: the SPT change score (28.0) is
significantly bigger than the ones in Hoogkerk (6.7) and Vinkhuizen (4.8). Of
the ten children that scored within clinical range of one or more of the HOME-
subscales, two come from Hoogkerk, six come from Vinkhuizen and two from
SPT. Because of the small numbers, we did not compare percentages to the
whole research group.

Table 7.11: Significantly different HOME change scores for children in a different 
        neighbourhood (N=74)

HOME subscales Neighbourhood 1999-1998 2000-1999 2000-1998
Learning
stimulation

Hoogkerk
Vinkhuizen
SPT
Oosterpark

6.7
4.8
28.0 * !

* means significant difference with Hoogkerk (p ≤ .05)

! means significant difference with Vinkhuizen (p ≤ .05)

In summary, this section made clear that few differences in HOME subscale
and change scores exist for families with a different socio-economic or ethnic
status. We furthermore also found few differences in HOME subscale and
change scores related to neighbourhood.
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7.3 Effects of participation in community school activities
The previous chapter presented the participation in community school
activities, the situation with regard to child behaviour problems according to
parents and teachers and the educational behaviour of parents. The former
sections presented differential effects concerning child behaviour and
education at home. In our research questions, however, we ask to what extent
community schools influence child behaviour and education at home. We
therefore go into the relation between participation in community school
activities and child behaviour in section 7.3.1 and the relation between
participation and education at home in section 7.3.2.

7.3.1 Relation between participation in activities and child behaviour
Section 6.2 showed families' participation in community school activities,
section 6.3.1 presented parents' assessment of behavioural problems of
community school children at home. In our research questions we ask
whether differences exist between children that participate in community
school activities and children that do not (research question 3.3). We expect
that families that attend community school activities experience a decrease in
child behaviour problems. To see whether this is the case, we computed
CBCL and HIB change scores per number of activities families participated in
during the whole three-year period of this study. Table 7.12 shows the CBCL
and HIB change scores that differ significantly for families that participated in
a different number of activities.

Table 7.12: Significantly different CBCL and HIB change scores per number of   
       activities families participated in (N=74)

Educational activities Total activities

Change scores
0

(N=38)
1-2

(n=27)
3-4

(N=6)
0

(N=6)
1-2

(N=17)
CBCL 1999-1998
Delinquency -3.8 3.8*
Somatic -2.3 1.6*

HIB 1999-1998
Safety -7.9 -7.4 8.3*!

* means significant difference with 0 activities (p ≤ .05)

! means significant difference with 1-2 activities (p ≤ .05)
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The column total activities in table 7.12 shows that families who attended
none of the activities experienced a decrease of the delinquency subscale
score whereas families who participated in one or two experienced an
increase of problems. With regard to educational activities, differences were
found for somatic and safety, in which less participation was connected with a
decrease of problems. So, contrary to our expectations, participation in more
community school activities is related to an increase of child behaviour
problems for some of the subscales used in this study. No significant change
score differences were found for the number of recreational activities and the
number of parental activities families participated in. 

The above mentioned results concern change scores of the CBCL and
HIB subscales. Additional analyses were carried out to say something about
the mean subscale scores per number of activities families participated in.
These analyses showed that most CBCL and HIB mean subscale scores were
not significantly different for families that participated in a different number of
activities.

Table 7.12 showed whether child behaviour problems differ for families
that participated in a different number of community school activities. It does
not provide information about the strength of the relation between child
behaviour problems and participation in community school activities.
Therefore correlations between CBCL and HIB change scores on the one
hand and families' participation rates per school year on the other were
computed. Table 7.13 shows the correlations with concern to the CBCL
change scores, table 7.14 shows the correlations with regard to the HIB

change scores. Only the significant correlations are presented (p ≤ .05). Few
significant correlations were found. These correlations run from (-).24 to (-)
.33, which corresponds to explained variances of 6% to 11% respectively.
Negative correlations point to a connection between more participation in
activities and a decrease of behavioural problems (more negative change
scores) and to a connection between less participation and an increase of
behavioural problems (more positive change scores). Positive correlations
point to a connection between more participation in activities and an increase
of behavioural problems (more positive change scores) and to a connection
between less participation and a decrease of behavioural problems (more
negative change scores).

Since we expect community school activities to lead to a decrease of
child behaviour problems, we mainly expect to find negative correlations
between child behaviour problems and participation in activities. Notable in
this respect are the positive correlations between the number of educational
activities families participated in in 2000, and the CBCL change scores
between 1998 and 2000. This means that more participation in educational
activities in 2000 is related to an increase in somatic, delinquent and total
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CBCL problems between 1998 and 2000. Negative correlations were found
for the number of recreational activities families participated in and the
uncommunicative change score between 1999 and 2000. This means that
children's communication problems decreased more if they participated in
more recreational activities. Furthermore notable is the fact that we found a
positive correlation between participation in educational activities in 1998 and
the 1999-1998 change score of the HIB subscale safety, and a negative
correlation with the 2000-1999 change score of safety. No significant
correlations between participation in parental activities and total activities and
child behaviour were found.

Table 7.13: Significant correlations between change scores of CBCL subscales and 
       participation in activities (N=74)

Recreational activities Educational activities
Change  scores 1999 2000 Total 1999 2000
2000-1999
Uncommunicative -.24 -.26 -.27
CBCL total -.30

2000-1998
Somatic .33
Delinquent .28
CBCL total .29

Table 7.14: Significant correlations between change scores of HIB subscales and 
       participation in activities (N=74)

Recreational activities Educational activities
Change scores 2000 1998
1999-1998: Safety .25
2000-1999: Safety -.24
2000-1998: Social contacts .24

7.3.2 Relation between participation in activities and education at home
Section 6.4 presented the results concerning education at home. The mean
HOME subscale scores were rather high. In this section we will go into
differences of education at home for families that participate in community
school activities and families that do not participate (research question 4.3).
We expect that families that attend community school activities will show an
improvement of education at home.

In section 7.3.1 we presented the CBCL and HIB change scores per
number of activities families participated in, to see whether participation in
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community school activities is connected to a change of behavioural
problems. Similar calculations with concern to the HOME-inventory showed
no significant differences between the number of community school activities
families participated in and HOME change scores. However, some of the
HOME mean subscale scores are significantly different for families that
participated in a different number of activities. Table 7.15 shows the mean
HOME subscale scores that differ significantly for families that participated in
a different number of activities.

Table 7.15: Significantly different HOME subscale scores per number of activities 
       families participated in (N=74)

Recreational Parental Total

HOME subscales
0

(N=43)
1-2

(N=22)
0

(N=30)
1-2

(N=18)
3-7

(N=23)
1-2

(N=17)
3-9

(N=51)

Learning materials
1998 81.0 89.7* 79.8 90.9*
1999 86.2 93.7*
2000 85.9 94.1*

Language
1999 95.8 99.4!

Variety in
experience
1999 84.3 90.8!
2000 83.5 90.3* 81.7 88.9!

* means significant difference with 0 activities (p ≤ .05)

! means significant difference with 1-2 activities (p ≤ .05)

Table 7.15 makes clear that significant mean differences only exist between
families that participated in one or two activities and families that participated
in three or more. The final column of table 7.15 shows that participation in
three or more activities in total is connected to higher mean subscale scores
on language stimulation in 1999, and on variety in experience in 1999 and in
2000. With regard to participation in recreational activities one significant
difference was found, namely for learning materials in 1998. Participation in a
higher number of parental activities is connected to a higher mean subscale
score on learning materials in all three measurements. No significant HOME
subscale score differences were found with regard to the number of
educational activities families participated in.

Besides the above-presented subscale scores, correlations between
participation in community school activities and HOME change scores were
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computed. Table 7.16 shows these correlations between the HOME change
scores and the participation in activities. Positive correlations in table 7.16
point to a connection between participation in more activities and an increase
in educational stimulation (more positive change scores), and to a connection
between participation in fewer activities and a decrease of educational
stimulation(more negative change scores). Negative correlations point to a
relation between participation in more activities and a decrease of educational
stimulation (more negative change scores) and to a relation between
participation in fewer activities and an increase of educational stimulation
(more positive change scores). Table 7.16. only presents the significant

correlations (p ≤ .05). Most correlations in table 7.16 are positive. They run
from (-).23 to .36, which corresponds to explained variances of 5% to 13%
respectively. Especially change scores of the subscales variety in experience
are positively correlated to participation in educational activities as well as to
the total number families participated in. No significant correlations were found
between participation in recreational activities and HOME change scores.

Table 7.16: Significant correlations between change scores of HOME subscales and 
       participation in activities (N=74)

Educational Parental Total
Change  scores 1999 Total 2000 1999 2000 Total
1999-1998
Variety in experience .28 .23

2000-1998
Language stimulation -.23
Physical environment .29 .27
Variety in experience .36 .27 .24 .25

7.4 Summary
Chapters 5, 6 and 7 presented the results of this study. Chapter 5 described
the four community schools included in this study, chapter 6 presented the
results with concern to families' involvement in community schools and the
situation with concern to child behaviour and education at home. Chapter 7,
finally, focused on differential effects and on the effects of community schools
with concern to child behaviour and education at home. This section will
summarise the results presented in chapter 6 and 7, based on the research
questions formulated in chapter 3.

Research question 1 has been dealt with in chapter 5. The second
research question goes into families' involvement in community schools. Half
of the parents' in this study say they feel involved in the community school.
Three quarters say they have a clear concept of what a community school is,
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and that they receive sufficient information about the community school in
their neighbourhood. No differences in parents' opinions were found for
parents with a different socio-economic or ethnic status, or for parents from a
different neighbourhood.

With regard to participation in community school activities, almost all
families in this study participated in at least one activity between 1998 and
2000. Per school year, approximately 70% participated in at least one activity.
Between 11% and 23% of the families participated in three or more activities
per school year. Differential effects related to socio-economic or ethnic status
were only found for participation in educational activities; ethnic minorities
participated in more educational activities than Dutch families. With concern to
neighbourhood, families in SPT and Vinkhuizen participated in more activities
than families in Hoogkerk and Oosterpark.

Research question 3 concerns community school's influence on the
behaviour of children. We found that most children in this study did not show a
lot of behavioural problems, according to their parents. Furthermore, less than
10% of the children had clinical or borderline behavioural problems. Teachers
on average perceived low to moderate socio-emotional behavioural problems
in their pupils. Notably, the number of pupils with clinical behavioural problems
increased, according to teachers' assessments. Correlations between parents'
and teachers' ratings of child behaviour were moderate, and most of the
parents' scores were lower than the ones of teachers. In the parents'
assessments of child behaviour, few differential effects with regard to socio-
economic or ethnic status were found. We did find some differences between
neighbourhoods, however, especially between Hoogkerk and Oosterpark.
Parents in Hoogkerk perceived fewer child behaviour problems, on average,
than parents in Oosterpark. Concerning teachers' assessment of child
behaviour, several differences related to socio-economic or ethnic status were
found, as well as differences related to neighbourhood. In general, teachers in
Vinkhuizen and Oosterpark perceived more problems in child behaviour than
teachers in Hoogkerk and SPT. Furthermore, pupil's with a middle or high
socio-economic status had fewer behavioural problems than pupils with a low
socio-economic status and ethnic minority pupils, according to teachers. The
relation between child behaviour and participation in community school
activities remains somewhat unclear. Several behavioural problems
decreased significantly, but only some of those decreases showed significant
correlations with participation in activities.

Research question 4 focuses on community schools' influence on
education at home. The HOME subscales used to measure this educational
situation at home showed a significant increase between the first and the final
measurement of this study, which means that education at home improved.
Furthermore, the number of families with borderline or clinical educational
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problems decreased on almost all of the HOME subscales. So, the number of
families with severe problems concerning education at home diminished
between measurements. Hardly any differences in HOME subscale and
change scores related to socio-economic or ethnic status and neighbourhood
were found. The improvement of education at home showed some significant
correlations with participation in activities. These correlations are not stable
however, and we did not find correlations for all subscales.
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8. Discussion

8.1 Introduction
In this thesis we described a study on the influence of community schools on
child behaviour and education at home. In this final chapter we will summarise
and discuss the results of this study. Section 8.2 will summarise the research
results. Section 8.3 discusses the results of this study's research questions.
Those research questions were formulated as follows: "which activities
concerning child behaviour and education at home are offered by community
schools", "are parents and children involved in community school activities",
"do community schools influence the behaviour of community school
children", and "do community schools influence the educational situation at
home of community school children". Besides summarising and discussing
the research results, this chapter will go into the limitations of this study, such
as the lack of a control group, the use of questionnaires to assess child
behaviour and the limitations with concern to the research group used in this
study (section 8.4). We will conclude with the implications of this study in
section 8.5, which will go into the implications for future research (section
8.5.1) as well as the implications for Groningen community schools (section
8.5.2).

8.2 Summary of the results and conclusions
In this study we formulated four research questions, each divided into a
number of sub-questions. To answer these questions, we used the annual
planning documents and the annual reports of the Groningen community
schools. Furthermore, 74 parents were annually interviewed between 1998
and 2000. Those interviews included questionnaires about participation in
community school activities, child behaviour (CBCL and HIB) and education at
home (HOME-inventory). Kindergarten and first grade teachers annually
completed a questionnaire about their pupils' socio-emotional behaviour
(pupil's profile) in the three school years included in this study. Pupil's profiles
of 180 pupils were used in the data analyses of this study. These 180 pupils
were assessed by their teachers in all three measurements.

The first research question concerns the activities organised by
community schools. The results concerning this question (chapter 5) showed
that eighteen Groningen institutions participated in at least one of the four
community schools in this study. Eleven of these institutions participated in all
four community schools. It concerns educational, social, health and
recreational institutions. These institutions jointly organised between nine and
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seventeen activities per school year per community school, categorised into
recreational, educational and parental activities. Most activities were
organised in the category educational activities. Between five and eleven
activities per community school recurred in all three school years, other
activities were organised only once or twice. So, approximately half of the
activities recurred in all three school years. Concerning differences in activities
organised by the four community schools (question 1.2), the number and kind
of activities organised slightly differed, as well as the variation in the number
of activities that were organised per school year. Concluding, the community
schools in this study organised several recreational, educational and parental
activities. Several activities recurred in each school year, so the community
schools at least partly succeeded in the organisation of a continuing coherent
whole of activities.

The second research question goes into families' involvement in
community schools. It focuses on parents' opinions about the community
school and on families' participation in community school activities (chapter 6).
With concern to the former aspect, half of the parents in this study say they
feel involved in the community school. Three quarters say they have a clear
concept of what a community school is, and that they receive sufficient
information about the community school in their neighbourhood. No
differences in parents' opinions were found for parents with a different socio-
economic or ethnic status, or for parents from a different neighbourhood.

With regard to participation in community school activities, almost all
families in this study participated in at least one activity between 1998 and
2000. Per school year, approximately 70% participated in at least one activity.
Between 11% and 23% of the families participated in three or more activities
per school year. Most participation was registered in the category parental
activities. Differential effects (chapter 7) related to socio-economic or ethnic
status were only found for participation in educational activities; ethnic
minority families participated in more educational activities than other families.
With concern to neighbourhood, families in SPT and Vinkhuizen participated
in more activities than families in Hoogkerk and Oosterpark. Concluding with
concern to research question 2, approximately half of the parents in this study
say they feel involved in the community school in their neighbourhood.
Furthermore, per school year approximately three-quarters of the families in
this study participated in at least one community school activity. So most
families are at least partly involved in the community school in their
neighbourhood.

Research question 3 concerns community school's influence on the
behaviour of children. With concern to the actual situation of behaviour of
children, we found that most children in this study did not show a lot of
behavioural problems, according to their parents (chapter 6). The problem
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scores on the instruments we used to measure child behaviour problems
(CBCL and HIB) are all relatively low. Furthermore, less than 10% of the
children had clinical or borderline behavioural problems (see chapter 4 for an
explanation of clinical and borderline problems). Teachers on average
perceived low to moderate socio-emotional behavioural problems in their
pupils. Notably, the number of pupils with clinical behavioural problems
increased, according to teachers' assessments. Correlations between parents'
and teachers' ratings of child behaviour were moderate, and most of the
parents' scores were lower than the ones of teachers. Parents thus perceive
fewer behavioural problems than teachers do.

In the parents' assessments of child behaviour, few differential effects
with regard to socio-economic or ethnic status were found (chapter 7). We did
find some differences between neighbourhoods, however, especially between
Hoogkerk and Oosterpark. Parents in Hoogkerk perceived fewer child
behaviour problems, on average, than parents in Oosterpark. Concerning
teachers' assessment of child behaviour, several differences related to socio-
economic or ethnic status were found, as well as differences related to
neighbourhood. In general, teachers in Vinkhuizen and Oosterpark perceived
more problems in child behaviour than teachers in Hoogkerk and SPT.
Furthermore, pupil's with a middle or high socio-economic status had fewer
behavioural problems than pupils with a low socio-economic status and ethnic
minority pupils, according to teachers.

The relation between child behaviour and participation in community
school activities remains somewhat unclear (chapter 7). Several behavioural
problems decreased significantly, but we only found few differences between
families who did and families did not participate in community school activities.
Besides, only some of those decreases showed significant correlations with
participation in activities. Concluding with concern to research question 3, we
did find a significant decrease of some child behaviour problems, but we could
not find a clear and stable relationship with participation in community school
activities.

Research question 4 focuses on community schools' influence on
education at home. The HOME subscales used to measure this educational
situation at home showed a significant increase between the first and the final
measurement of this study (chapter 6). So education at home improved
between 1998 and 2000. Furthermore, the number of families with borderline
or clinical educational problems decreased on almost all of the HOME
subscales. So, the number of families with severe problems concerning
education at home diminished between measurements. Hardly any
differences in HOME subscale and change scores related to socio-economic
or ethnic status and neighbourhood were found (chapter 7). Besides, we only
found few differences in the HOME subscale scores of families who did and
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families who did not participate in community school activities. The
improvement of education at home showed some significant correlations with
participation in activities. These correlations are not stable however, and we
did not find correlations for all subscales. So, although education at home did
improve, we did not find a clear relation with participation in community school
activities.

8.3 Discussion of the results
The former section summarised the results of this study. In this section we will
discuss those results. Section 8.3.1 will discuss the activities organised by
community schools, and section 8.3.2 goes into families' participation in those
activities. Sections 8.3.3 and 8.3.4 will discuss the results concerning child
behaviour and education at home, respectively.

8.3.1 Community school activities
Section 8.2 showed that the four community schools in this study organised
several recreational, educational and parental activities. Those activities differ
to some extent in number and kind per community school. This section
discusses some notable aspects regarding the activities, such as the
institutions involved in organising community school activities and the extent
to which activities could lead to achievement of the objectives.

The first issue to be discussed concerns the institutions that co-operate
within Groningen community schools. One could wonder whether they are the
appropriate institutions to reach the community school objectives. Several
institutions involved in education and (health) care are involved in the four
community schools in this study. These institutions already focused on issues
related to child behaviour and education at home before they participated in
community schools, and they should therefore be capable of organising
activities that lead to an improvement of child behaviour and education at
home. Another issue with regard to the participating institutions concerns the
fact that relatively many institutions participate in all four community schools.
This raises the question to what extent community schools are appropriate
reflections of the neighbourhoods concerned. As has been stated in section
2.4.1, community school plans should be made by institutions that work and
people that live in the community school neighbourhood, because in that
case, community schools are most responsive to the needs of community
members. Each Groningen community school actually includes several
specific institutions from the neighbourhood involved, such as pre-school and
primary school, playground associations and community centres. Especially
those community institutions could secure the interests of the neighbourhood
involved.
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Whether the institutions that are involved in community schools are
capable of reaching the community school objectives and of answering to the
specific needs of the neighbourhood largely depends on the activities they
organise. When we interpret the Groningen community school objectives in
the broadest sense, most activities organised by Groningen community
schools are more or less related to the objectives concerning child behaviour
and education at home. Children who would otherwise feel bored after school
hours and might therefore engage in mischief can now participate in
recreational activities, which gives them the opportunity to actively spend their
leisure time. Research showed that this actively spending of leisure time could
positively influence children's social development and academic achievement
(Hofferth & Jankuniene, 2001; McLaughlin, 2000; Eccles & Barber, 1999).
Veugelers (2001), however, warns that it is also important for children to learn
to sensibly use their leisure time without participating in organised activities.
Children's autonomous play can be a very good preparation for a safe and
independent adolescence and adulthood.

Community schools' recreational activities are not only meant for
children who do not know how to actively spend time after school hours.
Children that are perfectly well able to individually spend their leisure time
usefully can also participate in recreational activities. For recreational activities
to lead to an improvement of child behaviour especially the former group of
children should participate in those activities.

Next to recreational activities, several educational activities have been
organised. Some of those activities could help parents with educational
problems, other activities could help children with behavioural problems. Early
educational compensatory programmes, remedial services, socio-emotional
training and courses child rearing are among them. The duration of some of
these activities, however, is rather short. To achieve a stable improvement of
child behaviour problems, it might be useful to offer longer term programmes
that focus on the specific aspects to be changed (see also Gerris et al, 1998;
van As, 1999). Groningen community schools offer few of those programmes.
However, it is not useful to offer such programmes if no severe child
behaviour problems exist. Whether or not those programmes should be
offered by Groningen community schools depends on whether these
community schools want to focus on the entire population in a neighbourhood,
or specifically on those children and families with severe problems. In general,
community school activities could have influence on child behaviour and
education at home, although some improvements could be made to be more
certain of reaching the behavioural and educational objectives.

The activities organised by Groningen community schools slightly differ
from the ones mentioned in the general community school model. These
differences are partly caused by differences between the American and Dutch
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school system (e.g. citizenship and civics education are not specific issues in
the Dutch educational system), and partly by the fact that Groningen
community schools explicitly decided not to engage in issues that are the
primary responsibilities of schools (such as the use of curricula and
educational systems and the academic achievement of pupils).

The behavioural and educational objectives formulated by Groningen
community schools are rather broad. This makes it difficult to decide whether
the objectives have in fact been achieved. Research by Slavenburg and van
der Vegt (1999) shows that this problem also exists in other Dutch community
schools. American literature (see chapters 2 and 5 for an overview), however,
shows more detailed community school objectives. This discrepancy in
formulation of objectives might be caused by the fact that American schools
have a history of organising extra-curricular activities, whereas organising
activities after school hours is relatively new in the Dutch situation. Dutch
community schools have to get used to the new situation and they might need
more time to decide which objectives to specify and to follow.

Furthermore, the broadness of the objectives makes it difficult to decide
which activities could best be used to reach the objectives. This also becomes
clear from the Groningen community school planning documents and annual
reports, which do not clearly mention and explain which activities are related
to which objectives. Next to community school objectives, several guidelines
for activities have been formulated by the Groningen community school
project board. These guidelines should lead to reaching the objectives; they
are not objectives themselves. The community school planning documents
and annual reports sometimes give the impression, however, that these
guidelines are used as if they were objectives. This might easily lead to the
misconception that the community school objectives are reached when the
guidelines have been properly followed. When in fact following the guidelines
is just a first step towards reaching the objectives.

As has been mentioned before, not all community schools organise the
same activities, although quite some activities are organised by all community
schools. One of the main principles of the community school, however, is that
every neighbourhood should decide what is needed in this specific
neighbourhood. Hence, differences between community schools are not only
logical, but, since the four neighbourhoods differ, differences with concern to
activities organised might even be desirable. As has been mentioned with
concern to the participating institutions, the similarity in activities organised
raises the question to what extent Groningen community schools meet the
needs of the neighbourhoods involved.
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8.3.2 Families' participation in community schools
The former section discussed the activities organised by Groningen
community schools. We mentioned some conditions for those activities to lead
to an improvement of child behaviour and education at home. Two important
conditions have not been mentioned yet, however. The first one is that
families should feel involved in the community school in their neighbourhood.
If families feel involved in the community school, think of the community
school as an improvement, and are familiar with the underlying concept and
the activities organised, they might be more inclined to actively participate in
the community school. Since a feeling of involvement is an important factor in
participating in community school activities, the percentages found in this
study are rather low. Approximately half of the parents in this study feel
involved in the community school in their neighbourhood, and half of them
think the community school is an improvement compared to the situation
before. Parents who feel involved more often think of the community school as
an improvement, they more often consider the community school concept to
be clear, and they more often think they receive sufficient information. To
make sure that the community school can act upon the needs of the
community members and reach the objectives, more people should feel
involved in that community school. On the other hand, community schools
could never satisfy the needs of all families in the neighbourhood (Epstein,
1995).

A second condition for community schools to reach their objectives
concerns families' participation in activities; an improvement of child behaviour
and education at home can best be achieved when parents and children
participate in community school activities related to those objectives. Chapter
6 showed that most families participated in at least one of the community
school activities during the three years of this study. Approximately 70%
participated in at least one community school activity per school year. The
percentages of families that participated in recreational, educational or
parental activities run from 24% to 41% per school year. Most of the
percentages of participation in community school activities found in this study
correspond to the ones found by Walrecht (2001) concerning the entire
population of the Groningen community schools included in this study.

 The maximum number of activities families participated in is nine,
during three years time. All of the community schools offered far more than
nine activities during this period, however. Several reasons could explain this
discrepancy between the number of activities organised and the number of
activities families in this study participated in. A first reason is that not all
activities are suitable for children of all ages; for example, many recreational
activities are meant for children older than six. Besides, only few parents feel
that they need support in educating their children. So the educational activities
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offered do not apply to the situation of all families. Still another reason is that
most activities only allow a limited number of participants. Not all parents or
children interested in a certain activity can in fact participate. However,
participation in one activity in three years time, or even per school year,
seems insufficient to establish a decrease of child behaviour problems and an
improvement of education at home, especially when it concerns participation
in other activities than the educational ones. To achieve considerable changes
in child behaviour and education at home, more families should participate in
more community school activities.

Another community school aspect concerns the provision of (health)
care services. The extent to which those institutions were used did not change
very much during this study. This suggests that community schools did not
succeed in making (health) care institutions easily accessible. An alternative
explanation could very well be that, despite the improved accessibility, parents
just do not feel the need to consult these institutions.

The results of this study showed that few differences exist between
families with a different socio-economic or ethnic background concerning
participation in community school activities. The only difference found
concerns the participation of ethnic minorities in educational activities. They
participated significantly more in those activities than families with a low socio-
economic status in 1998 and than both families with a low and a middle or
high socio-economic status in 1999. This might be the case because families
from ethnic minority groups are often actively approached by community
school workers to participate in activities like early educational compensatory
programmes and courses child rearing.

Furthermore, we did not find any differences concerning the kind nor
the number of (health) care institutions visited by families with a different
socio-economic or ethnic status, even though literature (Chang, 1993; Dupper
& Poertner, 1997) states that families with a low socio-economic status often
do not adequately use those services. This could mean that both families with
a low and a middle or high socio-economic status do not adequately use
(health) care services, or, on the contrary, that both use those services
adequately. An alternative explanation could be that families with a low socio-
economic status have more problems that need the help of services than
families with a middle- or high socio-economic status do, in which case
families with a low socio-economic status should make more use of the
services available. The results in this study, however, showed little differences
between the behavioural problems of children with a different socio-economic
or ethnic status and between the educational behaviour of parents with a
different socio-economic or ethnic status. The next sections will further
discuss the results concerning child behaviour and education at home.
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8.3.3 Child behaviour problems

Child behaviour according to parents
One of the Groningen community school objectives is to decrease child
behaviour problems. To see whether this objective has been achieved, we
first assessed the actual situation of child behaviour. Parents' assessments of
child behaviour showed few behavioural problems, on average. This could
have been expected, however, since the families that participated in this study
were not selected from a clinical group of families. In fact, the CBCL problem
scores of the families in this study are comparable to the ones of the
normgroup used by Verhulst, van der Ende and Koot (1996).

Secondly, we checked whether child behaviour problems decreased
between the measurements of this study. Notable in this respect is the
decrease of aggressive behaviour between 1998 and 2000. Subsequently, the
broad band scale externalising showed a decrease of problems. Furthermore,
also the number of children with borderline and clinical aggressive or
externalising problems diminished between 1998 and 2000. However,
research by Verhulst, van der Ende and Koot (1996) also shows fewer
aggressive and externalising problems for older children than for younger
children. The decrease of aggressive and externalising problems found in this
study might thus be caused by the fact that children are two years older in the
final measurement than in the first measurement.

Next to the CBCL, which focuses on rather serious child behaviour
problems, we used the HIB to obtain information about normal behavioural
problems. These normal behavioural problems decreased between the
measurements. Notable is the decrease of safety problems. Apparently,
children learnt to decide for themselves what is safe to do and what is not.
The age of the children might play a part in this change, but educational
activities like courses in child rearing and early educational compensatory
programmes also focus on safety issues.

Only few differences were found between the behaviour of children with
a different socio-economic or ethnic status, even though it was expected that
children with a lower socio-economic status would have more behavioural
problems than children with a middle or high socio-economic status (Verhulst,
van der Ende & Koot, 1996). The fact that few differences related to socio-
economic or ethnic status were found in this study, might have to do with the
relatively small research group. An alternative explanation can be found in the
fact that families with a middle or high socio-economic status were over-
represented in this study. More differences were found with concern to
neighbourhood, especially between Hoogkerk and Oosterpark. Hoogkerk has
lower problem scores than Oosterpark, while Oosterpark organised more
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community school activities than Hoogkerk. This difference in child behaviour
problems can not be explained by differences in socio-economic or ethnic
status, since the differences between neighbourhoods were corrected for
differences in socio-economic status of the participants in this study.

Child behaviour according to teachers
The results of teachers' assessments of child behaviour showed that teachers
experience moderate problems concerning the socio-emotional behaviour of
their children. The mean pupil's profile scores in this study are more or less
comparable to the ones found by Driessen et al (1998) with the same
instrument. With concern to children's self-confidence, attitude towards
schoolwork and school pleasure, teachers experience significantly more
problems than parents. This might be caused by the fact that those kinds of
behaviour are less important at home than at school (see also van Liere,
1990). The problems concerning self-confidence, attitude towards schoolwork
and school pleasure, however, decreased between 1998 and 2000, according
to teachers. The decrease of self-confidence problems might be connected to
the fact that children had to get used to school in 1998, and feel more certain
in the 2000 measurement. The subscale special educational measurements
showed an increase, which seems logical because of the before mentioned
remove from kindergarten to first grade. Notable is the decrease of problems
concerning attitude towards schoolwork, since the pupils were in kindergarten
in 1998 and 1999 and in first grade in 2000. Attitude towards schoolwork
seems to be more important in first grade than in kindergarten, because of
which we assumed this subscale would show an increase between
measurements.

With concern to the clinical and borderline scores, the increase of
pupils with clinical problems in 2000 is notable. Obviously, more children have
more severe problems in 2000 than in 1998, even though most mean
subscale scores do not increase significantly. Most likely, some of those
increases are related to the removal from kindergarten to first grade.

Several differential effects in teachers' assessments were found for
socio-economic or ethnic status. In general, pupils with a low socio-economic
status have higher problem scores than pupils with a middle or high socio-
economic status. In this respect the decrease of special educational
measurements for pupils with a low socio-economic status between 1999 and
2000 is rather striking. Pupils with a low socio-economic status have
significantly higher problem scores than pupils from ethnic minority groups
and pupils with a middle or high socio-economic status, and still there is a
decrease in measures taken for pupils with a low socio-economic status, while
the measurements taken for the other pupils increased.
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With concern to neighbourhood quite some differences were found. As
was the case in the parent measurements, Hoogkerk often has the lowest
problem scores, and Oosterpark scores relatively high. Unlike the parents'
scores, however, Vinkhuizen also has relatively high scores, and SPT has
relatively low problem scores in teachers' assessments. On top of that, SPT
showed decreases of several problems between measurements.

Relation with participation
The sections above discussed child behaviour as assessed by parents and by
teachers. On average the children in this study do not have severe
behavioural problems. This could for example have been caused by the fact
that the research population has not been derived from a clinical group.
Furthermore the age of the children in this study could also play a part in
explaining some of the results. Obviously the neighbourhoods in this study are
not extremely problematic with regard to the behaviour of young children, on
average. However, some of the children do suffer from more severe problems,
and could therefore cause trouble in the neighbourhood. Furthermore, the four
neighbourhoods in this study are not equal concerning the extent to which
child behaviour problems exits. Especially Oosterpark has to deal with
relatively many child behaviour problems. This section will go into the relation
between child behaviour and the community school.

The low average problem scores and the decreases of problem
behaviour found in this study might be related to the activities organised by
community schools. However, we only found few differences between families
who did and families who did not participate in community school activities.
Furthermore, only few significant correlations between participation in
community school activities and changes in child behaviour were found, and
those correlations are not stable. Negative as well as positive correlations
have been found for participation in educational and recreational activities and
child behaviour problems. Normally, we would expect that participation in
activities could lead to a decrease of behavioural problems (negative
correlations), depending on the intensity and quality of the activities, the
seriousness of the behavioural problem and the child's or parent's capability to
change. However, positive correlations are not necessarily illogical.
Participation in educational activities can make parents conscious of certain
problems, which could lead to an increase of problem behaviour as assessed
by parents. Furthermore, parents and/or children who experience an increase
of problematic child behaviour might participate more in educational activities
than others, because they hope to learn how to deal with those problems.

The correlations mentioned above concern the participation in separate
activities. Even if families participate in more than one activity, it is hard to
study whether a combined effect exists of this number of activities.
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Community schools, however, expect that co-operation between institutions,
the joint offering of activities and the increased attention for child behaviour
problems might lead to a decrease of those problems. The decreases found in
this study might partly be caused by these co-operation effects. Because of
the few correlations, and the reasons mentioned in section 8.3.1, it remains
questionable, however, to what extent community schools did indeed cause
the decrease in child behavioural problems. Furthermore, several other
factors and policies that are active in those neighbourhoods could also be
related to child behaviour, such as a policy for academic achievement of
pupils with a low socio-economic status and pupils from ethnic minority groups
that is used separate from the community school policy (Gemeente
Groningen, 1999).

8.3.4 Education at home
The results presented in chapter 6 made clear that most parents in this study
educationally stimulate their children rather much. Furthermore, parents'
stimulation of their children improved between the measurements and the
number of families with clinical or borderline problems concerning education
at home showed a decrease. Differential effects with concern to socio-
economic or ethnic status were found for the subscale learning materials.
Families with a middle and high socio-economic status own more learning
materials than other families. A possible reason might be that families with a
middle and high socio-economic status have more money to spend on these
kinds of materials. However, the difference no longer exists in the 2000
measurement. Another reason for the initial difference could be that parents
with a middle and high socio-economic status are higher educated and
provide their children with learning materials in an earlier phase than parents
with a low socio-economic status do.

The improvement of education at home that was found in this study
could partly be associated with the educational activities organised by
community schools. Some of the child rearing courses and early educational
compensatory programmes explicitly focus on aspects measured by the
HOME-inventory. However, we did not find many significant correlations
between participation in activities and the HOME subscales. Almost all
significant correlations were positive, however, which means that an increase
of participation in community school activities is associated with an
improvement of education at home. One possible reason for this association
is that parents that participate in community school activities learn how to
adequately stimulate their children. On the other hand, parents who take the
initiative to participate in community school activities, might also take more
initiative in stimulating their children.
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8.4 Limitations of this study
The sections above discussed the results found in this study. However, the
way this study was conducted could also have (partly) influenced the results.
This section will discuss the limitations concerning the design of this study, the
instruments and the research group the results are based on.

Research design
In this study, we compared families who did and families who did not
participate in community school activities. We only found few differences
concerning child behaviour and education at home between families who
participated in a different number of activities. The design of this study could
have been improved by using a control group (see Cook & Campbell, 1979).
The use of a control group makes it easier to attribute changes in child
behaviour and education at home to community schools. A control group,
however, should be comparable to the population in the four neighbourhoods
included in this study. Besides, it should concern neighbourhoods without a
community school. It is difficult to find such a control group in the city of
Groningen, since all comparable neighbourhoods develop community schools
of their own. The same holds for other Dutch cities, since the 1998 local
educational priority policy act obliges the biggest Dutch cities (over 100.000
inhabitants) to develop community-based initiatives. This makes
neighbourhoods in other Dutch cities unfit to serve as a control group. In
addition, the population of the neighbourhoods in this study is difficult to
compare to populations in other Dutch neighbourhoods. In comparison to
other comparable or bigger Dutch cities, the neighbourhoods in this study
have relatively many families with a low socio-economic status and relatively
few inhabitants from ethnic minority groups. Furthermore, some more practical
reasons for not using a control group existed. Some cities that could have
functioned as a control group were not prepared to participate in this study.
Besides, the study would have become too extensive to be carried out in the
available amount of time, and it would have exceeded the financial means
available.

Instruments
In this study we used questionnaires to measure child behaviour and
education at home. We chose to use questionnaires because we were
interested in parents' and teachers' assessment of child behaviour, since, as
has been mentioned in chapter 3, child behaviour becomes problematic if
others (e.g. parents or teachers) perceive it as problematic. The CBCL and
the pupil's profile are often used to measure parents' and teachers'
assessment of child behaviour respectively, and are both considered to be
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valid as well as reliable. The HIB is only used in particular situations, and
although it might have validity, it is not very reliable.

 We did not interview children themselves, because the children in this
study were too young to measure their behaviour reliably through
questionnaires. Observations could have been used to measure child
behaviour. However, observations are time consuming, they only give
information about a particular moment, and the observer's presence could
very well influence the child's behaviour.
The same holds for the measurement of education at home. We asked
parents whether they stimulated their children with concern to several
aspects, with use of the HOME-inventory. It is almost impossible to reliably
observe parental educational behaviour, because such an observation would
create an artificial situation in which parents most likely would show socially
desirable behaviour. On the other hand, parents could as well give social
desirable answers to the items asked in this study.

The CBCL as well as the HOME-inventory were originally developed in
the United States and tested on American children accordingly. One could
wonder to what extent the results found concerning the instruments are also
applicable in the Netherlands. Both instruments have been used in quite some
Dutch studies, however. Furthermore, the CBCL is validated for a Dutch
population by Verhulst, van der Ende and Koot (1996), the HOME-inventory
by Vedder and Eldering (1996)

When Groningen community schools just started, one of the main
objectives was to decrease child behaviour problems. After several years of
community school development it still is, but the focus slightly changed from
severe child behaviour problems that needed specific attention to normal
behavioural problems. The activities organised by Groningen community
schools therefore seem to be better connected with normal behavioural
problems than with more severe child behaviour problems. The CBCL mostly
focuses on this last category of problem behaviour, however. Concluding by
hindsight, this instrument might focus too much on severe child behaviour
problems to be properly used in a study concerning the influence of
Groningen community schools on child behaviour.

Research group
This study included 74 families that were annually interviewed. Those 74
families  make up 22% of the total number of families approached for this
study, and an even smaller part of the total number of Groningen community
school children. Concerning socio-economic or ethnic status, families with a
middle or high socio-economic status are over-represented. With concern to
neighbourhood, relatively more families from Hoogkerk and Vinkhuizen
participated in this study than families from SPT and Oosterpark. Thus, the
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research group used in this study is not entirely representative for the entire
population of the neighbourhoods involved, which makes it difficult to
generalise the research results beyond the families that participated in this
study. Furthermore, because of the relatively small number of 74 families, the
number of families per group after division into socio-economic or ethnic
status or neighbourhood is very small in some occasions. Therefore, we did
not divide families into socio-economic groups per neighbourhood.

Teachers of all primary schools in the four Groningen community
school neighbourhoods participated in this study. Not all pupils were included
in each measurement, however. Of the pupils that were assessed by their
teachers, 180 were included in all three measurements. Those 180 pupils are
comparable to all pupils assessed by teachers with concern to socio-
economic and ethnic status and neighbourhood.

8.5 Implications
The former sections of this chapter discussed the research results and the
limitations of this study. Several implications can be derived from this
discussion and those limitations. It concerns implications for further research
(8.5.1) as well as implications for Groningen community schools (8.5.2).

8.5.1 Implications for future research
In this thesis we studied the influence of community schools on child
behaviour and education at home. The community schools included in this
study only recently started, which makes it difficult to assess to what extent
the objectives have already been achieved. Furthermore, several limitations of
this study (see section 8.4) made it difficult to draw meaningful conclusions
with concern to community schools' influence on behaviour and education.
This section will indicate the implications for future research in this field.

Firstly, we only gave a rough description of the activities organised by
Groningen community schools. We based this description on the annual
reports and planning documents produced by the Groningen community
schools. Future research should more specifically focus on the contents of the
activities involved. This could be done by interviewing the community school
professionals responsible for the actual organisation of the activities, and by
studying the materials used during the activities. By studying the community
school activities in this manner, it might become easier to make a connection
between the community school activities and objectives. It furthermore
becomes clearer what could be expected from which activities. Rankings of
activities could be made with concern to activities' estimated contribution to
the community school objectives. These rankings could be included in the
data analyses.
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Besides, we only included separate activities in this study. We did not
investigate the co-operation between the participating institutions, nor the
effect of offering a rather large number of activities at the same time and by
the same organisation (i.e. the community school). As has been mentioned in
chapter 5, institutions' co-operation and joint offer of activities might have an
effect on behaviour and education. Future research should investigate
whether this is indeed the case.

The results of this study showed that most families do not suffer from
severe child behaviour problems or problems concerning education at home.
It is worth investigating to what extent child behaviour problems and
educational problems do exist in community school neighbourhoods, since
improvement of education and child behaviour is included in the objectives of
most community schools, in Groningen as well as other cities. To get a clear
insight into child behaviour and education at home over a longer period of
time, studies into these aspects should be longitudinal. Besides, longitudinal
studies provide information about children at a younger as well as an older
age, which makes it easier to decide whether possible changes are related to
maturity of the child (Neale and Liebert, 1986).

As has been mentioned above, Groningen community schools are in
an early stage, and are still developing. A follow-up study could give more
insight into community schools' influence on child behaviour and education at
home. More attention should then be paid to the contents of the activities
involved, and to the combination of activities. In future research, however, it
will remain difficult to find a suitable control group in studies concerning
community schools. To be able to attribute possible improvements of child
behaviour and education at home, matching procedures might be used (Cook
& Campbell, 1979)

Another issue concerns the questionnaires we used. In future research,
a more reliable instrument than the HIB to measure normal behavioural
problems should be developed. Furthermore, it should be checked to what
extent the instruments used fit the community school objectives, assuming
that those objectives will be specified more clearly in the near future. Finally,
research results could be better interpreted when a representative research
group is used. The research group should furthermore be large enough to be
divided into several neighbourhood groups as well as socio-economic or
ethnic groups. Future research should thus try to make use of a bigger, more
representative research group.

8.5.2 Implications for Groningen community schools
Groningen community schools aim for several objectives related to child
behaviour and education at home. Chapter 5 showed that those objectives
remain rather vague, which makes it hard to decide whether the objectives
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have been reached and which activities could best fit the objectives. Besides,
it is not always clear to what extent the objectives actually reflect the needs of
the neighbourhood involved. Groningen Community schools should therefore
reconsider the objectives that have been formulated up to now. Some of the
objectives might have to be revised, others should be more accurately
specified. Subsequently, it should be examined to what extent the community
school activities fit the revised objectives, and whether other activities should
be included in the community school programme. If, for example, Groningen
community schools decide that they want to further decrease child behaviour
problems and improve problematic situations regarding education at home,
they should offer specific long-term behavioural or educational programmes,
because those programmes could lead to a stable change of child behaviour
or education at home. As has been mentioned before, whether or not
Groningen community schools should indeed offer those programmes
depends on whether these community schools choose to focus on the entire
population in a neighbourhood, or specifically on those children and families
with severe problems.

When specifying the community school objectives, community schools
could decide to specify different objectives for different target groups. In most
cases those target groups will concern families with a low socio-economic
status, families from ethnic minority groups or families with specific problems
related to child behaviour and education at home. The results of the parent
interviews in this study did not show many differences for families with a
different socio-economic or ethnic status. So before formulating specific
objectives for specific target groups, community schools should find out what
those target groups really need, en which problems exist with concern to
those target groups.

As has been mentioned before, community schools should act upon
the needs of the community involved. However, Groningen community
schools sometimes seem to offer activities without verifying whether
community members need or want those activities. Research could be used to
find out which activities community members need and want to participate in.
As long as community schools do not know those needs, it is questionable to
what extent community schools are proper reflections of their
neighbourhoods. The same holds for the institutions that co-operate within
community schools. Since most of the institutions mentioned in chapter 5
participate in all four community schools in this study, one could wonder
whether the community schools are actually representative for the
neighbourhood. Per neighbourhood, Groningen community schools should
check whether the participating institutions reflect the neighbourhood, or know
enough of the neighbourhood to handle in the best interest of that
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neighbourhood. A possible way to be informed about the neighbourhood's
needs is to actively involve parents in the community school development.

For the community schools to reach their objectives, parents should not
only be involved in the community school's development, they should also
participate in community school activities. The results of this study showed
that most families participated in at least one community school activity.
However, it seems unrealistic to expect that participation in one or two
community school activities could lead to an improvement of child behaviour
or education at home. Community schools should therefore adequately inform
families about the activities that are organised, in such a way that families find
these activities attractive enough to participate (Kruiter, 2001). However,
community schools should also organise a sufficient number of activities. Up
to now, the number of people that can participate in an activity often is limited,
or linked to a certain age group. In reality, Groningen community schools do
not organise activities for all inhabitants of the neighbourhood, yet. The
organisation of activities for all inhabitants might be too complicated to be
realised in this phase of the Groningen community school development.
However, to improve child behaviour and education at home, it is important
that more families get the opportunity to participate in more activities than is
the case at present. Furthermore, when activities are organised for specific
target groups, community schools should make sure that members of those
target groups do in fact participate, instead of mainly other community
members. When others than target group members join activities meant for
specific groups, possible differences between the target groups and others will
only become bigger.

This study focused on those aspects of community schools that are
related to child behaviour and education at home. The results made clear that,
on average, most families do not experience severe problems concerning
those issues. However, some families do suffer from problems that might be
solved by community schools. This could concern rather severe problems, as
well as normal problems. Community schools might want to make an
inventory of the number of families that might be helped by specific
community school activities, and then decide which problems could in fact be
solved by this specific community school. Future research might give insight
into the extent to which these problems have indeed been diminished.
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Summary
This thesis focuses on the influence of Groningen community schools on child
behaviour problems and education at home. These Groningen community
schools were first developed in 1995. Motives for the development of
Groningen community schools were the lack of success of the educational
priority policy that was executed until then, and some specific societal
problems in the city of Groningen, such as a low average income level and
high unemployment rates. Groningen community schools are expected to
improve education and behaviour and to solve or at least diminish several
educational and behavioural disadvantages. More generally, community
schools should unburden teachers that have to deal with all kinds of problems
their pupils could have, and community schools should provide several kinds
of opportunities for all children and parents. These opportunities include
methods to deal with or prevent child behaviour problems and programmes to
stimulate education at home.

To study the extent to which Groningen community schools indeed
influence child behaviour problems and education at home, the following
research questions were formulated: (1) which activities concerning child
behaviour and education at home are offered by community schools?; (2) are
parents and children involved in community schools?; (3) do community
schools influence the behaviour of community school children?; and (4) do
community schools influence the educational situation at home of community
school children? To answer these questions, 74 parents of kindergarten
children in four Groningen neighbourhoods (i.e. Hoogkerk, Vinkhuizen,
Selwerd/Paddepoel/Tuinwijk (SPT) and Oosterpark) were annually
interviewed concerning participation in community school activities, their
child's behaviour and education at home. Furthermore, Kindergarten and first
grade teachers annually assessed the socio-emotional behaviour of in total
180 pupils. Before going into the results of this study we will give a summary
of the theoretical framework of this thesis. This theoretical framework
concerns the concept community schools as well as the concepts child
behaviour problems and education at home.

Chapter 2 describes community schools in general. Literature shows
that community schools concern the co-operation between schools and
(youth) healthcare, (youth) welfare and recreational institutions, such as pre-
schools, social services, sports clubs, music and art schools, libraries and
community centres. Which institutions exactly co-operate within a community
school depends on the needs and the possibilities of the neighbourhood
involved. The co-operation of institutions should lead to an improvement of
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children's development and education and to a decrease of emotional,
developmental, educational and behavioural problems. In the community
school literature, several more specific community school objectives are
formulated, categorised into social objectives, health objectives, cognitive or
intellectual objectives, developmental objectives and organisational
objectives. These objectives should be reached by the joint organisation of
community school activities. These activities include, for example, recreational
activities, behaviour modification programmes, child rearing courses, early
childhood compensatory programmes and adult education. Other research
showed that for community schools to effectively meet their objectives, they
should, among others, organise appropriate activities which are well
implemented and responsive to the needs of the neighbourhood inhabitants.
They furthermore should establish genuine partnerships between schools,
families and other institutions. To establish such partnerships they could best
apply a bottom-up strategy. Besides, teachers' and other community school
personnel's needs should be taken into account.

Chapter 3 goes into child behaviour problems and education at home.
Especially emphasised in this chapter are those aspects of child behaviour
and education at home that could possibly be influenced by community
schools. Four types of child behaviour problems are discussed: psycho-social
behavioural problems, normal behavioural problems, externalising versus
internalising behaviour and risky behaviour. This chapter furthermore
discusses who decides what a behavioural problem is. It states that the
assessment of child behaviour problems highly depends on the informant (e.g.
the parents or the teacher). The following description of child behaviour
problems, which is based on the literature, is used in this thesis: "More or less
normal problems in the behaviour of children like eating and sleeping
problems, anxiety about strangers, aggression, concentration problems, risky
behaviour and shortcomings in healthy behaviour".

Concerning education at home, chapter 3 discusses parental attitude
towards their child, such as the provision of care and protection, the provision
of activities and toys, and stimulation of learning and social behaviour. It
furthermore goes into the attitude of parents towards institutions that have to
do with their child. The following description of education at home is used in
this thesis: "The interaction between parents and children and the way
parents stimulate their children's development and learning at home.
Furthermore, the way in which families make use of available services, such
as healthcare and welfare institutions, is considered to be an aspect of
education at home".

Chapter 4 describes the study that was conducted. Annual planning
documents and annual reports of the Groningen community schools were
used to receive information about the community school activities that were
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organised. Furthermore, 74 parents of kindergarten children were annually
interviewed between 1998 and 2000. Parents with a middle or high socio-
economic status were over-represented in this study. Furthermore, relatively
more parents from Hoogkerk and Vinkhuizen participated in this study than
parents from SPT and Oosterpark did. The interviews included questionnaires
about participation in community school activities, child behaviour problems
(CBCL and HIB) and education at home (HOME-inventory). Kindergarten and
first grade teachers annually completed a questionnaire about their pupil's
socio-emotional behaviour (pupil's profile) in the three school years included
in this study. Pupil's profiles of 180 pupils were used in the data analyses of
this study. These 180 pupils were assessed by their teachers in all three
measurements.

Chapters 5,6 and 7 give the results concerning the research questions
of this study. The first research question concerns the activities organised by
community schools. Chapter 5 shows the results concerning this question, but
it firstly goes into the development of Groningen community schools. These
community schools aim for the following objectives: to improve behaviour and
socio-emotional functioning of children, to improve the educational
environment at home and the pedagogical behaviour of parents, to decrease
risky behaviour, to decrease educational and physical disadvantages and to
create opportunities for all children in the neighbourhood. These Groningen
community school objectives are much broader and less explicit than the ones
in the general model (chapter 2). Chapter 5 furthermore makes clear that
eighteen Groningen institutions participated in at least one of the four
community schools in this study. Eleven of these institutions participated in all
four community schools. It concerns educational, social, health and
recreational institutions. These institutions jointly organised between nine and
seventeen activities per school year per community school, categorised into
recreational, educational and parental activities. Between five and eleven
activities per community school recurred in all three school years, other
activities were organised only once or twice. Concerning differences in
activities organised by the four community schools, the number and kind of
activities organised slightly differed, as well as the variation in the number of
activities that were organised per school year. Concluding, the community
schools in this study organised several recreational, educational and parental
activities. Several activities recurred in each school year, so the community
schools at least partly succeeded in the organisation of a continuing coherent
whole of activities.

The second research question concerns families' involvement in
community schools. It focuses on parents' opinions about the community
school and on families' participation in community school activities (chapter 6).
Half of the parents in this study say they feel involved in the community
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school. Three quarters say they have a clear concept of what a community
school is, and that they receive sufficient information about the community
school in their neighbourhood. No differences in parents' opinions were found
for parents with a different socio-economic or ethnic status, or for parents from
a different neighbourhood.  With regard to participation in community school
activities, almost all families in this study participated in at least one activity
between 1998 and 2000. Per school year, approximately 70% participated in
at least one activity. Between 11% and 23% of the families participated in
three or more activities per school year. Most participation was registered in
the category parental activities. Differential effects (chapter 7) related to socio-
economic or ethnic status were only found for participation in educational
activities; ethnic minority families participated in more educational activities
than other families. With concern to neighbourhood, families in SPT and
Vinkhuizen participated in more activities than families in Hoogkerk and
Oosterpark. Concluding with concern to research question 2, approximately
half of the parents in this study say they feel involved in the community school
in their neighbourhood. Furthermore, per school year approximately three-
quarters of the families in this study participated in at least one community
school activity. So most families are at least partly involved in the community
school in their neighbourhood.

Research question 3 concerns community school's influence on the
behaviour of children. With concern to the actual situation of behaviour of
children, we found that most children in this study did not show a lot of
behavioural problems, according to their parents (chapter 6): the CBCL and
HIB subscale scores are relatively low. Furthermore, less than 10% of the
children had clinical or borderline behavioural problems (see chapter 4 for an
explanation of clinical and borderline problems). Teachers on average
perceived low to moderate socio-emotional behavioural problems in their
pupils. Notably, the number of pupils with clinical behavioural problems
increased between measurements, according to teachers' assessments.
Correlations between parents' and teachers' ratings of child behaviour were
moderate, and most of the parents' scores were lower than the ones of
teachers. Parents thus perceive fewer behavioural problems in their children
than teachers do.

Parents' assessments of child behaviour showed few differential effects
with regard to socio-economic or ethnic status (chapter 7). We did find some
differences between neighbourhoods, however, especially between Hoogkerk
and Oosterpark. Parents in Hoogkerk perceived fewer child behaviour
problems, on average, than parents in Oosterpark. Concerning teachers'
assessment of child behaviour, several differences related to socio-economic
or ethnic status were found, as well as differences related to neighbourhood.
In general, teachers in Vinkhuizen and Oosterpark perceived more problems
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in child behaviour than teachers in Hoogkerk and SPT. Furthermore, pupil's
with a middle or high socio-economic status had fewer behavioural problems
than pupils with a low socio-economic status and ethnic minority pupils,
according to teachers.

The relation between child behaviour and participation in community
school activities remains somewhat unclear (chapter 7). Several behavioural
problems decreased significantly, but only some of those decreases showed
significant correlations with participation in community school activities.
Concluding with concern to research question 3, we did find a significant
decrease of some child behaviour problems, but we could not find a clear and
stable relationship with participation in community school activities.

Research question 4 focuses on community schools' influence on
education at home. The HOME subscales used to measure this educational
situation at home showed a significant increase between the first and the final
measurement of this study (chapter 6). So education at home improved
between 1998 and 2000. Furthermore, the number of families with borderline
or clinical educational problems decreased on almost all of the HOME
subscales. So, the number of families with severe problems concerning
education at home diminished between measurements. Hardly any
differences in HOME subscale and change scores related to socio-economic
or ethnic status and neighbourhood were found (chapter 7). The improvement
of education at home showed some significant correlations with participation
in activities. These correlations are not stable however, and we did not find
correlations for all subscales. So, although education at home did improve, we
did not find a clear relation with participation in community school activities.

Finally, chapter 8 discusses the research results. The first subject of
discussion concerns the Groningen community school objectives and the
activities that were organised. The broadness of the objectives makes it
difficult to decide which activities could best be used to reach the objectives.
Furthermore, quite some activities might not be specific and extensive enough
to lead to an improvement of child behaviour and education at home. With
concern to families' participation in community school activities, the results
showed that most families participated in at least one community school
activity per school year. However, this does not seem sufficient to achieve
considerable changes in child behaviour and education at home. Some
changes in child behaviour problems were found, in parents' assessments as
well as in the ones of teachers. The correlations found between participation
and child behaviour problems make it questionable to what extent those
changes in child behaviour problems were influenced by community schools,
however. Most of those changes might well be related to the fact that the
children grew older between the first and final measurement. With regard to
education at home, some of the child rearing courses and early childhood
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compensatory programmes might have led to an improvement of education at
home. However, not many significant correlations between participation in
activities and education at home were found. Limitations of this study could
also have influenced the results. Examples of such limitations are the lack of
an appropriate control group, the use of questionnaires instead of
observations, and the fact that the research group was not entirely
representative for the entire population of the neighbourhoods involved.

Chapter 8 concludes with implications of this study for future research
and for Groningen community schools. Future research should more
specifically focus on the characteristics of the activities organised and the
effects of co-operation between institutions. Furthermore, matching
procedures might be used, since it will remain difficult to find an appropriate
control group. An instrument to reliable measure normal behavioural problems
and a representative research group should also be included in future
research. An implication for Groningen community schools is that they should
specify and revise their objectives, based on what neighbourhoods or specific
target groups need and based on problems that indeed exist in the
neighbourhoods concerned. Furthermore, parents should be more often
considered as possible community school partners instead of as merely
consumers. Finally, to reach the community school activities, families should
(be able to) participate in more community school activities. Therefore,
community schools should provide sufficient information as well as a sufficient
number of activities for all families in a neighbourhood.
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Samenvatting
Dit proefschrift gaat over de invloed van de brede school in Groningen
(Vensterschool) op gedragsproblemen van kinderen en de opvoeding thuis.
De Vensterschool is ontstaan in 1995. Redenen voor de ontwikkeling van de
Vensterschool waren het tegenvallende succes van het
onderwijsvoorrangsbeleid dat tot op dat moment werd uitgevoerd en een
aantal specifieke maatschappelijke problemen in Groningen, zoals een laag
gemiddeld inkomen en hoge werkloosheid. Er wordt verwacht dat
Vensterscholen kunnen leiden tot een verbetering van opvoeding en gedrag
en dat ze achterstanden in opvoeding en gedrag kunnen oplossen, of
tenminste verminderen. Meer in het algemeen zouden brede scholen moeten
leiden tot een ontlasting van leerkrachten die vaak te maken krijgen met
allerlei problemen van hun leerlingen, en brede scholen zouden verschillende
kansen en mogelijkheden moeten bieden voor alle kinderen en ouders. Deze
mogelijkheden bevatten onder andere methoden om gedragsproblemen van
kinderen te verminderen of te voorkomen en programma's voor de stimulering
van de opvoeding thuis.

Om te onderzoeken in hoeverre Vensterscholen inderdaad de
gedragsproblemen van kinderen en de opvoeding thuis beïnvloeden, zijn de
volgende onderzoeksvragen geformuleerd: (1) welke activiteiten met
betrekking tot het gedrag van kinderen en de opvoeding thuis worden
georganiseerd door Vensterscholen?, (2) zijn ouders en kinderen betrokken
bij Vensterscholen?, (3) hebben Vensterscholen invloed op het gedrag van
kinderen?, en (4) hebben Vensterscholen invloed op de opvoeding thuis? Om
deze vragen te beantwoorden zijn 74 ouders van kleuters in vier Groningse
wijken (Hoogkerk, Vinkhuizen, Selwerd/Paddepoel/Tuinwijk (SPT) en
Oosterpark) jaarlijks geïnterviewd met betrekking tot deelname aan
Vensterschoolactiviteiten, het gedrag van kinderen en de opvoeding thuis.
Verder hebben de leerkrachten van de groepen 1 tot en met 3 van
basisscholen in deze wijken jaarlijks het sociaal-emotioneel gedrag van in
totaal 180 leerlingen beoordeeld. Voordat wordt ingegaan op de resultaten
van dit onderzoek zal eerst een samenvatting worden gegeven van het
theoretisch kader van het onderzoek. Dit theoretisch kader gaat in op het
concept brede school en op de concepten gedragsproblemen van kinderen en
opvoeding thuis.

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een algemene beschrijving van brede scholen
gegeven. Uit de literatuur wordt duidelijk dat het bij een brede school gaat om
de samenwerking tussen scholen en (jeugd)gezondheidszorg,
(jeugd)welzijnswerk en recreatieve instellingen, zoals peuterspeelzalen,
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sociaal werk, sportverenigingen, muziekscholen, kunstinstellingen,
bibliotheken en buurtcentra. Welke instellingen precies samenwerken binnen
een brede school hangt af van de behoeften en mogelijkheden van de
betrokken wijk. De samenwerking van instellingen zou moeten leiden tot een
verbetering van de ontwikkeling en de opvoeding van kinderen, en tot een
vermindering van emotionele, ontwikkelings-, opvoedings- en
gedragsproblemen. In de literatuur worden verschillende meer specifieke
brede school doelen geformuleerd. Deze doelen zijn gecategoriseerd in
sociale doelen, gezondheidsdoelen, cognitieve en intellectuele doelen,
ontwikkelingsdoelen en doelen die de organisatie betreffen. Deze doelen
zouden moeten worden bereikt door middel van de gezamenlijk
georganiseerde brede school activiteiten. Voorbeelden van deze activiteiten
zijn recreatieve activiteiten, programma's gericht op het veranderen van
gedrag, opvoedingscursussen, interventieprogramma's en
volwasseneneducatie. Ander onderzoek heeft aangetoond dat de volgende
aspecten belangrijk zijn voor het bereiken van de doelen van de brede school.
De activiteiten moeten goed worden ingevoerd en aansluiten bij de behoeften
van de inwoners van de wijk. Daarnaast moeten er evenwichtige
samenwerkingsverbanden worden aangegaan tussen scholen, gezinnen en
andere instellingen in de wijk. Om zulke samenwerkingsverbanden van de
grond te krijgen kan het best een bottom-up strategie worden gebruikt.
Daarnaast is het van belang om rekening te houden met de behoeften van
leerkrachten en andere medewerkers van de brede school.

Hoofdstuk 3 gaat in op gedragsproblemen van kinderen en de
opvoeding thuis. Met name die aspecten van gedragsproblemen en de
opvoeding thuis die zouden kunnen worden beïnvloed door de brede school
worden in dit hoofdstuk benadrukt. Er worden vier types gedragsproblemen
besproken: psycho-sociale gedragsproblemen, normale gedragsproblemen,
externaliserend versus internaliserend gedrag en riskant gedrag. In dit
hoofdstuk wordt bovendien ingegaan op wanneer er sprake is van een
gedragsprobleem. Er wordt aangegeven dat de beoordeling van
gedragsproblemen van kinderen vooral afhankelijk is van de beoordelaar (bijv.
de ouders of de leerkracht). De volgende op de literatuur gebaseerde
beschrijving van gedragsproblemen bij kinderen wordt in dit proefschrift
gebruikt: "Min of meer normale problemen in het gedrag van kinderen, zoals
eet- en slaapproblemen, angst voor vreemden, agressie,
concentratieproblemen, riskant gedrag en tekortkomingen in gezond gedrag".

Met betrekking tot de opvoeding thuis, wordt er in hoofdstuk 3
ingegaan op de houding van ouders ten opzichte van hun kind, zoals het
voorzien in zorg en bescherming, het voorzien in activiteiten en speelgoed, en
stimulering van leren en sociaal gedrag. Er wordt bovendien ingegaan op de
houding van ouders ten opzichte van instellingen die te maken hebben met
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het kind. In dit proefschrift wordt de volgende beschrijving van opvoeding thuis
gebruikt: "de interactie tussen ouders en kinderen en de manier waarop
ouders de ontwikkeling van hun kind en het leren van het kind thuis
stimuleren. Daarnaast wordt ook de mate waarin gebruik gemaakt wordt van
beschikbare instellingen, zoals gezondheidszorg en welzijnsorganisaties,
beschouwd als een onderdeel van de opvoeding thuis".

Hoofdstuk 4 geeft een beschrijving van het onderzoek dat is
uitgevoerd. De jaarlijkse planningsdocumenten en jaarverslagen van de
Vensterscholen zijn gebruikt om informatie te krijgen over de uitgevoerde
Vensterschoolactiviteiten. Daarnaast zijn 74 ouders van kleuters jaarlijks
geïnterviewd tussen 1998 en 2000. Ouders met een gemiddelde of hoge
sociaal-economische status zijn overgerepresenteerd in dit onderzoek. Verder
doen er relatief meer ouders uit Hoogkerk en Vinkhuizen mee aan het
onderzoek dan ouders uit SPT en Oosterpark. De interviews bestonden uit
vragenlijsten over deelname aan Vensterschoolactiviteiten,
gedragsproblemen bij kinderen (CBCL en GBG) en de opvoeding thuis
(HOME-inventory). Leerkrachten van de groepen 1 tot en met 3 vulden
jaarlijks een vragenlijst in over het sociaal-emotioneel gedrag van hun
leerlingen (Leerlingprofiel) gedurende de drie jaar van dit onderzoek. De
leerlingprofielen van 180 leerlingen werden gebruikt in de analyses van dit
onderzoek. Deze 180 leerlingen werden door hun leerkrachten beoordeeld in
alle drie de metingen.

In de hoofdstukken 5,6 en 7 worden per onderzoeksvraag de resultaten
van dit onderzoek gepresenteerd. De eerste onderzoeksvraag gaat over de
georganiseerde Vensterschoolactiviteiten. In hoofdstuk 5 worden de
resultaten naar aanleiding van deze vraag gegeven, maar er wordt eerst
ingegaan op de ontwikkeling en achtergrond van de Vensterscholen. De
Vensterscholen hebben de volgende doelstellingen: het verbeteren van het
gedrag en sociaal-emotioneel functioneren van kinderen, het verbeteren van
het opvoedingsmilieu en het pedagogisch gedrag van ouders, het
verminderen van riskant gedrag, het verminderen van fysieke en
opvoedingsachterstanden en het creëren van kansen voor alle kinderen in de
wijk. Deze Vensterschooldoelen zijn veel breder en minder expliciet dan de
doelen die zijn genoemd in het algemene model (hoofdstuk 2). Hoofdstuk 5
maakt verder duidelijk dat achttien Groningse instelling participeren in
tenminste één van de vier Vensterscholen in dit onderzoek. Deze instellingen
organiseerden gezamenlijk tussen de negen en zeventien activiteiten per
schooljaar per Vensterschool. Deze activiteiten zijn gecategoriseerd in
recreatieve, opvoedings- en ouderactiviteiten. Tussen de vijf en elf activiteiten
per Vensterschool werden in alle drie schooljaren georganiseerd, andere
activiteiten werden uitgevoerd in één of twee schooljaren. Het aantal en soort
activiteiten dat werd georganiseerd verschilde enigszins tussen de wijken, net
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zoals de variatie in het aantal activiteiten dat per schooljaar werd
georganiseerd. Concluderend organiseerden de Vensterscholen verschillende
recreatieve, opvoedings-, en ouderactiviteiten. Een aantal van deze
activiteiten keerde terug in elk schooljaar, waardoor de Vensterscholen in
ieder geval gedeeltelijk geslaagd zijn in het aanbieden van een doorlopend en
samenhangend aanbod.

De tweede onderzoeksvraag gaat over de betrokkenheid van gezinnen
bij Vensterscholen. Deze vraag gaat in op de mening van ouders over de
Vensterschool en op de deelname van gezinnen aan
Vensterschoolactiviteiten (hoofdstuk 6). De helft van de ouders in dit
onderzoek zegt dat ze zich betrokken voelen bij de Vensterschool. Driekwart
zegt dat ze een duidelijk idee hebben van wat een Vensterschool is, en dat ze
voldoende informatie krijgen over de Vensterschool in hun wijk. Er zijn geen
verschillen gevonden voor ouders met een verschillende sociaal-economische
status, of voor ouders in verschillende wijken. Met betrekking tot deelname
aan Vensterschoolactiviteiten hebben de meeste gezinnen in dit onderzoek
meegedaan aan tenminste één activiteit tussen 1998 en 2000. Per schooljaar
deed ongeveer 70% mee aan tenminste één activiteit. Tussen de 11% en
23% van de gezinnen deed mee aan drie of meer activiteiten per schooljaar.
De meeste deelname werd geregistreerd in de categorie ouderactiviteiten.
Differentiële effecten (hoofdstuk 7) met betrekking tot sociaal-economische
status zijn alleen gevonden voor deelname aan opvoedingsactiviteiten;
etnische minderheden namen aan meer opvoedingsactiviteiten deel dan
andere gezinnen. Met betrekking tot de wijk namen gezinnen in SPT en
Vinkhuizen deel aan meer activiteiten dan gezinnen uit Hoogkerk en
Oosterpark. Met betrekking tot onderzoeksvraag 2 kan worden geconcludeerd
dat ongeveer de helft van de ouders in dit onderzoek zegt dat ze zich
betrokken voelen bij de Vensterschool in hun wijk. Verder nam per schooljaar
ongeveer driekwart van de gezinnen in dit onderzoek deel aan tenminste één
Vensterschoolactiviteit. Dus de meeste gezinnen zijn tenminste gedeeltelijk
betrokken bij de Vensterschool in hun wijk.

Onderzoeksvraag 3 betreft de invloed van Vensterscholen op het
gedrag van kinderen. Met betrekking tot de actuele situatie betreffende het
gedrag van kinderen is gevonden dat de meeste kinderen in dit onderzoek
niet veel gedragsproblemen vertoonden volgens hun ouders (hoofdstuk 6): de
CBCL en GBG scores zijn relatief laag. Bovendien was er bij minder dan 10%
van de kinderen sprake van klinische of borderline gedragsproblemen (zie
hoofdstuk 4 voor een uitleg van klinische en borderline problemen).
Leerkrachten ervoeren gemiddeld weinig tot matige sociaal-emotionele
gedragsproblemen in hun leerlingen. Opmerkelijk is dat het aantal leerlingen
met klinische gedragsproblemen toenam tussen de metingen volgens de
beoordeling van leerkrachten. Correlaties tussen de beoordelingen van
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ouders en leerkrachten van het gedrag van kinderen waren matig, en de
meeste scores van de ouders waren lager dan die van de leerkrachten.
Ouders in dit onderzoek ervaren dus minder gedragsproblemen in hun
kinderen dan leerkrachten doen.

Er zijn weinig differentiële effecten met betrekking tot sociaal-
economische status in de beoordeling van ouders van het gedrag van
kinderen (hoofdstuk 7). Wel werden verschillen gevonden tussen de wijken,
met name tussen Hoogkerk en Oosterpark. Ouders in Hoogkerk ervoeren
gemiddeld minder gedragsproblemen van kinderen dan ouders in Oosterpark.
In de beoordeling van het gedrag van kinderen door leerkrachten werd een
aantal verschillen gevonden die zijn gerelateerd aan sociaal-economische
status en een aantal verschillen gerelateerd aan wijk. In het algemeen
ervoeren leerkrachten in Vinkhuizen en Oosterpark meer problemen in het
gedrag van kinderen dan leerkrachten in Hoogkerk en SPT. Verder hebben
leerlingen met een gemiddelde of hoge sociaal-economische status minder
gedragsproblemen dan leerlingen met een lage sociaal-economische status
en leerlingen uit etnische minderheidsgroeperingen, volgens leerkrachten.

De relatie tussen het gedrag van kinderen en deelname aan
Vensterschoolactiviteiten blijft enigszins onduidelijk (hoofdstuk 7). Een aantal
gedragsproblemen vertoonde een significante afname, maar slechts een paar
van die afnames correleerden significant met deelname aan
Vensterschoolactiviteiten. Met betrekking tot onderzoeksvraag 3 kan worden
geconcludeerd dat er een significante afname van een aantal
gedragsproblemen van kinderen heeft plaatsgevonden, maar dat er geen
duidelijke en stabiele relatie met deelname aan Vensterschoolactiviteiten kan
worden vastgesteld.

Onderzoeksvraag 4 richt zich op de invloed van Vensterscholen op de
opvoeding thuis. De scores op de HOME-subschalen die werden gebruikt om
de opvoedingssituatie thuis te meten namen toe tussen de eerste en de
laatste meting van dit onderzoek (hoofdstuk 6). Dus de opvoeding thuis
verbeterde tussen1998 en 2000. Bovendien nam het aantal gezinnen met
borderline of klinische problemen in de opvoeding thuis af voor bijna alle
HOME-subschalen. Dus het aantal gezinnen met ernstige problemen in de
opvoeding thuis verminderde tussen de metingen. Er werden nauwelijks
verschillen gevonden in de gemiddelde HOME schaalscores en
verschilscores voor gezinnen met een verschillende sociaal-economische
status of voor gezinnen uit verschillende wijken (hoofdstuk 7). Er werd een
aantal significante correlaties gevonden tussen de verbetering van de
opvoeding thuis en deelname aan activiteiten. Deze correlaties zijn echter niet
stabiel en er werden geen correlaties gevonden voor alle subschalen. Dus
ook al verbeterde de opvoeding thuis, er werd geen duidelijke relatie
gevonden met deelname aan Vensterschoolactiviteiten.
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Tenslotte worden in hoofdstuk 8 de onderzoeksresultaten
bediscussieerd. Een eerste discussiepunt betreft de doelen van de
Vensterschool en de georganiseerde activiteiten. Doordat de doelen nogal
breed geformuleerd zijn is het moeilijk om te bepalen welke activiteiten het
beste kunnen worden ingezet om die doelen te bereiken. Bovendien lijkt een
behoorlijk aantal activiteiten niet specifiek en uitgebreid genoeg om tot een
verbetering van het gedrag van kinderen en de opvoeding thuis te kunnen
leiden. Met betrekking tot de deelname van gezinnen aan
Vensterschoolactiviteiten lieten de resultaten zien dat de meeste gezinnen
deelnamen aan tenminste één Vensterschoolactiviteit per schooljaar. Dit lijkt
echter niet voldoende om aanzienlijke veranderingen in het gedrag van
kinderen en de opvoeding thuis te bereiken. Een aantal veranderingen in de
gedragsproblemen van kinderen werd gevonden, zowel in de beoordelingen
van ouders als in de beoordelingen van leerkrachten. Door de correlaties die
werden gevonden tussen deelname en gedragsproblemen van kinderen is het
echter twijfelachtig in hoeverre de veranderingen in gedragsproblemen zijn
beïnvloed door de Vensterschool. De meeste veranderingen zouden ook
samen kunnen hangen met het feit dat de kinderen ouder zijn geworden
tussen de eerste en de laatste meting. Met betrekking tot de opvoeding thuis
zou een aantal van de opvoedingscursussen en de compensatieprogramma's
geleid kunnen hebben tot een verbetering van die opvoeding. Er werden
echter niet veel significante correlaties gevonden tussen deelname aan
activiteiten en de opvoeding thuis. De resultaten zouden ook beïnvloed
kunnen zijn door beperkingen van het onderzoek. Voorbeelden van dergelijke
beperkingen zijn het gebrek aan een geschikte controlegroep, het gebruik van
vragenlijsten in plaats van observaties, en het feit dat de onderzoeksgroep
niet helemaal representatief was voor de gehele populatie in de betrokken
wijken.

Hoofdstuk 8 besluit met de implicaties van dit onderzoek voor
toekomstig onderzoek en de implicaties voor de Vensterscholen. Toekomstig
onderzoek zou meer in moeten gaan op de kenmerken van de
georganiseerde activiteiten en op de effecten van de samenwerking tussen de
instellingen. Bovendien zou gebruik gemaakt kunnen worden van matching-
procedures, omdat het moeilijk zal blijven om een geschikte controlegroep te
vinden. Toekomstig onderzoek zou gebruik moeten maken van een
instrument waarmee normaal probleemgedrag op een betrouwbare manier
gemeten kan worden en van een representatieve onderzoeksgroep. Een
implicatie voor de Vensterschool is dat de doelen zouden moeten worden
gespecificeerd en herzien, gebaseerd op wat de wijken of de specifieke
doelgroepen nodig hebben en gebaseerd op problemen die daadwerkelijk
voorkomen in de betrokken wijken. Bovendien zouden ouders vaker
beschouwd moeten worden als partners van de Vensterschool, in plaats van
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"alleen maar" als gebruikers. Tenslotte, om de Vensterschooldoelen te
bereiken zouden gezinnen moeten (kunnen) deelnemen aan meer
Vensterschoolactiviteiten. Om dit te bereiken zouden Vensterscholen moeten
voorzien in voldoende informatie en in voldoende activiteiten voor alle
gezinnen in de wijk.
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Appendix A: Parent questionnaire: background and 
      involvement

Ouder interview
Datum:
Nummer: Groep:
Interview met: Vader/ Moeder/ anders, nl:
Kind aanwezig: Ja/ Nee
Tolk aanwezig: Ja/ Nee

Achtergrondgegevens van het gezin

Nationaliteit (etniciteit)

Gezinssamenstelling+leeftijd

Plaats kinderrij kind+geboortedatum

Beroep vader

Opleiding vader

Beroep moeder

Opleiding moeder

Deelnamegegevens

Deelname aan Vensterschoolactiviteiten

Activiteit Persoon

Andere ouderactiviteiten met betrekking tot school (MR, ouderraad, etc)
.................................................................................................................
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Betrokkenheid

Ja Nee
Bent u meer gaan deelnemen aan Vensterschoolactiviteiten?
Bent u meer gaan deelnemen aan andere activiteiten?
Bent u zich meer betrokken gaan voelen bij de (venster)school?
Is het u duidelijk geworden hoe de Vensterschool in elkaar zit? Is de structuur
duidelijk?
Wordt er goede informatie over de Vensterschool gegeven?
Is de Vensterschool een verbetering t.o.v. vroeger?

Eventuele toelichting:
...............................................................................................................................

Gebruik van instellingen

Met welke van de volgende instellingen heeft het doelgroep kind het afgelopen jaar
te maken gehad?

Instelling Reden

Jeugdgezondheidszorg
Schoolarts
Wijkverpleegkundige
Doktersassistente
GGD, algemeen
Buurtnetwerk
Speciaal onderwijs
SBD
RIAGG
Jeugdhulpverlening
Anders
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Appendix B: Health Influencing Behaviour 
      questionnaire

Voeding
Mijn kind:
1. Ontbijt � elke dag

� enkele keren per week
� 1 keer per week of minder

2. lust weinig, eet weinig gevarieerd � niet waar
� een beetje waar
� waar

3. slaat maaltijden over � nooit
� af en toe
� vaak

4. eet en/of drinkt veel tussendoor � niet waar
(chips, kaas, worst, frisdrank) � een beetje waar

� waar

Persoonlijke verzorging
Mijn kind:
5. poetst zijn/haar tanden � meer dan 1 keer per dag

(of laat ze poetsen) � 1 keer per dag
� minder dan 1 keer per dag

6. wast na wc-gebruik de handen � nooit
� soms
� altijd

7. wast voor de maaltijd de handen � nooit
� soms
� altijd

8. doucht of gaat in bad � meerdere keren per week
� 1 keer per week
� minder dan 1 keer per week

9. is overdag goed uitgerust � niet waar
� een beetje waar
� waar

10. gaat meestal naar bed � voor half 8
� tussen half 8 en half 9
� na half 9

Veiligheid thuis, op school en in het verkeer
Mijn kind:
11. heeft vaak ongelukjes � niet waar

� een beetje waar
� waar
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12. doet vaak wild � niet waar
� een beetje waar
� waar

13. doet vaak onvoorzichtig met scherpe � niet waar
voorwerpen (messen, scharen) � een beetje waar

� waar
14. is onvoorzichtig met vuur � niet waar

� een beetje waar
� waar

15. heeft besef van het gevaar van � niet waar
elektriciteit � een beetje waar

� waar
16. heeft besef van gevaar in het verkeer � niet waar

� een beetje waar
� waar

17. steekt zonder uitkijken de straat over � nooit
� af en toe
� vaak

18. blijft (uit zichzelf) op de stoep lopen � niet waar
of aan de kant van de weg als er geen � een beetje waar
stoep is � waar

Omgaan met elkaar
Mijn kind:
19. speelt veel met andere kinderen � niet waar

� een beetje waar
� waar

20. heeft gauw ruzie � niet waar
� een beetje waar
� waar

21. plaagt veel � niet waar
� een beetje waar
� waar

22. vecht veel � niet waar
� een beetje waar
� waar

23. wordt veel geplaagd � niet waar
� een beetje waar
� waar

Psychische ontwikkeling en emotionele vorming
Mijn kind:
 24. kan zich goed concentreren/ � niet waar

kan goed de aandacht bij iets houden � een beetje waar
� waar
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25. is voor zijn/haar leeftijd zelfstandig � niet waar
� een beetje waar
� waar

26. is snel driftig � niet waar
� een beetje waar
� waar

E1. Is vaak brutaal � beslist onwaar
� onwaar
� niet waar/niet onwaar
� waar
� beslist waar

27. is snel jaloers � niet waar
� een beetje waar
� waar

28. is ondernemend, neemt initiatieven � niet waar
� een beetje waar
� waar

E2 probeert altijd de eigen zin door te drijven � beslist onwaar
� onwaar
� niet onwaar/niet waar
� waar
� beslist waar

29. heeft zelfvertrouwen � niet waar
� een beetje waar
� waar

30. is verlegen en teruggetrokken � niet waar
� een beetje waar
� waar

E3 Is bang en angstig � beslist onwaar
� onwaar
� niet waar/niet onwaar
� waar
� beslist waar

31. is gauw zenuwachtig of gespannen � niet waar
� een beetje waar
� waar

E4 is snel van streek � beslist onwaar
� onwaar
� niet waar/niet onwaar
� waar
� beslist waar

32. heeft moeite met naar bed gaan � nooit
� af en toe
� vaak
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33. is vaak bang in het donker � niet waar
� een beetje waar
� waar

34. heeft moeite met inslapen � nooit
� af en toe
� vaak

35. heeft nare dromen � nooit
� af en toe
� vaak

36. gaat graag naar school � niet waar
� een beetje waar
� waar

E5 voelt zich op school onplezierig � beslist niet waar
� niet waar
� niet waar/niet onwaar
� waar
� beslist waar

E6 heeft een goede relatie met de leerkracht � beslist niet waar
� niet waar
� niet waar/niet onwaar
� waar
� beslist waar

E7 Voelt zich op z'n gemak bij leerkracht � beslist niet waar
� niet waar
� niet waar/niet onwaar
� waar
� beslist waar

E8 denkt al gauw dat z'n werk af is � beslist niet waar
� niet waar
� niet waar/niet onwaar
� waar
� beslist waar

E9 werkt nauwkeurig � beslist niet waar
� niet waar
� niet waar/niet onwaar
� waar
� beslist waar

E10 geeft snel op als iets niet lukt � beslist niet waar
� niet waar
� niet waar/niet onwaar
� waar
� beslist waar
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Appendix C: Community school population3

Table 1: Groningen community schools' and total Dutch schools' population per   
   pupil's weight factor

Pupil's weight factor
1.0 (%) 1.25 (%) 1.40 (%) 1.70 (%) 1.90 (%)

Hoogkerk 52.2 35.7 0.0 6.2 6.0
Vinkhuizen 46.3 32.7 0.0 0.0 20.9
SPT 33.7 24.9 0.2 0.0 41.2
Oosterpark 15.6 59.9 0.0 2.3 22.2
Dutch Total4 68.7 20.4 0.1 0.2 10.6

                                                     
3 The data in this table come from the 1997 data-files of the Dutch Inspection of Education
4 Based on 7097 primary schools
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Appendix D: Borderline and clinical scores

Table 1: Transformed borderline and clinical CBCL scores, based on Verhulst, van 
  der Ende & Koot (1996)

Girls Boys
CBCL subscales borderline clinical Borderline clinical
Social withdrawal 38.8 44.4 33.3 44.4
Somatic 22.2 33.3 22.2 27.7
Anxious/depressed 32.1 39.2 32.1 39.2
Social problems 31.3 37.5 37.5 43.7
Uncommunicative 21.4 28.6 21.4 28.6
Hyperactive 36.4 45.5 40.9 50.0
Delinquent 15.4 19.2 15.4 23.1
Aggressive 37.5 45.0 47.5 52.5
Externalising 16.7 21.2 22.7 27.3
Internalising 14.5 19.4 12.9 17.7
CBCL total 13.1 15.7 13.9 17.4

Table 2: Borderline and clinical scores of the 1998 HIB measurement (N=74)

HIB subscales borderline clinical
Safety 45.6 53.3
Social contacts 30.0 50.4
HIB total 35.5 38.4

Table 3: Borderline and clinical scores of the 1998 Pupil's profile measurement    
  (N=180)

Pupil's profile subscales Borderline clinical
Self-confidence 75.0 83.3
Attitude towards schoolwork 78.3 83.3
Social behaviour 75.0 83.3
Healthy behaviour 53.3 71.3
School pleasure 50.0 50.0
Special educational measurements 66.7 76.3
Home environment 67.8 78.1
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Table 4: Borderline and clinical scores of the 1998 HOME measurement (N=74)

HOME subscales Borderline clinical
Learning materials 54.5 50.0
Language stimulation 71.4 71.4
Physical environment 53.6 42.9
Learning stimulation 40.0 30.0
Modelling of social maturity 60.0 50.0
Variety in experience 55.6 50.0
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Appendix E: Original subscale scores

Table 1: Original mean and standard deviation of the CBCL subscales (N=74)

1998 1999 2000
CBCL subscales M SD M SD M SD
Social withdrawal 1.7 1.8 1.5 1.7 1.8 1.9
Somatic 0.5 0.8 0.4 0.9 0.2 0.7
Anxious/depressed 2.4 2.6 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.3
Social problems 1.0 1.4 0.9 1.3 0.9 1.2
Uncommunicative 0.8 1.3 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.5
Hyperactive 2.3 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.1 2.0
Delinquent 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.0 1.1
Aggressive 8.7 5.0 7.8 4.8 6.4 3.9
Externalising 9.9 5.6 9.2 5.6 7.4 4.4
Internalising 4.3 3.8 4.4 3.9 4.5 3.3
CBCL total 22.7 11.8 22.1 11.3 18.9 8.7

Table 2: Original mean and standard deviation of the HIB subscales (N=74)

1998 1999 2000
HIB subscales M SD M SD M SD
Safety 2.9 2.1 2.0 1.8 1.7 2.0
Social contacts 0.9 1.3 1.4 1.7 1.0 1.4
HIB total 12.6 5.8 11.2 5.4 10.4 4.3

Table 3: Original mean and standard deviation of the pupil's profile per school year 
  (N=180) (Problem scores)

1998 1999 2000
Pupil's profile subscales M SD M SD M SD
Self-confidence 2.0 0.9 1.7 0.9 1.8 1.0
Attitude towards schoolwork 2.0 1.0 1.9 1.1 1.8 1.2
Social behaviour 1.8 1.1 1.9 1.0 1.8 1.2
Healthy behaviour 1.5 0.6 1.6 0.8 1.5 0.8
School pleasure 1.3 0.6 1.1 0.6 1.2 0.8
Special educational measurements 1.4 0.9 1.4 1.1 1.6 1.2
Home environment 1.6 0.9 1.7 1.0 1.8 1.1
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Table 4: Original mean and standard deviation of the HOME subscales (N=74).

1998 1999 2000
HOME subscales M SD M SD M SD
Learning materials 9.3 1.5 9.9 1.1 9.9 1.3
Language stimulation 6.6 0.6 6.9 0.4 6.9 0.3
Physical environment 6.5 1.0 6.7 0.9 6.8 0.6
Learning stimulation 4.5 0.9 4.9 0.5 4.9 0.5
Modelling of social maturity 4.0 0.6 4.1 0.5 3.9 0.7
Variety in experience 7.3 1.2 8.1 0.9 7.9 0.9
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